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Software architectural design patterns represent best practice solutions to common design challenges. However, applying design patterns in practice can be difficult because they are typically documented to be domain independent. This makes applying them in a particular domain difficult. Knowing where and at what level of abstraction software architectural design patterns should be applied in a given domain is not always clear. Currently, there are no existing approaches for building and validating domain specific software architectures that focus on reusing and composing existing software architectural design patterns. This dissertation addresses this gap by developing a software product line (SPL) based approach to building and validating domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns.
The key contributions of this research include: the definition of distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) executable design patterns; the definition of a SPL design approach that captures SPL variability at a higher degree of granularity using design patterns; the definition of different levels of required executable design pattern customizations; and a feature and design pattern based functional validation approach. Additionally, a domain specific SPL and two real world case studies are provided to validate and demonstrate the applicability of this approach.
1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview and Motivation

Software design patterns are best practice solutions to common software problems. Design patterns are normally captured to be domain and platform independent. There are several benefits to capturing design patterns in this manner. First, it makes them applicable across multiple domains and platforms. Second, it makes design patterns applicable at different levels of abstraction. However, there are also limitations to capturing design patterns in a domain independent fashion. First of all, it makes design patterns difficult to adopt in practice because it is not always clear at what level of abstraction in the software architecture the design pattern should be applied in a given domain. Secondly, it can be unclear as to which functionality in the software architecture can be improved using software architectural design patterns.

Furthermore, in the majority of cases, multiple design patterns can be applied in a single application. However, design pattern literature rarely provides guidance for composing multiple design patterns. When guidance is provided, such as in (Buschmann et al. 2007, Buschmann et al. 1996; Kircher & Jain 2004; D. Schmidt et al. 2000), it is typically at a
high level and only describes the relationships between patterns. This guidance does not include domain specific guidance for how specific design patterns should be composed to form a software architecture.

Furthermore design pattern guidance also does not provided a way of defining how design pattern can be systematically modified. On the other hand software product line (SPL) engineering provides a systematic means of describing variability in a software family and where variability can be introduced into an architecture. However, SPL engineering focuses on address variability at the component and connector level rather than at the design pattern level.

To address the aforementioned challenges, this research focuses on creating a systematic and repeatable approach to designing distributed, real-time and embedded (DRE) software from software architectural design patterns using software product line concepts. As part of this approach, the software architectures produced are also validated for functional correctness.

To achieve this goal, this dissertation first provides a set of design patterns that are applicable to DRE software. The architectural design patterns fully specify and capture variability in the design pattern using multiple static and dynamic architectural views. Additionally, an executable version of the design pattern is also provided that can be
systematically customized and applied to form an executable software architecture for a particular application. Their executable characteristic are also used to functionally validate software architectures produced using the proposed approach.

Second, this dissertation provides a Software Produce Line (SPL) approach to systematically apply the design patterns to a specific DRE domain. This involves building SPL architectures that utilize and methodically customize a subset of the DRE design patterns at the SPL and SPL member levels. Variability in the SPL is captured at the design pattern level, rather than the component or sub-component level. Thus, SPL variability concepts capture the domain specific integration rules that define how the various design patterns can and cannot be integrated to form SPL member software architectures. Finally, application specific architectures are derived and customized from the SPL architecture.

This research also includes a validation approach that is used to validate the functional requirements of software architectures produced following the SPL approach. Functional validation is achieved using a feature and design pattern based model based testing approach.

This research is applied and validated using the unmanned space flight software (FSW) domain. FSW is an ideal domain to apply this research for multiple reasons. First, the
amount of requirements and responsibilities placed on FSW is growing. FSW has evolved from performing simple operations to controlling a majority of the spacecraft and payloads. This research provides a systematic way to architect FSW that leverages design patterns. The systematic approach helps to ensure that all of the requirements are met. Furthermore, using design patterns makes certain that best practices are incorporated into FSW designs.

Secondly, an industry trend indicates that the number of software related anomalies is growing. It is reported that “in the period from 1998 to 2000, nearly half of all observed spacecraft anomalies were related to software” (Hecht & Buettner 2005). These software anomalies can cause mission disruption or even mission loss. In the aerospace industry these losses cannot be tolerated because of the high cost and length of time that is required to build a spacecraft. Additionally, many spacecraft support very critical missions that can be severely impacted from a small disruption of service. This research can help to alleviate the number of software related anomalies by providing design time validation through simulation. Therefore, design flaws that lead to software anomalies can be identified and remedied early.

Finally, this research aligns with industrial recommendations to help manage FSW acquisitions. In 2007, the NASA Office of Chief Engineer commissioned a multi-center study to better understand the problem and to provide recommendations which better
manage FSW complexity (NASA Office of Chief Engineer n.d.). One of NASA’s recommendations is to perform early analysis and architecting of FSW (Dvorak (editor) 2009). This research can be used to satisfy this recommendation.

To apply this research to the FSW domain, a FSW SPL architecture is created that leverages and customizes the DRE architectural and executable design patterns. Then, two real world case studies from the FSW domain are derived from the FSW SPL. The two case studies vary in complexity and spacecraft structure to illustrate a wide applicability of this approach in the FSW domain. The case studies themselves will also be validated for functional correctness.

It is seen from the case studies that, using the proposed approach, FSW architectures can be systematically and repeatedly built using architectural and executable design patterns. This ensures the FSW architectural designs leverage of software architectural best practices through design patterns. Additionally, the approach ensures that FSW architectures produced will also meet their functional requirements by following the proposed validation approach.

Overall, this research provides a systematic and repeatable means to design DRE software from software architectural design patterns. When applied to the FSW domain the systematic design process along with the associated design time functional validation
should result in higher quality software architectures and subsequently reduce number of anomalies seen in flight.

1.1 Research Problem

The problem statement for this research effort is:

There are no existing systematic and repeatable approaches that leverage software product line concepts for building and validating domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns.

1.2 Dissertation Statement

The research statement for this effort is:

This research describes a systematic and repeatable approach that utilizes software product line concepts for composing and adapting software architectural design patterns that can be used to build and validate domain specific software architectures.

1.3 Contributions

a) Executable architectural design patterns

This PhD research addresses several research gaps. First, current work on software architectural design patterns only provides platform and domain independent specifications of the patterns. This results in a gap between the identification of the design pattern and the application of the design pattern. This is limiting during the application of design patterns because the design patterns must be re-created and customized to the particular application. This can be time consuming and there is the
potential that the design patterns are not properly applied. For example, an engineer may accidentally leave out a component required by the design pattern. To address this gap, this research provides a set of architectural and executable DRE design patterns that can be systematically applied and customized to create software architectures.

Another gap within existing design pattern literature is that it does not explicitly capture variability within the design patterns or provide guidance for how variability in design patterns can be customized for a software architecture. This additional information is needed to make applying design patterns easier within a particular. This PhD research fills this gap by modeling variability within design patterns and providing systematic steps for customizing design pattern variability for an SPL and then an SPL member.

b) Software product lines with design pattern level variability

A third research gap related to this PhD research that current work on software product line methodologies focuses on addressing variability at the component and connector level. While this approach has proven successful in many domains, it faces scalability challenges when applied in domains that have significant variability. This is because they requiring capturing all potential variability within a SPL and modeling it down to individual components and connectors. When significant architectural variability exists in an SPL this requires a large amount of components, connectors, and interactions that must be individually modeled. This can be cumbersome to develop and difficult to maintain. This research addresses the aforementioned scalability challenged by defining
an SPL methodology that captures variability at the design pattern level, as opposed to the component and connector level. Since design patterns can abstract several different individual components and connectors, less modeling is required at the SPL level. Instead some of the variability decisions are deferred to application engineering.

c) **Three levels of executable design pattern customization**

A third research gap addressed by this research is there are only platform and domain independent software architectural design pattern specifications to help in the application of design patterns. This means that the design patterns must be re-created every time they are applied and ad hoc customizations are made when the design patterns are applied. This research goes beyond these works by modeling three levels of architectural design patterns to progressively address variability within the patterns themselves and variability in the patterns selected for a member application. The purpose of providing three levels of executable design patterns is to facilitate reuse and customization during SPL and SPL application development. Additionally, this also saves the software engineer time when building SPL and SPL applications because they provide a good starting point, as opposed to starting completely from scratch.

d) **Design pattern integration modeling**

Another research gap address in this PhD research is that existing SPL approaches and multiple view modeling approaches do not provide views to illustrate how design patterns can be interconnected to achieve the functionality required of a software architecture. This PhD research addresses this gap by creating new scenario based architectural views...
that capture how design patterns can be interconnected to meeting the required functionality. This view also expresses variability in the design pattern interconnections.

**e) Feature and design pattern based validation approach**

The last research gap this PhD address is there are currently no SPL model-based approaches for testing and validating design patterns within executable software architectures. Currently model-based SPL testing approaches focus on using modeled to develop test specifications that can be applied after the architecture is implemented. This PhD dissertation addresses the gap by extending a model-based SPL testing to test and validate executable software architectures, as opposed to code.

**1.4 Organization**

Chapter 1 presents the problem statement and motivation for this research. Chapter 2 presents a survey of related work. Next, Chapter 3 describes how to apply the proposed research approach. Then, Chapter 4 describes the DRE design patterns and Chapter 5 describes in detail the main contributions of this approach and overall approach in detail. Chapters 6 and 7 the approach is applied to the FSW domain. Chapter 8 describes the details of the validation. Finally, Chapter 9 provides the conclusion, the research’s main contributions, and potential areas for future work.
This research addresses an approach to designing flight software from software architectural design patterns. The following sections of this chapter discuss a variety of works related to this dissertation as well as active research areas involving design patterns.

2.1 Software Architecture Design Patterns

Software design patterns are “descriptions of communicating objects and classes that are customized to solve a general design problem in a particular context” (Gamma et al. 1995). They were first introduced by Gamma et al in 1995. Since then, researchers have continued to expand the set of design patterns. Additionally, researchers began to expand design patterns to address higher level architectural issues, called software architectural design patterns (Buschmann et al. 1996; Shaw & Garlan 1996a; D. Schmidt et al. 2000; Kircher & Jain 2004; Gomaa 2005).

The inherent reusability and the broad application of design patterns and architectural design pattern have attracted many researchers to their development and application. The
related works in this area can be broadly grouped into categories of design pattern composition, pattern-based development methodologies, automating design pattern application, other design pattern processes, and domain specific application. Related works in this area are also discussed.

2.1.1 Design Pattern Composition

An area of design pattern research that is closely related to this research focuses on composing design patterns together. Ram et al (Ram et al. 2004) propose an approach to handle design pattern composition for when one pattern uses another pattern or when one pattern combines with another pattern for completeness. This is accomplished by capturing design patterns as tuples consisting of the element(s) to which the design pattern applies, design pattern purpose, and design pattern unique intent. The next step is to define a set of rules for combining tuples based on the uses and combines relationship. Finally, it is required to provide guidance on how the uses and combines relationships can be statically modeled.

Reihle’s research (Riehle 1997) describes some specific examples of composite patterns and describes a composition technique. The composition technique uses role diagrams to capture the design patterns and composition constraints captured in a relationship matrix, which relates every role with every other role. The matrix is then analyzed and used to determine the pattern composition.
Yacoub et al (Yacoub, Xue, et al. 2000; Yacoub, Xue, et al. 2000) developed a tool for composing design patterns together. It first involves a pattern view, where an engineer can select and string together various design patterns. If a dependency is drawn between patterns, then a pattern interface view is required. The pattern interface view is where the dependency is refined by explicitly defining an interface between the patterns. Finally, for each pattern selected in the pattern view, a detailed design view is also created. This view captures the internals of the design pattern and the application specific information.

Finally, Bayley and Zhu (Bayley & Zhu 2008, Bayley & Zhu 2007) and Singh and Chaudhry (Singh & Chaudhary 2009b, Singh & Chaudhary 2009a) use formal methods in their approach to representing and integrating design patterns.

This research is different from the aforementioned works because it provides rules for software architectural design pattern composition using SPL concepts. This research also goes a step further and provides fully specified executable design patterns that serve as the foundation for software architectures.

### 2.1.2 Pattern Based Development Methodologies

The pattern based software development methodologies place emphasis on using design patterns to compose software. These works typically provide several design patterns and provide high level guidance on how to apply design patterns. Notable works in this area (Buschmann et al. 1996; D. Schmidt et al. 2000; Kircher & Jain 2004; Buschmann et al.
This PhD research is different because it provides detailed, domain specific guidance for applying design patterns use SPL concepts by extending (Gomaa 2005). Also, in addition to providing architectural design pattern specifications, this research also provided executable design patterns.

2.1.3 Automating Design Pattern Application

Historically, design patterns have mostly been captured in textual formation. However, making the leap from text to implementation can be difficult for practitioners. In recent years, researchers started focusing on automating the application of design patterns to make them easier to apply. Some works in this area include (Dascalu et al. 2005; El Boussaidi & Mili 2007; Jalil et al. 2010; Bulka 2002).

2.1.4 Other Design Pattern Processes

2.1.4.1 Facilitating Design Pattern Application

Another area of design pattern process research focuses on facilitating the use of design patterns by making them easier to use, find, and communicate. First, some research focuses on tracing design patterns to code (Landauer 2000; Baniassad et al. 2003; Dong et al. 2005, Dong et al. 2006). The goal of this research is to communicate when design patterns are used in the design and in the code.

Third, some researchers are developing approaches to help in the selection of design patterns (Noble 1998; Schulz et al. 1998; J. Wang, Song & Chung 2005d; Briand et al.)
The goal of this research is to facilitate the use of design pattern by aiding in their selection.

Other research is developing new ways to teach design patterns (Ouyang 2002; Al-Tahat et al. 2006; Alphonce et al. 2007; Gestwicki 2007; Wright 2007). The goal of this research is to facilitate the use of design patterns by teaching engineers about design patterns, their importance, and how to incorporate them into designs.

2.1.4.2 Testing

Another active area of design pattern process research is on testing. Researchers are examining the impact design patterns have on testing strategies while others are developing new testing strategies for design patterns (Tsai et al. 1999; Yam-Gael Guenheneuc & Albin-Amioti 2001; Dasiewicz 2005). The ultimate goal of this research is to help testers develop testing strategies that are appropriate for software with design patterns.

2.1.4.3 Design Pattern Verification

Another area that researchers are exploring in design pattern processes is the verification of design patterns. Researchers are developing tools and techniques to help verify that a design pattern is implemented correctly, and in some cases, to assist with the documentation (Cornils & Hedin 2000; Yuan et al. 2004; Dong et al. 2007; Hsueh et al. 2007). Alencar et al (Alencar et al. 1999) take it a step further by identifying undesired
interactions among the design pattern components when multiple design patterns are applied.

2.1.4.4 Software Maintenance

A fifth active area in design pattern process research is in software maintenance. First, several researchers are conducting empirical studies to examine if the explicit documentation of design patterns in software is beneficial to software maintainers (Prechelt et al. 2001, Prechelt et al. 2002; Izurieta & J. Bieman 2007; Ng et al. 2007; J. M. Bieman et al. 2003). The majority of the studies show a positive relationship between design patterns and the ability to maintain systems. Another empirical study examines the evolution of design patterns in terms of how frequently design patterns change as well as identification of which classes are impacted by the change (Aversano, Canfora, et al. 2007). This study found that design patterns closely tied to the application changed more frequently and the classes impacted by the change are closely tied to the type of change. Finally, another case study explores the value of design patterns in reengineering software (Masuda et al. 2000). It shows that the use of design patterns can improve the extensibility of a reengineered piece of software.

Secondly, other research focuses on developing reverse engineering approaches to extract design patterns from existing code (Tonella & Antoniol 1999; Albin-Amiot et al. 2001; Balanyi & Ferenc 2003; Arcelli, Masiero & Raibulet 2005; Arcelli, Masiero, Raibulet, et
al. 2005; Basu et al. 2005; Costagliola et al. 2005; Ferenc et al. 2005; W. Wang & Tzerpos 2005; Kaczor et al. 2006; Kim & Lu 2006; Pappalardo & Tramontana 2006; Shi & Olsson 2006; Dong et al. 2007; H. Lee et al. 2007; Dong & Y. Zhao 2007). The goal of this research is to extract design patterns from existing code to help software maintainers understand the design and to help them make appropriate changes.

Finally, another active area of research is in refactoring and reengineering. Researchers are developing approaches to systematically and/or automatically refactor legacy code to use design patterns (Cinneide & Nixon 2001; Jeon et al. 2002; Tahvildari & Kontogiannis 2002a, Tahvildari & Kontogiannis 2002b). The final goal of this research is to improve the maintainability of legacy code by leveraging the power of design patterns.

### 2.1.4.5 Design Pattern Evolution

Design evolution is another active area in design pattern process research. The goal of design evolution research is to develop techniques that make changing software easier. With respect to design patterns, researchers are developing approaches to automate changes to design patterns and frameworks (Mens & Tourwe 2001; C. Zhao et al. 2007; Dong et al. 2006). Researchers are also studying the causes and impacts of design pattern evolution (Aversano, Cerulo, et al. 2007).
2.1.4.6 Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)

Research in design pattern processes is also occurring within the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) paradigm. Active research is being performed on building code generators and transformation techniques that automatically apply design patterns during the model-to-code transformations (Ohtsuki et al. 1999; Xue-Bin et al. 2007).

2.1.5 Domain Specific Application of Design Patterns

2.1.5.1 Flight Software

Currently, there are very few works that discuss building flight software from software architectural design patterns. Herrmann & Schöning (Herrmann & Schöning 2000) discuss how the abstract factory pattern and the facade pattern can be applied to telemetry processing. They illustrate their approach using a small satellite called, CHAMP that uses the Packet Telemetry Recommendation of the European Space Agency (ESA). Katwijk et al (Katwijk et al. 2001) developed a general architecture of a distributed real-time system using the Layers Pattern. They then show how it can be applied to satellite systems.

Another similar work that applies design patterns to flight software is NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s work on the Core Flight Software System (CFS) (Wilmot 2005, Wilmot 2006; Goddard Space Flight Center 2009). The CFS concept consists of “three major components, a small runtime flight executive, an expandable catalog/library of
reusable software components, and an integrated development environment” (Wilmot 2006). When CFS is complete, flight software engineers will be able to design and build flight software on top of the small runtime flight executive called Core Flight Executive (cFE) using components from the reuse catalog. The proposed CFS architecture leverages some design patterns including the Layers and the Publish and Subscribe patterns. Currently only the cFE is available (Goddard Space Flight Center 2010).

Finally, Bennett et al (Bennett et al. 2005, Bennett et al. 2008) are working a related research called the Mission Data System (MDS) project. The MDS provides a system level control architecture, framework, and systems engineering methodology for developing state-based models for planning and execution. The PhD dissertation can be used to complement and support this work.

2.1.5.2 Real-time and Embedded Systems

There is more research of design pattern application to real-time and embedded systems than space flight software. First, some researchers focus on how to apply existing design patterns in the real-time and embedded domain. Selic (Selic 2004, Selic 1996a, Selic 1996b) describes a set of micro-patterns can be combined in different ways to form software architectures for real-time systems. Benowitz and Niessner (Benowitz & Niessner 2003) present design patterns that can be used with the Real-time Specification for Java (RTSJ). Zalewksi (Zalewski 1999, Zalewski 2002, Zalewski 2001) proposes an
approach to designing real-time software using design patterns by treating real-time systems as control systems. Belleibia and Douin (Belleibia & Douin 2006) describe how existing design patterns can be used to build middleware for embedded systems. Fliege et al (Fliege et al. 2005) propose an approach to apply design patterns to real-time systems that captures both the design patterns and architecture in Specification and Description Language (SDL).

Other researchers are focusing on developing new software design patterns specifically for the real-time and embedded system domain. Selic (Selic 1996a) describes the recursive control pattern that “provides a means for dealing with what are traditionally considered ancillary software functions” (Selic 1996a). Pont and Banner (Pont & Banner 2004) are developing design patterns for time-triggered architectures. Esmaeilzadeh et al (Esmaeilzadeh et al. 2007) present a design pattern they developed specifically for a neural network on SoC-based embedded systems. Kalinsky (Kalinsky 2002) developed software design patterns for high availability real-time software. Gay et al (Gay et al. 2007) have developed design patterns for TinyOS, an operating system for wireless network embedded systems. Dupire and Fernandez (Dupire & Fernandez 2001) developed a modified version of the command pattern called the command dispatcher pattern which is suitable for real-time systems.
2.2 Software Product Line Approaches

Software product lines (SPLs) are “a set of software intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way” (Clements & Northrop 2002). The potential productivity gains resulting from a SPL’s reusable assets have attracted many researchers to their development and application. There are several notable SPL design approaches including (Clements & Northrop 2002; Pohl et al. 2005; Gomaa 2005). These approaches have proven successful in many applications. In fact, the Software Engineering Institute provides a listing of successful SPL case studies that utilize their approach (Anon n.d.). The key to SPL success is in their ability to develop assets for a family of software systems that addresses variability. This involves using commonality/variability analysis to identify the features, which are requirements. Some features will be required by all SPL members. Other features are optional or alternatives meaning that they are only required by some SPL members. After the features are determined the next step is to develop a SPL software architecture that addresses these features. The SPL software architecture must also reflect the variability in the SPL’s common and variable features. Variability in the software architecture is typically managed at the subsystem, component, and connector level. Common subsystems, components, and connectors are required by all SPL members. Optional subsystems, components, and connectors are only required by some SPL members. Finally, variant subsystems, components, and connectors are different versions
that are required by different SPL members. Finally, SPL approaches also involve application engineering where individual SPL members are derived from the SPL assets.

This research leverages existing SPL research by utilizing SPL concepts found in (Gomaa 2005). It extends SPL approaches by managing variability at the software architectural design pattern level rather than at the component and connector level. This approach to SPLs effectively reduces variability through the incorporation of architectural design patterns in SPL architectures and giving the application developer the capability of customizing the patterns to the needs of the application. This is because design patterns contain customizable components, connectors, and interactions rather than specific components, connectors, and interactions. Therefore several different combinations of specific components, connectors, and interactions are abstracted into one design pattern and do not need to be individually modeled. Thus less modeling is required at the SPL level since features have dependencies on design patterns rather than multiple individual components and connectors. The tradeoff is that the application engineering process does require additional modeling since the application specific components, connectors, and interactions must be derived from the design patterns. However, guidance is provided to help assist the application engineer and ensure the SPL architecture is maintained.

2.3 Multi-view Modeling

Another major area of related research involves multi-view modeling. This type of modeling focuses on expressing software architectures using multiple views to fully
specify the architecture from different perspectives. Typical views include requirements, static, dynamic, and deployment. First, requirement views capture the requirements of the system. Next, static views capture structural properties of the software architecture. Dynamic views capture object interactions within the software architecture. Finally, deployment views document how the software is deployed on a hardware configuration. Notable works in this area include (Nuseibeh et al. 1993; Gomaa & Shin 2004; O’Hara-Schettino & Gomaa 1998).

This research leverages existing research in multi-view modeling research by utilizing architectural views found in (Gomaa 2005). It extends this work by developing new views in UML that are necessary to express software architectures that are composed of design patterns.

2.4 Software Architectures

Finally the last area of related works is on software architectures. Research in this area focuses on the development and documentation of software architectures. This research focuses on techniques to determine and document the software components and connectors that compose software architectures. This includes performing requirements, static, and dynamic analysis on the proposed software system to determine the required components and connectors. Prominent works in this area include (Shaw & Garlan 1996b; Taylor et al. 2009; Clements et al. 2002; Gomaa 2000; Gomaa 2011; R. Allen & Garlan 1997; R. J. Allen 1997; Garlan et al. 1997; Magee et al. 1995; ISO/IEEE 2011;
Bass et al. 2003). In addition to showing how the software architectures meet their functional requirements, researchers are also developing ways to analyze quality attributes, such as software performance, in software architectures to determine if they meet their quality attribute requirements early in the software lifecycle. Examples of this type of research include (Gomaa 2005; Smith & Williams 2002; Pettit IV & Gomaa 2007; Graf 2004; Hakansson et al. 2004; D. C. Petriu 2005; Woodside et al. 2005; Harel 1997; Bass et al. 2003).

This research leverages existing software architecture research by utilizing architectural analysis techniques found in (Gomaa 2000; Gomaa 2011). It extends this work by developing guidance for successfully customizing components and connectors in DRE software architectural design patterns for the SPL software architecture and then SPL member software architectures.

2.5 Summary

This chapter summarizes the works related to this PhD research. These works include various areas of software design pattern research, software product line (SPL) approaches, multi-view modeling, and software architecture development approaches. This PhD research extends these related works by developing an approach to building domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns. This research utilizes existing SPL concepts to capture how the software architectural design patterns can and cannot be incorporated together to form software architectures. This
research leverages existing software architectural design patterns and extends them by creating executable versions that can be systematically applied to the SPL and then SPL member software architectures. Additionally, this research follows practices for multi-view modeling. This area of related works is extended in this PhD research since additional architectural views were needed to express the design pattern interconnections within software architectures. Furthermore this PhD research leverages existing software architecture development approaches. However, this PhD research extends this work by developing guidance for customizing components and connectors in the executable software architectural design patterns for the SPL and then SPL member software architectures.
3 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH

3.1 Research Approach

This research presents a systematic and repeatable approach for modeling domain specific distributed, real-time, and embedded (DRE) software from software architectural design patterns. The proposed approach is a Software Product Line (SPL) based approach where SPL variability is captured at a higher degree of granularity using software architectural design patterns. This enables SPL variability concepts to capture the integration rules for how design patterns can and cannot be composed. Additionally, it provides a systematic approach to customizing domain independent design patterns at the SPL and application levels.

A high level view of the proposed SPL approach is depicted in Figure 3-1, where processes are rectangles and repositories are cylinders. The approach taken for this research first involves pre-selecting software architectural design patterns that are applicable to DRE software. Next, it involves building DRE level architectural design patterns and executable design patterns. The architectural design patterns fully specify
and capture variability within the design patterns using multiple static and dynamic architectural views. The executable design patterns are executable version of the design pattern, using state machines, that is intended to facilitate functional validation. The DRE level architectural and executable design patterns are created only once and are reused and modified by all domain specific DRE SPLs, as shown using an DRE Design Architectural and Executable Design Patterns repository in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 High level view of proposed process
Then, this research is applied to a specific DRE domain, as shown in the Software Product Line Engineering process in Figure 3-1. This involves building a domain specific SPL architecture that utilizes and customizes a subset of the DRE architectural and executable design patterns. In the SPL, the features are mapped to design patterns rather than components. Design patterns contain customizable components, connectors, and interactions rather than specific components, connectors, and interactions. Therefore several different combinations of specific components, connectors, and interactions are abstracted into one design pattern and do not need to be individually modeled. Thus variability is captured with a high degree of granularity and less modeling is required at the SPL level since features have dependencies on design patterns rather than multiple individual components and connectors. The tradeoff is that the application engineering process does require additional modeling since the application specific components, connectors, and interactions must be derived from the design patterns. However, guidance is provided to help assist the application engineer and ensure the SPL architecture is maintained. The SPL also captures the integration rules that define how the various design patterns can and cannot be integrated to form an overall software architecture.

During the SPL engineering phase, the DRE architectural and executable design patterns are customized with domain specific knowledge to create SPL level architectural and executable design patterns. The architectural design patterns are updated to reflect the
SPL specific components and variability. The executable design patterns are also updated to reflect the SPL specific components.

The last major process shown in Figure 3-1, is the Application Engineering Process where this research is applied to create a specific application. The application’s architecture is derived from the SPL architecture based on the application’s requirements. The specific SPL architectural and executable design patterns selected for the application are customized to form the foundation for the application’s architecture. Finally, the application specific adaptions to the architectural design patterns include updating the architectural specification to show the variant and optional components used by the application. The executable design patterns are also updated to reflect the variant and optional components and interactions.

### 3.2 Advantages of Research Approach

The approach described in this research has a number of distinct advantages. First, and for most, a benefit of this research is capturing SPL variability at a higher degree of granularity than traditional SPLs. This is accomplished by capturing variability at the architectural design pattern level, rather than the component and sub-component level used in typical SPL approaches. Variability captured at a higher degree of granularity increases architectural flexibility and reduces the amount of modeling required in the SPL. Thus this approach provides a scalable way to manage variability in domains with significant architectural variability.
Second, the method for capturing architectural design patterns, executable design patterns, and constructing software architectures from these design patterns does not deviate from the existing UML 2.0 industrial standard (Rumbaugh et al. 2004; OMG 2005). The use of standards enables software engineers to quickly understand and apply this research. Furthermore, this research also uses existing commercial UML Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools. This enables this research to be easily applied to industrial applications.

Another benefit of this research is that the design patterns used for the SPL and applications are derived from design patterns for DRE software. The research contains a set of DRE architectural and executable design patterns that can be customized to any DRE domain. This ultimately helps save SPL engineers time when developing their SPL architectures because the DRE foundation for the design patterns is provided. This increases the applicability and practicality of this research.

Additional benefits of this research are that the design patterns used are pre-selected to address a wide variety of DRE systems. Again, this saves software engineers time because they do not need to sift through design pattern literature to find the appropriate design patterns.
Other benefits of this research are that the executable design patterns are systematically applied to form the foundation of the domain specific SPL and application specific architectures. The executable nature of the design patterns facilitates the functional validation of the architecture.

Finally, this research supports a real world problem and it aligns with an industrial recommendation for improving space flight software acquisition. This research has the potential to help many FSW programs improve the quality of their software architectures and subsequently reduce the number of FSW anomalies.

### 3.3 Validation

The proposed approach is validated by ensuring functional correctness of the individual DRE, SPL, and application executable design patterns as well as the executable application software architectures. The individual DRE executable design patterns are validated using executable object modeling with statecharts (Harel 1997). The flow of events and messages is followed through the design pattern’s state machines to ensure everything functions as expected. Any problems discovered are corrected before the design pattern is applied to a SPL. Second, the SPL executable design patterns are also validated. The validation process is similar to the validation process at the DRE level. However, the design patterns must function as required by the SPL features. Thirdly, the application executable design patterns are also validated. The validation process is similar to the validation process at the SPL level. However, the design
patterns must function as required by the application’s features. Finally, executable application software architectures are validated using a feature and design pattern model based testing approach. This approach extends a feature driven model based testing technique (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009) to explicitly address design patterns.

Validation for this research occurs through the FSW domain using two proof of concept, real world case studies. The FSW SPL is described in Chapter 6 and Appendix B. The case studies include modeling a small, spin stabilized spacecraft in a low earth orbit (Chapter 7 and Appendix C) and a large, three-axis stabilized spacecraft in heliocentric orbit (Appendix D). These case studies were selected because they validate the feasibility of applying the research to a wide range of FSW. The FSW SPL and case studies will be built following the approach described in this research. The cases studies will use several of the architectural and executable design patterns proposed in this research. The case studies will be validated for functional correctness following the proposed feature and design pattern based validation approach.
4 DISTRIBUTED, REAL-TIME AND EMBEDDED ARCHITECTURAL AND EXECUTABLE DESIGN PATTERNS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview and the definitions for the architectural and executable design patterns used to build domain specific Distributed, Real-time and Embedded (DRE) software architectures. First, this chapter provides an overview of architectural design patterns and the executable design patterns. This includes a description of architecture views used to describe DRE architectural design patterns. Additionally, it describes the executable design patterns and how they are made executable. It then illustrates the complete set of architectural views and an executable version using the Centralized Control design pattern. Finally it lists all the architectural and executable design patterns created as part of this research. A brief description of each architectural and executable design pattern is found in Appendix A.

4.2 Architectural and Executable Design Pattern Overview

This research utilizes architectural and executable design patterns to serve as customizable templates that establish the foundation for domain specific DRE software
architectures. The variability within the design patterns is intended to be customized to a particular domain and application by software engineers. In order to use design patterns for the foundation of software architectures they must fully define the design pattern’s objects, object interactions, object communication within the design pattern, and variability within the design pattern. This information is captured in the architectural design patterns using multiple architectural views. The executable design patterns contain an executable version of the design with more detail that can be systematically incorporated to make the software architectures executable.

This research utilizes the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to capture software architectural views. UML contains several diagrams to capture the software from different views. However, only the UML diagrams needed to appropriately specify the design patterns are used. This subsection describes the architectural views and the executable version in more detail.

4.2.1 Architectural Design Pattern Views

The first architectural view needed to specify the design pattern must define the objects involved in a design pattern need to be defined. UML Collaborations are “a description of a collection of objects that interact to implement some behavior within a context” (Rumbaugh et al. 2004). Therefore collaborations provide a great view to define the objects and behavior within a design pattern from a very high level. The collaboration diagram uses roles to define a description of objects that can participate in the
collaboration. Variability is captured using SPL stereotypes and multiplicities. The SPL stereotypes used are from the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005). For example, "<<kernel>>" is used to indicate a feature is common to all applications and "<<optional>>" is used to describe a feature that is provided by some applications.

Figure 4-1, illustrates a sample collaboration diagram. The entire collaboration is encapsulated using the collaboration notation, which is a dashed oval with the name on top. As seen in Figure 4-1, this collaboration is composed of two roles, which are role_0 and role_1. Additionally, role_0 and role_1 has some interaction because a connector is modeled between them. According to the multiplicities, there can only be one role_0. However this is variability in the amount of role_1s as indicated with its multiplicity and "<<optional>>" stereotype.
Secondly, an architectural view of how the objects can interact within the design pattern needs to be established. At the DRE level, there is significant variability in the object interactions since the actual number of the objects is variable. Therefore only a representative set of object interactions can be defined for the DRE architectural design patterns. Furthermore, the specific type of message communication is variable at the DRE. Therefore no assumptions are made about the message communication type. The design pattern’s object interaction view will be captured using UML sequence diagrams (Rumbaugh et al. 2004). An example sequence diagram is depicted below in Figure 4-2. The top of the diagram shows two object roles. In this sequence, role_0 calls role_1’s message_0 asynchronously. Then role_1 invokes role_0’s message synchronously.

![Example sequence diagram](image)

Figure 4-2 Example sequence diagram
The last architectural view needed to specify the design pattern must define the communication within the design pattern. The purpose of this view is to show the components with the required and provided ports they use to communicate with the other components. The component diagram (Rumbaugh et al. 2004) shows the components with required ports, provided ports, and connectors that inter-connect the components.

At the DRE level, there is variability in the actual connector type, such as asynchronous message queue. To capture this variability, the DRE design patterns will only indicate where connector objects are needed. The variability in the components is modeled with SPL stereotypes.

An example component diagram is depicted in Figure 4-3. This figure shows how two components are interconnected. The connector is a bidirectional connector that joins Class_2’s complex port RClass1 to Class_1’s complex port PClass1.

![Example component diagram](image)

**Figure 4-3 Example component diagram**
To make the diagram readable, the port design is modeled on a separate component diagram in Figure 4-4. Class_1’s port provides the iClass1 interface and requires the iClass2 interface. Class_2’s port provides the iClass2 interface and requires the iClass1 interface. Examination of the port design shows that the PClass1 and RClass1 ports are compatible because the required interfaces can be connected to the provided interfaces.

Figure 4-4 Example port design

4.2.2 Executable Design Patterns

After the design pattern is specified, the next step is to make an executable version of the design pattern. In order to accomplish this, internal behavior for each of the active objects in the design patterns needs to be defined. The internal behavior must capture which actions the object performs, such as executing an algorithm. If an object’s actions
include communicating with other object, the port and message being sent must be defined. Additionally, the functionality in the passive objects must also be specified.

UML state machine diagrams are the perfect match to capture internal behavior. Additionally, state machines can be executed using Harel’s executable state chart semantics (Harel 1997). State machines are composed of states, which represent the object’s internal state. Transitions between states are specified using transitions that capture the trigger that causes the transition and any actions to be performed as part of the transition. Additionally, actions which the object performs can also be captured within the state using entry, exit, or do activities.

This research uses IBM Rational Rhapsody to build and execute the state machines. Therefore the actions performed are captured using IBM Rational Rhapsody’s action language and event handling infrastructure. IBM Rational Rhapsody uses custom action language, which is a subset of the C++ language, to capture actions and to execute the model (IBM Corporation 2009). Thus, this action language is used to implement the objects actions. The action language is similar to C++, except there are a few additional reserved words and functions. For example, OUT_PORT is a reserved word used to specify the port in which messages are sent and GEN is a reserved word used to generate asynchronous messages as events. The messages must be specified on the consumer’s provided interface in order to be invoked. When an event is generated, IBM Rational
Rhapsody event handling infrastructure handles the routing of events from the producer to the consumer. The details are found in (IBM Corporation 2009). When the consumer component receives the event, the appropriate state transition is taken and actions within that state are performed.

Figure 4-5 depicts an example state machine diagram for Class_2. This state machine is composed of two main states, which are Idle and Processing. The beginning state is Idle. If message_1 is received while Class_2 is in this state, then Class_2 will transition into Processing. In this state, the object performs an output action and generates the complete event to indicate that processing is complete. This information is captured as an action within the Processing state using IBM Rational Rhapsody action language, as seen in Figure 4-5. This causes Class_2 to transition back to the Idle state. During this transition, the Class_2 also sends a notification message Class_1. The notification message is a provided interface as seen in Figure 4-4. This information is captured as a transition action shown after the trigger called complete. The semantics used are from IBM Rational Rhapsody action language where OUT_PORT specifies the port to use and GEN sends the event.
4.3 Centralized Control Architectural Design Pattern

The Centralized Control design pattern (Gomaa 2005) involves one control component that provides overall control of the system by conceptually executing a state machine. This design pattern is included because it provides a control structure for DRE systems where overall control is centralized. This enables all the state dependent control to be contained in a single component, which makes it easy to understand and maintain. This pattern is suitable for small control applications because the centralized control can become a bottleneck on large systems.
The first architectural view captures the components that participate in the executable design pattern and their variability. This information is modeled using a collaboration diagram. The collaboration diagram for the Centralized Control executable design pattern is depicted in Figure 4-6. The design pattern is composed of four general purpose components. There is variability in the amount and type of Input_Components, Output_Components, and IO_Components that can be used when this pattern is applied. Therefore this variability is modeled using the <<optional>> stereotype and as a zero-or-more multiplicity in the collaboration diagram.

Figure 4-6 Collaboration diagram for Centralized Control design pattern
The next architectural view captures the dynamic interactions between the components are captured using interaction diagrams. Figure 4-7 depicts a representative object interaction sequence for the Centralized Control design pattern. In this interaction sequence, an external event from the external environment, called ENV, triggers the Input_Component to send an inputEventNotification to the Centralized_Controller. Based on this data, the Centralized_Controller then determines the appropriate response. In this particular scenario, the Centralized_Controller sends a command to the Output_Component to perform an action.

Figure 4-7 Representative sequence diagram for Centralized Control design pattern
Finally, the last architectural view captures the communication between the components in the design pattern using component diagrams. The component diagram for the Centralized Control design pattern is depicted in Figure 4-8. This diagram shows there is a connector between the Centralized_Controller’s ROutput required port and the Output_Component’s ROutputComp provided port. This connector is used to send output commands to the Output_Components. There is also a connector between the Centralized_Controller’s RIO required port and the IO_Component’s PIOComp provided port. This connector is used to send output commands to and receive inputs from the IO_Components. The last connector is between the Centralized_Controller’s required port RInput and the Input_Component’s provided port RInput. This connector is used to send data to the Centralized_Controller and when applicable, requesting data from the Input_Component.

![Component diagram for Centralized Control design pattern](image)

*Figure 4-8 Component diagram for Centralized Control design pattern*
In order for the ports to be connected, the required and provide interfaces between the ports must be compatible. This means the required interfaces on the port must match the provided interfaces on the connected port, and vice versa. Additionally, the variability in the interfaces must also be addresses. For example, Figure 4-9 depicts the port design of the Centralized Control design pattern. This shows that the connected ports have compatible required and provided interfaces. Since there is data type variability at the DRE level, the data types are modeled using the RhpAddress data type, which is IBM Rational Rhapsody’s language independent object superclass similar to void* in C++.
4.4 Centralized Control Executable Design Pattern

The executable design patterns provide an executable version of the design pattern using state machines. The state machines capture the objects internal behavior and are made executable using executable object modeling with statecharts (Harel 1997). The executable version of the Centralized Control design pattern assumes there are one Input_Component, one Output_Component, and one IO_Component. Additionally, it assumes asynchronous message communication for all communication. Furthermore, it assumes that all inputs from the Input_Component result in a command to the Output_Component and all inputs from the IO_Component result in commands back to the IO_Component. This assumption enables all components in the design pattern to be exercised.

The state machine for the Input_Component is depicted in Figure 4-10. In the Idle state the component waits for an externalEvent from its external hardware device or read requests from the Centralized_Controller. When an externalEvent is received, the Input_Component transitions into the Preparing_Notification state, where it prepares a message to send to the Centralized_Controller. At the DRE level, the actions performed to create a message are variable; therefore it is modeled using a code stub as seen in Figure 4-10. Once the message is ready, the Input_Component generates an inputNotification event and transitions back to the Idle state. On the transition, an action is performed. This action involves sending the event data as an inputEventNotification
message to the Centralized Controller. As seen in Figure 4-9, the inputEventNotification method of the Centralized Controller and the port used corresponds to the ports in the component diagram in Figure 4-8. A similar set of actions is performed in response to a read event message, however the requested data is collected and sent back to the Centralized Controller.

The state machine for the Centralized Controller is depicted in Figure 4-11. The Centralized Controller also has two states, which are Idle and Responding. In the Idle state the Centralized Controller waits for inputEventNotifications from Input Components and IO Components. When an inputEventNotification is received, it transitions into the Responding state. Upon entry into this state, the
Centralized_Controller determines the appropriate response based on the input received. In this executable version, it is assumed that all inputs from the Input_Component result in a command to the Output_Component and all inputs from the IO_Component result in a command back to the IO_Component. Once the response is determined, the Centralized_Controller then sends a command to the appropriate component using the provided ports and methods defined in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. This information is contained as an entry action within the Controlling state; however it is not depicted in Figure 4-11 in an effort to make the figure readable. Finally, after sending the command messages, the Centralized_Controller generates a processingComplete event and transitions back into the Idle state to wait for the next inputEventNotification.

![State machine for Centralized Controller](image)

**Figure 4-11 State machine for Centralized Controller**

Next, the state machine for the Output_Component is depicted in Figure 4-12. The Output_Component begins in the Idle state where is waits for commands from the Centralized_Controller. Once a command message is received, the Output_Component transitions into the Executing_Command state where it performs the appropriate actions.
on the external hardware. At the DRE level, the actions the Output_Component performs are variable, therefore it is modeled using a code stub as seen in Figure 4-12. Once complete, it generates the processingComplete event and transitions back to the Idle state to wait for the next command.

![Figure 4-12 State machine for Output_Component](image)

The last state machine for the Centralize Control design pattern is the IO_Component, which is depicted in Figure 4-13. The state machine for the IO_Component is slightly more complicated because it acts as both an input and IO component. The IO_Component begins in the Idle state within the Working state. In the Idle state the IO_Component waits for commands from the Centralized_Controller. When an action message is received, it transitions into the Executing_Command state where it performs the appropriate actions on the external hardware. At the DRE level, the actions the IO_Component performs are variable, therefore it is modeled using a code stub. The
code stub is modeled as an on entry action into the Executing_Command state, but not
depicted in Figure 4-13 to keep the diagram readable. After it performs the necessary
actions, it generates the processingComplete event and transitions back to the Idle state to
wait for the next command. When a read message is received, a similar set of states and
transitions occurs, however, it occurs in the Gathering Data state. The IO_Component is
also responsible for listening to externalEvents from the hardware. Therefore if an
externalEvent event is received, the IO_Component stops its current action in the
Working state and transitions into the Preparing_Notification state. In the
Preparing_Notification state it prepares a message to send to the Centralized_Controller.
At the DRE level, the actions performed to create a message are variable. Thus this is
modeled using a code stub in the on entry section of the Preparing_Notification state, but
not graphically depicted to keep the diagram readable. Once the message is ready, the
IO_Component then sends the inputEventNotification message to the
Centralized_Controller through the RIO port and transitions back to its previously
interrupted location within the Working state.
4.5 DRE Design Pattern Listing

In addition to the Centralized Control design pattern, the other DRE design patterns created as part of this research are listed in Table 4-1 and additional details are found in Appendix A.
Table 4-1 DRE design patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRE Design Patterns</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Control Pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
<td>Distributed Control Pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Dispatcher design pattern (Dupire &amp; Fernandez 2001)</td>
<td>Strategy design pattern (Gamma et al. 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and Filters architectural design pattern, also referred to as Channel, (Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003)</td>
<td>Two Phase Commit design pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Slave design pattern (Buschmann et al. 1996).</td>
<td>Compound Transaction design pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Server design pattern, including the Multiple Client Multiple Server and Multitier Client Server variations (Gomaa 2005)</td>
<td>Publish Subscribe design pattern (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 1996; Gamma et al. 1995), also called Observer and Subscription/Notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast design pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
<td>Protected Single Channel (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast design pattern (Gomaa 2005)</td>
<td>Homogeneous Redundancy design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layers (Gomaa 2005; Douglass 2003; Buschmann et al. 1996)</td>
<td>Triple Modular Redundancy design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous Message Communication (Gomaa 2005)*</td>
<td>Sanity Check design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication (Gomaa 2005)*</td>
<td>Watchdog design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous Communication with Callback (Gomaa 2005)*</td>
<td>Safety Executive design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous with Reply (Gomaa 2005) *</td>
<td>Brokered Communication (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous without Reply (Gomaa 2005)*</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Redundancy design pattern (Douglass 2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*executable versions were not created; relied on the message queues provided by IBM Rational Rhapsody’s execution environment
5. **BUILDING DOMAIN SPECIFIC SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE ARCHITECTURES FROM DESIGN PATTERNS**

### 5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the novel pieces required to build domain specific distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) software architectures from design patterns. This approach utilizes architectural and executable design patterns and software product line (SPL) concepts to capture rules for integrating the design patterns to form domain specific software architectures.

### 5.2 Feature Modeling for Design Patterns

This research uses a feature model to identify the common and variable features in the SPL. A feature is a requirement or characteristic of some applications in a SPL. Feature modeling is not new. In fact, this research derives features from use cases and is modeled as described in the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005). However, feature modeling has differences when mapping to design patterns.
First, there are coarse grained features, called pattern specific features, which differentiate one pattern specific feature from another. For example, the FSW SPL has a pattern specific feature called Low Volume Command Execution and another pattern specific feature called High Volume Command Execution. These features provide similar functionality, however, they are differentiated in the amount of commands they are required to process.

Then, there are fine grained features, called pattern variability features, which influence the variability within pattern specific features. For example, in the FSW SPL there is a pattern variability feature called Heater. This pattern variability feature relates to variability in the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature because it influences whether or not the FSW will execute commands involving a heater. The pattern specific features will ultimately be mapped to design patterns that support the feature. Pattern variability features will not be mapped to design patterns. Rather they will be modeled as having dependencies on pattern specific features.

Feature modeling is illustrated using a subset of the FSW SPL’s feature model in Figure 5-1. This example shows a pattern specific feature group that has variability captured in three alternative features. Additionally, it shows that the optional Heater pattern variability feature influences variability in the Command Execution feature group since it influences whether or not the FSW is required to process commands for a heater.
5.3 Feature to Design Pattern Mapping

The feature to design pattern mapping is where this approach is also novel and differentiates itself from other SPL approaches. It identifies where software architectural design patterns can be used in the analysis model and then relates them back to the SPL features. Mapping SPL features to design patterns has several benefits. First, it ensures that SPL and SPL members leverage the benefits of software architectural design patterns. Second, the feature to design pattern mapping captures the rules for selecting design patterns. For example, consider two alternative pattern specific features that are each mapped to a different design pattern. Since these features are alternatives they cannot both be selected for a particular application. Therefore the design patterns that are
mapped to these features cannot be combined because the design patterns are alternatives. Finally, capturing SPL variability using design patterns, as opposed to components and connectors, results in an SPL with variability captured at a higher level of granularity. This results in architectural flexibility and less modeling at the SPL because the design patterns contain customizable components and connections rather than specific classes. This provides a more scalable approach to handling SPL domains with a significant amount of variability.

The feature to design pattern mapping is created following a systematic process. During the dynamic modeling, each pattern specific feature in the feature model follows these steps:

1. Create an interaction diagram based on the pattern specific feature’s associated use case.

2. For each pattern variability feature that has a dependency on the pattern specific feature, model the related variability in the interaction diagram.

3. Analyze the object interactions and identify any design patterns than can be applied.

The process for deriving the feature to design pattern mapping is illustrated using the FSW SPL’s Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature. This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where the command volume variation point is low and strict temporal predictability variation point is false.
Figure 5-2 show a subset of the communication diagram for feature. In this example, due to the small amount of commands that need processing, one controller receives a set of ground commands from the ground station. It then determines the sequence of the actions to ensure that it does not put the spacecraft in an unsafe state. Next it executes the commands by invoking the appropriate actions on the output and IO components identified in the pattern specific feature. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature states the IO and output components include a Memory Storage Device IO component and an Antenna output component.

![Subset interaction diagram for the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature](image-url)
Next, the variability from the pattern variability features is added to the interaction diagram. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature is influenced by the Heater pattern variability feature. The Heater pattern variability feature captures whether or not a spacecraft is required to have a heater to adjust its temperature. This variability is captured using an optional Heater component on the interaction diagram.

Finally, the interactions involved in the dynamic model are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. In the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature, the interactions are consistent with Centralized Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011). Therefore this pattern specific feature is mapped to the Centralized Control design pattern.

The feature to design pattern mapping is documented in tabular format. The table captures the pattern specific features and their associated design pattern or pre-integrated design pattern combination. Pattern variability features are captured along and the variability of the features is also documented. Table 5-1 illustrates a sample feature to design pattern mapping for the FSW SPL.
Table 5-1 Sample Feature to Design Pattern Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Group</th>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Design Pattern/Pattern Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Hierarchical Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Execution</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Time Triggered Command Execution</td>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Heater</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Levels of Executable Design Pattern Modeling

Another novel contribution of this research is the inclusion of variable architectural and executable design patterns. The purpose of the architectural design patterns is to specify the design pattern and to identify variability within the design patterns. The purpose of the executable design patterns is to provide an executable version of the design pattern, which can be systematically incorporated into executable software architectures. To help guide engineers in the application of design patterns, this research developed three levels of architectural and executable design patterns modeling. These levels include a DRE level, SPL level, and application level. The specifics of the DRE architectural and executable design patterns are described in Chapter 4. The SPL and application levels of architectural and executable design patterns are described in more detail in the following subsections.
5.4.1 Software Product Line Architectural Design Patterns

The second level of architectural and executable design patterns is at the SPL level. This level contains the initial customizations of the DRE level architectural executable design patterns to meet the needs of the SPL features. The purpose of the SPL design patterns is to capture customizations that can be applied across a SPL to facilitate the application of design patterns during the application engineering phases. This is accomplished by customizing the DRE design pattern to the SPL pattern specific feature it is mapped to and capturing the variability from other pattern variability features that relate to variations in the design pattern. This is a systematic process that involves customizing the architectural views and variability within the design pattern. The steps involved in customizing each architectural view are described below in more detail.

First, the architectural view used is a collaboration diagram, which models the components that participate in the design pattern. To update a DRE level collaboration diagram to a SPL level collaboration diagram, the following steps are preformed:

1. For each kernel component with a multiplicity of one and its variants
   a. Update the component name to reflect the needs of the design pattern’s pattern specific feature
   b. If a pattern variability feature contains alternatives for this component, then variant components are created for each alternative
2. For each kernel component with a multiplicity of one or many and its variants
a. Determine the number of this type of component that is required for the needs of the design pattern’s associated pattern specific or pattern variability feature

b. For each type of this component required, create an SPL specific version with a name and multiplicity that is reflective of the SPL features

c. If a pattern variability feature contains alternatives for this component, then variant components are created for each alternative

3. For each optional component with a zero or many multiplicity and its variants

   a. Determine the number of that component which is required based on the design pattern’s associated pattern specific feature or the pattern variability feature pointing to a variation point in the design pattern

   b. If the component is not required, then remove from collaboration diagram

   c. If the component is required, for each type of this component required, create an SPL specific version with a name and multiplicity that is reflective of the appropriate SPL pattern base or pattern variability features

A FSW SPL is used to illustrate the process of updating the DRE collaboration diagram to a SPL collaboration diagram. This example involves converting the DRE level Centralized Control design pattern into the FSW SPL’s Centralized Control design pattern, which is mapped to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature and influenced by numerous pattern variability features including the Memory
Storage Device exactly one of feature group and Attitude Control Device at least one of feature group. First, the DRE level Centralized Control executable design pattern has one kernel component with a multiplicity of one, which must be updated with a SPL name based on the features. This design pattern is being applied within the command and data handling (C&DH) subsystem to perform that processing and execution of ground commands. Therefore the component is updated to be called the CDH_Centralized_Controller as seen in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3 Example FSW level Centralized Control collaboration diagram
Second, the DRE level Centralized Control executable design pattern contains an optional IO_Component with zero or many multiplicities. Based on the pattern specific and pattern variability features it is determined that this component is required because the FSW SPL has four features relating to IO devices. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature requires all FSW to interface with one or more memory storage devices, power distribution units, power devices, and payload devices. Therefore four versions of the IO_Component are created and given SPL names reflective of the SPL’s devices. Additionally, the multiplicity is updated to one or many and the variability is updated to kernel to reflect the needs the feature. Additionally, the Memory Storage Device Type, Power Device Type, and Payload Device Type pattern variability features also point to variability in this design pattern. Each of these features contains a set of alternative device types that can be selected for an SPL member. To reflect this information, the different device types are modeled as variant components and use the variant stereotype. However, they are not graphically depicted in Figure 5-3 to keep the diagram readable. This same process is followed for the other optional components with zero or many multiplicities in the DRE Centralized Control collaboration diagram. While this pattern may look overly centralized, the Centralized Control design pattern is only used when there are a small amount of commands to execute and hardware to control. Therefore, when this pattern is customized to an application, only an application specific subset of the optional devices is selected.
Next, the DRE level architectural design patterns contain interaction diagrams illustrating representative object interactions. The process to update a DRE interaction diagram is as follows:

1. Identify the interaction sequence or sequences from the design pattern’s associated pattern specific feature and pattern variability features

2. For each object interaction sequence identified
   a. Create an interaction diagram using the SPL specific components
      i. If the precise sequence of component interactions is known, then they should be modeled
      ii. If the precise sequence of component interactions is application specific, the a representative set of object interactions is captured
   b. If the interaction diagram contains the precise sequence of component interactions, then the specific type of message communication used is identified and updated on the diagram during design modeling phase

The Centralized Control design pattern for the FSW SPL is used to illustrate the process of updating the DRE level interaction diagram to a SPL collaboration diagrams. This design pattern is mapped to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature and several other pattern variability features related to variability in the design pattern. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature captures one scenario where the FSW processes and executes a set of ground commands, which involves invoking actions on the input, output, and IO components. The type and amount
of input, output, and IO components is influenced by several other features, such as the Memory Storage Device pattern variability feature group that captures the alternative memory storage devices that can be used. Due to the amount of variability in this scenario, only a representative set of object interactions is created for this use case. The set of representative object interactions for this executable design pattern is depicted in Figure 5-4. Notice, the SPL components are used rather than the general purpose DRE level components. The variant components are not shown in Figure 5-4 to keep the diagram readable. A set of alternative branches is used to represent that different actions will result in different actions being performed on different devices.

Figure 5-4 Representative interaction diagram for FSW Centralized Control
Finally, the last architectural view that needs to be updated is the communication between the components in the design pattern, which is captured in the component diagram. The SPL level component diagram is derived from the DRE level component diagram, by following this systematic process:

1. Components are updated to reflect the SPL components, as identified in the collaboration diagram

2. Connectors from the DRE level components are maintained, to be consistent with the design pattern. However, the port names are updated to reflect the SPL component

3. Interfaces are updated to reflect SPL components. Changes include
   a. Updating and adding SPL specific methods based on the needs of the pattern specific or pattern variability features
   b. Updating and adding SPL data types methods based on the needs of the pattern specific or pattern variability features

This process is illustrated in Figure 5-5 using the FSW SPL’s Centralized Control executable design pattern. Figure 5-5 shows that the general purpose Input Component is customized to the FSW SPL specific input components, which are the Receiver_IC, Temperature_Sensor_IC, and Attitude_Determination_IC. Additionally, the names of the required and provided ports are also updated to reflect the FSW SPL specific components. The same changes have also been applied to the output and IO components.
All the variant input, output, and IO devices are also modeled in the component diagram. However the variants are not shown in Figure 5-5 to keep the diagram readable.

![Component Diagram](image)

**Figure 5-5 FSW Centralized Control execute design pattern component diagram**

Finally, the required and provided interfaces between the ports must be customized to reflect the SPL customizations. These changes are illustrated on the port design component diagram. Figure 5-6 shows a subset of the port design for the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern template. This shows that the connected
ports have compatible required and provided interfaces that are reflective of the FSW SPL.

Figure 5-6 Port design for the FSW SPL Centralized Control executable design pattern

For example, instead of listing a general output component from the Centralized Control executable design pattern, the Heater_OC, Antenna_OC, and variant Moveable_Antenna_OC are shown, along with an updated port names. Their interfaces are updated versions of the IOutput interface from the Centralized Control DRE architectural design pattern. The general purpose action() method is replaced with FSW SPL specific methods for the Heater_OC, Antenna_OC, and variant...
Moveable_Antenna_OC must provide based on the SPL features. For instance, the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature requires the ability to turn the heaters and antenna on and off. Therefore the FSW SPL methods are added that provide this functionality.

5.4.2 Software Produce Line Executable Design Patterns

In addition to updating the design pattern’s specification, the DRE executable design pattern also must be updated for the SPL. This involves systematic process involves:

1. Documenting assumptions made about the variability and object interactions
2. If a pattern specific feature or pattern variability feature extends the behavior of the object, then this is modeled as a new state.
3. If a pattern specific feature or pattern variability feature refines some behavior, then this can be modeled in substates within an existing state.
4. If a pattern specific feature or pattern variability feature requires the component to send message to another component, then this is modeled as an action within a state or on a transition. If there is variability in the object communication then assumptions should be made about the communication and documented.
5. If a pattern specific feature or pattern variability feature contains application specific logic, such as a processing algorithm, can be model as an action or activity within a state.

The process for updating a state machine is illustrated using CDH Centralized Controller, which is the FSW SPL component for the DRE level Centralized Controller. According
to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature, the CDH Centralized Controller must manage and take into account the spacecraft mode during command execution. The mode management function extends the behavior of the Centralized Controller. Therefore common modes, including launch mode, safe mode, and normal mode are modeled as new states at the highest level in the state machine hierarchy, as seen in Figure 5-7. Within each of these states are the original Idle and Controlling states from the DRE level Centralized Controller. Also according to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature, the CDH Centralized Controller must validate all ground commands or responses to onboard events to ensure that it does not put the spacecraft in an unsafe state. This functionality refines the behavior of the Controlling state. Therefore this logic is modeled as substates within each of the Controlling state. These substates are modeled within each of the Controlling States, but to make the diagram readable they are only depicted in the Normal Mode’s Controlling state in Figure 5-7. The specific algorithms and logic used within the Validating Command, Executing Command Logging Commands and Rejecting commands substates is application specific. Therefore stub placeholders are models as actions within these states.

However, in order to make the design pattern executable, assumptions must be made about communication between the CDH_Centralized_Controller and the input, output, and IO components. For example, it is assumed that commands will be sent as integers.
A command with a value of eight will result in the CDH_Centralized_Controller invoking the Heater_OC’s on() method through the RHeater port, as defined in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6. This information is captured within the Controlling states, but not depicted in Figure 5-7 to keep the diagram readable.

![Figure 5-7 CDH Centralized Controller’s state machine](image)

### 5.4.3 Application Architectural Design Patterns

The final level of architectural design patterns is the application level. This level builds on the SPL architectural design patterns, where the SPL architectural design patterns are customized to meet the needs of a specific SPL member. This is a systematic process that involves customizing the architectural views and variability within the design
pattern. The steps involved in customizing each view and the executable version is described below in more detail.

First, the SPL architectural design patterns use a collaboration diagram to model the components that participate in the design pattern. To update a SPL level collaboration diagram to an application level collaboration diagram, the following steps are preformed:

1. For each kernel component with a multiplicity of one, if the component has variants then only use the application specific variant, this is determined from the pattern variability feature selection.

2. For each kernel component with a multiplicity of one or many
   a. Determine the number of this type of component that is required for the needs of the design pattern’s associated pattern specific or pattern variability feature selection.
   b. If the component has variants then only use the application specific variants, which is determined from the pattern variability feature selection
   c. If the component has an application specific variant that could not be defined in the SPL, then create an application specific version of the variant component.

3. For each optional component with a zero or many multiplicity
a. Determine the number of this type of component that is required for the needs of the design pattern’s associated pattern specific or pattern variability feature selection.

b. If the component is not required, then remove from collaboration diagram.

c. If the component is required and has variants then only use the application specific variant, which is determined from the pattern variability feature selection.

d. If the component is required and has an application specific variant that could not be defined in the SPL, then create an application specific version of the variant component.

The FSW SPL is used to illustrate the process of customizing a SPL collaboration diagram into an application specific diagram. Figure 5-8 depicts the Centralized Control design pattern collaboration diagram for the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE), which is a SPL member that involves a small spin stabilized spacecraft. First, the kernel CDH Centralized Controller component with a multiplicity of one does not have any variants since the variability in this feature is due to the components being controlled. Next, each of the SPL kernel components with multiplicities of one or many are customized based on the pattern specific and pattern variability feature selection. For example, instead of using the Attitude_Determination_IC, the collaboration diagram is customized to just use the particular attitude determination device variants and multiplicities. Figure 5-8 shows SNOE uses multiple horizon crossing indicators and one
magnetometer to collect measurements to determine the spacecraft’s attitude.
Additionally, SNOE contains four payload devices that are unique to the application, which could not be defined in the SPL. Therefore these application specific variants of the Payload_IOC component are created. Finally each of the optional component with a zero or many multiplicity is customized based on the pattern specific and pattern variability feature selection. SNOE did not select any of the pattern variability features associated with the optional components therefore they are removed from the diagram.

Figure 5-8 FSW application specific Pipes and Filters collaboration diagram
Next, the SPL level design pattern’s interaction diagrams are customized for the application. To customize the interaction diagram the following steps are followed:

1. For each interaction diagram that contains the precise sequence of object interactions, no customizations are required.
2. For each interaction diagram that contains a representative sequence
   a. Update the components participating in the interaction diagram to reflect the application specific components and variant selected, as defined in the collaboration diagram.
   b. Update the sequence of messages to be precise sequence used in the application based on the pattern specific and pattern variability feature selections.

For example, Figure 5-9 shows an application specific sequence diagram for SNOE to reinitialize its low gain antenna based on a ground command. This interaction diagram is based on the FSW SFL execute commands interaction diagram in Figure 5-4, which contains a representative set of object interactions. In this example, the CDH_Centralized_Controller receives a ground command to reinitialize the spacecraft’s low gain antenna from the Telemetry Tracking and Control subsystem as an inputEventNotification. Since the specific antenna variant is known, the specific interactions with this output component can now be modeled. In the example in Figure 5-9, the CDH_Centralized_Controller reinitializes the low gain antenna by invoking a series of actions on the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC output component.
Finally, the last step in updating the design patterns architectural views is to customize component communication for the application. The component diagram is derived from the SPL level component diagram using the following process:

1. Components are updated to reflect the application specific variants, as identified in the collaboration diagram.

2. For each application specific variant that was not captured in the SPL

   a. Connectors from the SPL level components base class are maintained, to be consistent with the design pattern. However, the port names are updated to reflect the application component.

Figure 5-9 SNOE application specific sequence diagram for executing command to adjust attitude
b. Interfaces are updated to reflect application specific components. Changes include
   i. Updating and adding SPL specific methods based on the needs of the application.
   ii. Updating and adding SPL data types methods based on the needs of the application.

This process illustrated using SNOE from the FSW SPL. SNOE’s component diagram for the Centralized Control design pattern is shown in Figure 5-10. First, it can be seen that the FSW SPL components are replaced with SNOE’s variant selection. For example, the FSW SPL Antenna_OC component is replaced with SNOE’s variants, which is the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC component.

Second, optional components not used are removed. For example, SNOE does not utilize a heater, thus the Heater_OC is removed. Finally, SNOE’s unique payload variant components, which were not defined in the FSW SPL, are also added to the diagram. These include the Solar_Xray_Photometer_IOC, microGPS_IOC, Auroral_Photometer_IOC, and Ultra_Violet_Spectrometer_IOC. They maintain the connector to the CDH_Centralized_Controller, which was from the Payload_IOC component. However, their port names are also updated to be reflective of their names.
The design of the ports is also updated to reflect the application specific information. A subset of the port design for SNOE’s Centralized Control design pattern is shown in Figure 5-11. The Low_Gain_Antenna_OC is SNOE’s selected variant for the Antenna_OC. Therefore the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC and its interface are used.

SNOE’s unique payload variants should also updated to include their application specific interfaces.
5.4.4 Application Executable Design Patterns

In addition to customizing the design pattern’s architectural views, the executable version of the design pattern also must be updated for the application. This involves systematic process involves:

1. For each selected component or variant captured in the SPL
   a. If the selected pattern variability features influences the message communication with other components, then this is modeled as an action within a state or on a transition.
   b. If the selected pattern variability features relate to application specific logic, such as a processing algorithm, then this can be model as an action or activity within a state.

2. For each application specific variant not captured in the SPL
a. If the application variant extends the behavior of the object, then this is modeled as a new state.

b. If the application variant refines some behavior, then this can be modeled in substates within an existing state.

c. If the application variant requires the component to send message to another component, then this is modeled as an action within a state or on a transition.

d. If the application variant contains application specific logic, such as a processing algorithm, it can be modeled as an action or activity within a state.

The process for updating a state machine is illustrated using SNOE’s CDH Centralized Controller, which is a customized version of the FSW SPL component shown in Figure 5-7. SNOE does not refine the behavior therefore the state machine is the same as the SPL CDH Centralized Controller in Figure 5-7. However, now the precise set of components that the CDH_Centralized_Controller communicates with is known. Therefore the precise object communication between the CDH_Centralized_Controller and the IO components is added as actions within the Executing Command substate. The methods and ports used to communicate with other objects are defined in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. The syntax of these messages is OUT_PORT(*portname*)-\textgreater GEN(*method*), where *portname* is replaced with the actual port name and *method* is replaced with the actual method name.
5.5  Design Pattern Interconnection

The final novel contribution of this research is capturing the design pattern interconnections. This is used to illustrate how the design patterns are integrated to form software architectures for the SPL and application. A use case scenario driven approach is used to interconnect design patterns to achieve the SPL functionality. Then during application engineering just the selected design patterns will be used. The steps modeled during the SPL engineering and application engineering phases are described in the subsequent subsections.

5.5.1  Software Product Line Level Design Pattern Interconnection

First, use case models are commonly used to capture and document SPL requirements. However, the sequence of events and its variability is not very precise. This makes determining how the design patterns are integrated together to achieve a use case difficult. Therefore activity diagrams, which are functional models, are used to make the sequencing of activities in a use case description more precise. Use case activity diagrams are built as described in (Gomaa & Olimpiew 2010; Olimpiew 2008). Using this approach, SPL variability is captured in these diagrams in two ways. First, the flow in activity can be associated with the SPL features when a feature influences the sequence of events. This is called a feature based condition. It is modeled as a decision node with the feature conditions. When traversing the activity diagram for a SPL member, the path taken corresponds to the SPL member’s feature selection. To differentiate feature conditions from execution conditions, quotations are used around the feature. Second,
steps with variability, which are denoted using the <<adaptable>> stereotype, are successively refined in separate sub-activity diagrams until all individual variations are modeled. However, there is a subtle difference when managing variability at a higher level of granularity. The approach in this paper will only refine adaptable steps when a step is impacted by a small number of variation points. If a significant amount of variability in an adaptable step exists, as seen by the multitude of variation points impacting the step, then sub-activity diagrams for all possible combinations will not be created. Instead the all the potential individual interactions will remain abstracted at this higher level of granularity. This strategy makes modeling activity diagrams more scalable.

Use case activity modeling is demonstrated using a simplified version of the FSW SPL’s Execute Commands use case. This use case involves executing commands from the ground station to ensure the spacecraft is not put into an unsafe state and the actions taken are appropriate for the spacecraft’s mode. The simplified activity diagram for this use case is depicted in Figure 5-12. The sequence in this use case activity diagram is first impacted by the Command Execution feature condition. This feature based condition is based on the Command Execution pattern specific feature group, which contains three alternative features. If a SPL member realizes the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature then the path through the use case for this SPL will follow the path marked with the CommandExecution = “LowVolume.” Thus this SPL would take
steps one and two through the activity diagram. In step one, the FSW updates the spacecraft’s time. This activity is performed because the current time is needed to determine a command sequence where all command deadlines can be met. In step two, the FSW must validate, determine a command sequence, and execute a low volume of commands that is appropriate for the spacecraft’s mode. For instance, if the FSW receives a collect payload data command in launch mode, then this command should be rejected. This is because launch mode only involves initializing the spacecraft and getting the spacecraft into orbit. Payload data should not be collected until the spacecraft is in its desired orbit and in normal mode. Step two is influenced by several variation points, including the Modes and the Spacecraft IO device. The Spacecraft IO device variation points include Antennas, Antenna Gimbals, Memory Storage Devices, Power Appendages, Power Devices, Attitude Control Devices, Attitude Determination Devices, Payload Devices, Thrusters, Heaters, Louvers, and Temperature Sensors.

Next, if a SPL member realizes the High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature then the path through the use case for this SPL will follow the path marked with the CommandExecution = “HighVolume.” This SPL member will take steps one and three through the activity diagram as seen in Figure 5-12. Steps one and three are similar to steps one and two, except a high volume of commands is required to be executed which will require interacting with a larger amount of IO devices.
Finally, the CommandExecution = “TimeTriggered” path is taken when SPL members realized the Time Triggered Command Execution pattern specific feature. Then step four is used as seen in Figure 5-12. In this step, commands must be executed with strict temporal predictability. Strict temporal predictability is best achieved using a time triggered architecture, which time is provided and components perform actions during
predefined time intervals. Therefore the FSW does not manage time so step one is not included on this path.

The use case variation points that impact the adaptable steps are listed in parenthesis after the step’s description, as seen in Figure 5-12. To fully specify the use case scenario, each adaptable step should have a separate sub-activity diagram illustrating the different variants and non-adaptable steps. However, adaptable steps 1-4, have a significant amount of variability as seen by the multitude of variation points impacting the steps. Therefore sub-activity diagrams for all possible combinations of these adaptable steps will not be created. Instead, all the potential individual interactions will remain at this higher level of granularity.

For each SPL use case scenario, an SPL interaction overview diagram is created based on the use case activity diagram. An interaction overview diagram is created by using the same control flow as the use case activity diagrams. However, rather than representing each step as an activity, it will show a reference to the interaction diagram from the SPL executable design pattern that supports that step or a reference to another interaction overview diagram where the step is refined. On feature based condition paths, the design pattern use to achieve one or more of the steps along the path can be determined from the feature to design pattern mapping.
After an interaction overview diagram is created the design pattern interconnections are determined. When two design patterns appear sequentially in the interaction overview diagram this implies they must communicate with each other and must be interconnected. Therefore these design patterns are interconnected by adding ports and connectors between the components in the design patterns that perform the communication.

Finally after the design patterns are interconnected, this information is used to helps to identify where the design patterns and their components fit into the overall software architecture. This is accomplished by analyzing the communication within a design pattern and the design pattern interconnections. For instance if a component from one design pattern utilizes a service from a component in another design pattern, then in a layered architecture the component using the service is in a higher layer than the component providing the service.

The design pattern integration process is illustrated using the simplified FSW SPL Execute Commands use case. An interaction overview diagram is created based on the FSW SPL Execute Commands use case activity diagram in Figure 5-12. This is accomplished by using the same control flow in the use case activity diagram. Since the Execute Commands use case activity diagram begins with a feature based decision, the interaction overview diagram will also begin with this same decision point, as seen in Figure 5-13. Then the steps along the path are converted to reference the interaction
diagram from the SPL executable design pattern that supports that step. Each of the alternative steps in the activity diagram in Figure 5-12 are updated to their supporting design patterns using the feature to design pattern mapping, as seen in Figure 5-13. For example, on the far left the path’s feature condition is CommandExecution = “LowVolume.” Using the feature to design pattern mapping, the Low Volume Command Execution feature is mapped to the FSW Centralized Control design pattern. Then based on the dependencies in the feature model, it can be determined that the FSW Centralized Control design pattern has a dependency on the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature. Therefore the design pattern associated with the the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature will also be used in this scenario.

Step one involves sending a time update. This step is supported by the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature, which is mapped to the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast executable design pattern. Therefore this step is replaced with a reference to the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast’s interaction diagram. Step two along this path involves executing a small number of commands. This feature is supported by the Low Volume Command Execution feature, which is mapped to the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern. Therefore this step is replaced with a reference to the FSW Centralized Control’s interaction diagram, as seen in Figure 5-13.
After the interaction overview diagram is created, it is then analyzed to identify where design patterns are interconnected. If there are two sequence design patterns along an execution path, then these design patterns must be interconnected. In the simplified Command Execution use case interaction diagram, the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast design pattern interconnects with the FSW Centralized Control and FSW Hierarchical Control design patterns.

Figure 5-13 Execute Commands interaction overview diagram
Once the design patterns that interconnect are identified, the specific components within these patterns that communicate are identified and interconnected with ports and connectors. First, consider the case where the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast executable design pattern interconnects with the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern. The Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component is responsible for updating the time and sending time updates to a predetermined set of consumers. In order to properly determine the command execution sequence the CDH_Centralized_Controller, from the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern, needs to know the current time. Additionally, the input, output, and IO components from the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern also need time updates because they need to time-tag their data. Therefore, ports and connectors are created between the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component and CDH_Centralized_Controller, input, output, and IO components. For example, the interconnection between the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component and CDH_Centralized_Controller is shown in Figure 5-14. Since the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component is sending input to the CDH_Centralized_Controller, a required port called RController is added to the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component. It is connected to the CDH_Centralized_Controller’s provided port called PController.
Next, the interconnection between the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast executable design pattern and the FSW Hierarchical Control executable design pattern is examined. In the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast executable design pattern, the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component is responsible for updating the time and sending time updates to a predetermined set of consumers. In the FSW Hierarchical Control executable design pattern, CDH_Coordinator needs a time update to in order to determine the command execution sequence. Additionally, all the localized controllers need the current time in order to know when to execute a command. Additionally, the input, output, and IO components from the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern also need time updates because they need to time-tag their data. Thus port and connectors are created between the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component and the CDH_Coordinator, all the localized controller components, all the input, output, and IO components.
5.5.2 Application Level Design Pattern Interconnection

During the application engineering process, the design pattern interconnection is updated based on the application’s selected features. Any design patterns that are not used based on the selected features should be removed from the interaction overview diagram. Additionally, the associated ports and connectors should also be removed.

For example, consider the simplified Execute Commands interaction overview diagram in Figure 5-13. SNOE, the small spacecraft used in section 5.4.3, will only utilize the first path simplified Execute Commands activity diagram since SNOE selected to use the Low Volume Command Execution feature. Therefore the other two paths are removed for SNOE. Additionally, the ports and connectors between the components in the FSW Spacecraft Clock executable design pattern and the FSW Hierarchical Control executable design pattern are removed.
6 AN APPROACH TO BUILDING DOMAIN SPECIFIC SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE ARCHITECTURES FROM DESIGN PATTERNS

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes an approach for building domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns. To accomplish this goal, the research approach is applied to the unmanned spacecraft flight software (FSW) domain. First, this chapter provides an overview of the FSW domain and illustrates why this is an ideal domain to apply this research. Then, this chapter describes how to construct FSW command and data handling software architectures from the architectural and executable design patterns following the research approach. The command and data handling subsystem represents sufficient complexity and diversity of component interactions to adequately illustrate the process of building flight software from software architectural design patterns. This chapter focuses on the SPL engineering while the emphasis in Chapter 7 and Appendices C and D focus on application engineering. Finally, this chapter illustrates the scalability benefits of the approach by comparing it with a traditional SPL approach using the FSW SPL.
6.2 Approach to Build Domain Specific Software Architectures from Design Patterns Overview

This subsection describes how these novel contributions from Chapter 5 are used together in an overall approach to build domain specific DRE software architectures from software architectural design patterns. This approach utilizes SPL concepts and processes to build domain specific software architectures and to capture domain specific rules for how the design patterns can and cannot be composed to form the foundation for software architectures. SPL concepts are a good match for this approach because they can be leveraged to capture the variability across a domain. The SPL concepts used in this approach are based on the Product Line UML-Based Software Engineering (PLUS) method (Gomaa 2005).

A high level view of the proposed approach is depicted below in Figure 6-1, where processes are rectangles and repositories are cylinders. The overall approach is an evolutionary SPL engineering process, where SPLs evolve through several iterations. Within this process, there are two major processes which are software product line engineering and software application engineering. These phases are described below in more detail.

First, the SPL engineering process involves identifying and analyzing the commonality and variability across the SPL. The inputs to this phase are the SPL requirements and the
DRE architectural and executable design patterns, previously described in Chapter 4. This process has three phases, which include the requirements modeling, analysis modeling, and design modeling phases. During these phases, the SPL architecture is defined and developed. As part of this process, software design patterns that can be used in the software architecture are identified and mapped back to SPL features using the feature to design pattern mapping. Additionally, the DRE executable and architectural design patterns are customized to become SPL level architectural and executable design patterns. The SPL engineering process is described in more detail in the remaining subsections.

The second major process is the application engineering process, which involves deriving an individual SPL member’s software architecture from the SPL assets. This process also has three phases, which are the requirements, analysis, and design modeling. The artifacts from these phases are derived from the SPL assets by selecting the kernel and variable assets that meet the SPL member’s requirements. The entire application engineering process is described in more detail in Chapter 7.
6.3 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Domain Overview

The unmanned spacecraft flight software (FSW) domain involves using software in unmanned spacecraft to achieve a variety of missions. Spacecraft missions span scientific missions, such as the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) that measures nitric oxide and its variability in the Earth’s atmosphere (Laboratory For Atmospheric and Space Physics at the University of Colorado at Boulder n.d.), to navigational
missions, such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) that provides reliable location information anywhere on Earth (Strom 2002).

The role of FSW has evolved from performing simple operations to now controlling the majority of the spacecraft and its payloads. This increased responsibility has led to additional FSW complexity and a greater number of software related anomalies. It is reported that “in the period from 1998 to 2000, nearly half of all observed spacecraft anomalies were related to software” (Hecht & Buettner 2005). These anomalies can lead to mission disruption or even mission failure. In the FSW domain, these types of anomalies can be devastating for a mission especially given the significant length of time that is required to build a new or replacement spacecraft.

The FSW industry is in need of sound software engineering practices to help them better manage the complexities of FSW and avoid onboard anomalies. In fact, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) commissioned a study on FSW that examined flight software complexity and provided a series of recommendations to better manage the associated challenge. One recommendation from this report included the need to perform early analysis and architecting on FSW acquisition efforts (Dvorak (editor) 2009).
Since the FSW industry has a strong need to apply early analysis and architecting on FSW, it is an ideal domain to apply the research proposed in this PhD dissertation. The design pattern specific SPL approach described in Chapter 5 is a great match for the FSW domain. This is because it provides a systematic approach for designing FSW that utilizes best practice software design patterns. Additionally, the proposed approach lends itself to performing design time functional validation. This design time validation can help identify issues early in the software lifecycle when changes are less costly.

6.4 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Product Line Problem Description

The initial iteration of FSW SPL consists of controlling an unmanned spacecraft of 100kg or above to achieve a space mission. The FSW SPL does not include spacecrafts under 100kg such as Pico spacecrafts and manned spacecraft such as space shuttles. These types of spacecraft can be analyzed for applicability in the FSW SPL in future iterations.

Capabilities of FSW systems vary widely. For example, a spacecraft may rely extensively on the ground station to control the spacecraft and may not require a significant amount of hardware to perform its mission. Another spacecraft may utilize onboard autonomy to control the spacecraft and may have a significant amount of hardware to perform its mission. The functionality of other spacecraft can vary anywhere in between these extremes. The major spacecraft design decisions that influence the FSW include:
• Spacecraft versus ground capability tradeoff – influences how much capability will be housed onboard versus performed at the ground station
• Payload devices – influences the amount of payload command and control the FSW needs to effectively operate the payload devices
• Attitude control type – the selected stabilization technique effects control algorithms, hardware, and commanding
• Orbit type – influences the amount of guidance and control and propulsion required
• Thermal control type – influences how much of a role, if any, the FSW plays in thermal control
• Mission criticality – effects the amount of hardware redundancy and FSW reliability

The FSW SPL is developed using a reverse engineering SPL approach, where existing systems are analyzed. Since there is a wide variety of FSW systems, systems on the far ends of the FSW SPL scope will be analyzed. These systems include a small spacecraft that relies heavily on the ground commanding to manage spacecraft operations and a large spacecraft in deep space that performs the majority of spacecraft’s operations autonomously. Additionally, to ensure the FSW SPL is robust enough to handle future spacecraft technologies, the FSW SPL will also be engineered using a spacecraft system with a time-triggered architecture (Walko 2009; TTech n.d.; Gwaltney & Briscoe 2006; Gwaltney & Briscoe 2005).
6.5 Software Product Line Engineering

The SPL engineering process involves identifying and analyzing the commonality and variability across the SPL. This process leverages SPL stereotypes defined in (Gomaa 2005), where assets that are common to all SPL members are marked as <<kernel>> and assets that only some SPL members provide are denoted using the <<optional>> and <<alternative>> stereotypes. Additionally, if variability exists within the asset then <<param-vp>> is added to the stereotype. Detailed descriptions of the SPL engineering phases are described in the subsequent subsections.

6.6 Software Product Line Requirements Modeling Phase

The first phase in the SPL engineering process is the requirements modeling phase. The purpose of this phase is to scope the SPL and to define the SPL requirements. The artifacts from this phase are the use case model, feature model, and use case activity model. The process to develop the feature model and use case activity model is illustrated using the FSW SPL. Additional information about the use case model is found in Appendix B.

6.6.1 Software Product Line Feature Modeling

After the use cases are identified, the feature model for the SPL can be derived from these use cases. The most important requirements modeling artifact is the feature model. The feature model depicts all the required and variable features that SPL members
provide (Gomaa 2005). However, as discussed in Chapter 5, feature modeling has differences when mapping features to design patterns. For each pattern, there needs to be a primary feature to differentiate this feature from others, as well as other features to address variability within the pattern. Coarse grained features, called pattern specific features, capture the variability in the SPL’s required functionality. Fine grained features, called pattern variability features, influence the variability within pattern specific features. This type of feature relationship is modeled as an association using the <<requires>> stereotype. The feature model for the FSW SPL command and data handling subsystem is derived from the SPL use case model. The details of this process are described below in more detail.

The processes for building a feature model is illustrated using the FSW SPL command and data handling (C&DH) subsystem. A high level feature model for the C&DH is created that depicts the dependencies just between the features and feature groups. This model for the C&DH is depicted in Figure 6-2. Each of the features and feature group in this model is described below

- **Memory Storage Device Type pattern variability feature group.** This group captures the variability in the different types of onboard memory that a spacecraft utilizes, which are derived from Memory Storage Device variation points in the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data and Perform Fault Detection use cases. This feature is related to variability in the Memory Storage Device Fault
Detection, Command Execution, Housekeeping Data Collection, and Telemetry Storage and Retrieval pattern specific features because it influences the type of fault detection performed, how the memory storage device is commanded, the type of housekeeping data collected, and the amount memory storage device hardware that is used to store/retrieve data, respectively.

- **Memory Storage Device Fault Detection pattern specific feature.** This kernel pattern specific feature is derived from the Perform Fault Response use case, where the FSW periodically checks the memory storage device for faults. This feature is impacted by the variability in the Memory Storage Device Type feature group.

- **Telemetry Storage and Retrieval pattern specific feature group.** This group captures alternative ways the data is stored and retrieved from the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case and its Data Volume variation point.

- **Telemetry Formation pattern specific feature group.** This group captures the variability in how the spacecraft formats raw spacecraft data into telemetry packets. This feature group is derived from the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case and its variation points.

- **Telemetry Formation Reliability pattern specific feature group.** This group captures what checks if any the FSW needs to perform during the telemetry formation process. It is derived from the Perform Fault Management use case. This pattern specific feature group requires the Telemetry Formation pattern specific feature group because it provides a layer of fault detection to the telemetry formation process.
Therefore it cannot function properly without the Telemetry Formation pattern specific feature group.

- **Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature.** This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case’s Spacecraft Clock variation point and it captures whether or not the FSW is required to maintain the spacecraft clock.

- **Command Execution pattern specific feature group.** This pattern specific feature group captures the variability in how the spacecraft will execute the commands from the ground station. It is derived from the Execute Commands use case’s Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, and Modes variation points.

- **Housekeeping Data Checks optional pattern specific feature.** This feature is derived from the Perform Fault Response use case and captures whether or not the FSW is required to monitor and check the housekeeping data for potential problems. The Housekeeping Data Checks feature depends on the Housekeeping Data Collection feature group. This is because in order to monitor the housekeeping data, the housekeeping data must first be collected.

- **Housekeeping Data Collection pattern specific feature group.** This feature group captures the various optional ways housekeeping data collection is performed in the FSW SPL. This group is derived from the Collect and Store Space Data use case and its Collection Trigger variation point.
• **Payload Data Collection pattern specific feature group.** This pattern specific feature group is derived from the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case and its Collection Trigger variation point. This feature captures the various optional ways payload data collection is performed in the FSW SPL.

• **Other subsystem pattern variability features and feature groups.** This set of features is depicted on far left column in Figure 6-2. These pattern variability features and features groups belong to other subsystems. However, they are shown in the C&DH feature model because they relate to variability in the C&DH subsystem. These pattern variability features will influence the type and amount of commanding that is required by the Command Execution pattern specific feature group. They influence the type and amount of housekeeping data that is collected in the Housekeeping Data Collection pattern specific feature group. Finally, they influence the type and amount of data collected in the Payload Data Collection pattern specific feature group.

Next, a feature dependency model is created, which illustrates the optional and alternative features in the feature groups and all the features. The C&DH feature dependency diagram is depicted in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4, however some of the relationships previously modeled are not depicted to keep the diagrams readable. A description of these features depicted in Figure 6-3 is described below:

• **Command Execution pattern specific feature group.** This group contains a set of alternative pattern specific features are derived from the Execute Commands use case.
The first alternative pattern specific feature is the High Volume Command Execution which is derived when the Command Volume variation point is set to high, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to false, and Command Flexibility is set to false. Next, there is the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature which is derived when Command Volume is set to low, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to false, and Command Flexibility is set to false. The third alternative pattern specific feature in this group is the Temporal Predictable Command Execution which is used when Command Volume is either high or low, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to true, and Command Flexibility is set to false. Next is the High Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility which is derived when the Command Volume is set to high, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to false, and the Command Flexibility is set to true. The fifth alternative pattern specific feature is the Low Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility feature. This feature is derived when the Command Volume is set to low, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to false, and the Command Flexibility is set to true. Finally the Temporal Predictable Command Execution with Command Flexibility pattern specific feature is derived when the Command Volume is either high or low, Strict Temporal Predictability is set to true, and Command Flexibility is set to true. The High Volume Command Execution, Low Volume Command Execution, High Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility, and Low Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility alternative pattern specific features all have a dependency on the Spacecraft Clock.
pattern specific feature because they utilize an event driven platform where global
time must be provided by the software.

• **Telemetry Formation pattern specific feature group.** This feature group contains
four alternative pattern specific features which are derived from the Collect & Store
Data use case. First, the High Volume Formation is derived when the Data Volume
variation point is set to high and the Algorithm Flexibility variation point is set to
false. Next, the Flexible High Volume Formation alternative pattern specific feature
is derived when the Data Volume variation point is set to high and the Algorithm
Flexibility variation point is set to true. The third alternative pattern specific feature
in this group is Low Volume Formation. This pattern specific feature is derived when
the Data Volume variation point is set to low and the Algorithm Flexibility variation
point is set to false. Finally, the Flexible Low Volume Formation pattern specific
feature is the last feature in this group. It is derived when the Data Volume variation
point is set to low and the Algorithm Flexibility variation point is set to true.

• **Telemetry Formation Reliability pattern specific feature group.** This group
contains a set of two pattern specific alternatives. First, the Extensive Telemetry
Formation Checks pattern specific feature is derived from the Perform Fault
Management use case where the FSW is required to perform multiple checks on the
data during the telemetry formation process to detect problems with the data. The
second alternative pattern specific feature is Quick Telemetry Formation Check
feature, which is derived from the Perform Fault Management use case where the
FSW is required to ensure that the overall process is performing within an acceptable range by performing a quick check on the results.

- **Payload Data Collection pattern specific feature group.** This group captures the different strategies for collecting the payload data. This is an at-least-one-of feature group meaning that all SPL members must minimally use one payload data collection strategy. However, multiple strategies can be used if different payload devices need different collection strategies. This pattern specific feature group contains three optional features as derived from the Collect & Store Data use case. The first is the Ground Driven Payload Data Collection pattern specific feature. This pattern specific feature is used when the ground station controls when and what type of payload data is collected. The next optional pattern specific feature is Event Driven Payload Data Collection, which involves having the payload data sent out to a predetermined group of receivers during some event, such as a time event or buffer full event. Finally the last optional pattern specific feature in this group is the Event Driven Payload Data with Dynamic Collection feature. This feature involves sending payload to a dynamic set of receivers during some event, such as a time event or buffer full event.
Figure 6-3 C&DH Feature Model
• **Housekeeping Data Collection pattern specific feature group.** This is an at-least-one-of feature group meaning that all SPL members must minimally use one housekeeping data collection strategy. However, multiple strategies can be used if different hardware devices require different collection strategies. This feature group contains four optional pattern specific features. The Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection, Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection, and Event Driven Housekeeping Data with Dynamic Collection pattern specific features have the same collection strategies used in the Payload Data Collection feature group, except housekeeping data is collected instead of payload data. The last optional pattern specific feature in this ground is the Time-Triggered Housekeeping Data Pushing, which contains the collection strategy that should be used in a time-triggered architecture where housekeeping data is broadcast to all nodes at predefined time intervals.

• **Telemetry Storage/Retrieval pattern specific feature group.** This is an exactly-one-of feature group therefore all SPL members must provide one feature from this group. This feature group provides the structure and strategy for storing telemetry. The first alternative feature in this group is the High Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval pattern specific feature. This pattern specific feature is selected when the spacecraft is required to store a high volume of data. The other alternative pattern specific feature is Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval, which is selected when the spacecraft is required to store a low volume of data.
Next Figure 6-4 illustrates just the pattern variability features without their dependencies on pattern specific features. Many of these pattern variability features are associated with other subsystems, however they are included and described since they influence the C&DH subsystem. The pattern variability features in Figure 6-4 are described below in more detail:

- **Memory Storage Device Type pattern variability feature group.** This group which captures the alternative types of onboard memory storage devices. The alternative devices are derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Perform Fault Management’s Memory Storage Device variation point. There are several options for memory storage devices. Tape recorders, Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), FLASH Memory, and Random Access Memory (RAM) (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Thus, all these devices are modeled as alternative features.

- **Antenna Type pattern variability feature group.** This group which captures the alternative types of antennas. The alternative devices are derived from the Command Execution, Collect Housekeeping Data, Uplink/Downlink Data use cases’ Antenna Type and Antenna Number variation points. For example, the Small Spacecraft utilizes a low gain antenna. Alternatively, the Large Spacecraft requires a high gain antenna, medium gain antenna, and low gain antenna. Therefore the optional features include the high-gain antenna (HGA), medium gain antenna (MGA) and the low-gain antenna (LGA).
• **Antenna Gimbal pattern variability feature.** The Antenna Gimbal pattern variability feature shows whether or not gimbals are used to make the antenna movable. This feature is derived from the Command Execution, Collect Housekeeping Data, Uplink/Downlink Data use cases’ Antenna Type variation point. It has a dependency on the Antenna Type pattern variability feature group because it requires an antenna in order to make it moveable.

• **Power Device Type pattern variability feature group.** This group shows the different alternative power device types that can be selected for a spacecraft. The types of power devices are derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Control Power use cases’ Power Device variation point. While both the Large and Small Spacecraft use photovoltaic devices to generate power, radioisotope thermoelectric generators are also commonly used to generate power (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Therefore these two alternatives features are modeled.

• **Power Appendage pattern variability feature.** This feature captures whether or not the FSW requires the ability to maneuverer the power devices. Thus there is a dependency on the Power Device Type pattern variability feature group. The Power Appendage pattern variability feature is derived from the derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Control Power use cases’ Power Appendage variation point.
• **Temperature Control Device pattern variability feature group.** This pattern variability group captures the variability in the types of temperature control devices. For instance, Large Spacecraft system utilizes heaters. However, louvers are also used on spacecraft to control temperature (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Therefore these two devices are modeled as optional features. This pattern variability feature is derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Maintain Temperature use case’s Temperature Control variation point.

• **Temperature Sensor Type pattern variability feature group.** This pattern variability group captures the variability in the types of temperature sensors. For instance, Large Spacecraft system utilizes thermometers. However, thermistors are also used on spacecraft to measure temperature (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Therefore these two devices are modeled as alternative features. This pattern variability feature is derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Maintain Temperature use case’s Temperature Sensor variation point.

• **Propulsion Thruster pattern variability feature.** This feature captures whether or not the FSW is required to interface and control the propulsion thruster. It is derived from the Command Execution and the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case’ Propulsion Thruster variation point, as well as the Maintain Flight Path and Maintain Orbit use cases.
• **Payload Device pattern variability feature group.** This feature group captures the variability in the payload devices. Payloads are unique to each spacecraft mission; therefore the specific alternative features cannot be modeled in the FSW SPL. This
feature group is derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Control Payload use case’s Payload Device variation point.

• **Attitude Determination Device Type pattern variability feature group.** This group captures the possible for attitude determination devices. For example the Large Spacecraft uses both an inertial reference unit (IRUs) and celestial reference devices, while the Small Spacecraft only uses celestial reference devices. There are several types of celestial reference devices. For example, the Small Spacecraft utilizes a magnetometer and a horizon crossing indicator and the Large Spacecraft uses a star tracker and sun sensor. Other commonly used attitude determination devices including star scanner, solar trackers and planetary limb sensors (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Therefore these are all modeled as optional devices. This feature is derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Control Attitude use cases’ Attitude Determine Device variation point.

• **Attitude Control Device Type pattern variability feature group.** This group captures the variability in the attitude control devices. For instance, the Small Spacecraft uses a torque rod while the Large Spacecraft uses a reaction control system. Other possible options include reaction wheel assembly (RWA) and small thrusters, but not both. Since only one of the attitude control devices can be selected per spacecraft they are modeled as alternative features. This feature is derived from the Command Execution, Collect and Store Spacecraft Data, and Control Attitude use cases’ Attitude Control Device variation point.
The final summary of the feature/use case dependencies of the FSW SPL command and data handling subsystem is depicted in Table 6-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Feature Category</th>
<th>Use Case Name</th>
<th>Use Case Cat./vp</th>
<th>Variation Point Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, &amp; Memory Storage Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Power</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Appendage &amp; Power Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Attitude</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Devices &amp; Attitude Determination Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operate Payload</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Payload Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Orbit</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temp. Control and Temp. Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manage Temperature</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, &amp; Memory Storage Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Power</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Appendage &amp; Power Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Attitude</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Devices &amp; Attitude Determination Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operate Payload</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Payload Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Orbit</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temp. Control and Temp. Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manage Temperature</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Predictable Command Execution</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, &amp; Memory Storage Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Power</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Appendage &amp; Power Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Attitude</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Devices &amp; Attitude Determination Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operate Payload</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Payload Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Orbit</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temp. Control and Temp. Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manage Temperature</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, &amp; Memory Storage Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Power</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Appendage &amp; Power Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Attitude</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Devices &amp; Attitude Determination Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operate Payload</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Payload Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Orbit</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temp. Control and Temp. Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manage Temperature</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Attitude Control Devices, Attitude Determination Devices, Payload Devices, Memory Storage Devices, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, Power Devices, Temp. Control, Temp. Sensors, Thrusters, and Power Appendage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal Predictable Command Execution with Command Flexibility</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp Command Volume, Strict Temporal Predictability, Modes, Spacecraft Clock, Command Flexibility, Antenna Number, Antenna Type, &amp; Memory Storage Devices, Power Appendage &amp; Power Devices, Attitude Control Devices &amp; Attitude Determination Devices, Payload Devices, Temp. Control and Temp. Sensors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housekeeping Data Monitoring</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Perform Fault Response</td>
<td>vp Fault Response Capability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory Storage Device Fault Detection</strong></td>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>Perform Fault Response</td>
<td>vp Memory Storage Devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spacecraft Clock</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp Spacecraft Clock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Volume Telemetry Formation</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Data Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible &amp; High Volume Telemetry Formation</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Data Volume Algorithm Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Data Volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible &amp; Low Volume Telemetry Formation</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Data Volume Algorithm Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extensive Telemetry Formation Checks</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Check Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quick Telemetry Formation Check</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Check Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ground Driven Payload Data Formation</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Collection Trigger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Driven Payload Data Collection</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Collection Trigger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Driven Payload Data with Dynamic Collection</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Collection Trigger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp Collection Trigger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Triggered Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Collection Trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Collection Trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data With Dynamic Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Collection Trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Data Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Data Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Recorder Device</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM Device</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM Device</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLASH Device</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Data</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Gain Antenna</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Antenna Type and Antenna Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med.Gain Antenna</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Antenna Type and Antenna Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Gain Antenna</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Antenna Type and Antenna Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gimbal</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Antenna Type and Antenna Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioisotopic</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Appendage</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Power Appendage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Heater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louver</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Louver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermometer</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temperature Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermistor</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Temperature Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propulsion Thruster</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Propulsion Thruster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial Reference Unit</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Tracker</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetometer</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Crossing Indicator</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Sensor</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Tracker</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Scanner</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary Limb Sensor</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Wheel Assembly</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Rod</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction Control System</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrusters</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>vp</td>
<td>Attitude Control Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.6.2 Software Product Line Use Case Activity Modeling

After the use cases and features are determined, the next step in is to develop customizable activity diagrams from the SPL use case model. Use case activity diagrams provide a more precise description of the use case by depicting the use case in terms of activity nodes and decision nodes. The process for creating these diagrams was previously described in section 5.5.1. These activity diagrams will be later used to assist in the interconnecting of design patterns and the functional validation process.

The process for creating use case activity models is described below for the FSW SPL. This is accomplished by creating an activity diagram is created for each use case associated with the FSW SPL command and data handling subsystem. In addition, to showing the flow of actions in a use case, the activity diagrams also must explicitly associate the features in the FSW SPL command and data handling feature model with activities in the activity diagrams. Table 6-2 shows a list of feature conditions created to represent features in the feature model of the FSW SPL command and data handling subsystem. These will be used to associate the features to the activities and to control the execution of activities in the activity diagram depending on feature selections.
The command and data handling subsystem in the FSW SPL is associated with three use cases. Thus three use case activity diagrams are created for the FSW SPL’s command and data handling subsystem. The process for creating activity diagrams is illustrated using the Execute Commands use case. However, additional activity diagrams can be found in Appendix B.

Table 6-2 Feature conditions for FSW SPL C&DH subsystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Condition</th>
<th>Feature Selections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CommandExecution</td>
<td>{LowVolume, HighVolume, TimeTriggered, LowVolumeWithCmdFlex, HighVolumeWithCmdFlex, TimeTriggeredWithCmdFlex}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HousekeepingDataMonitor</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemoryStorageDeviceFaultDetection</td>
<td>{T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaintainSpacecraftClock</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelemetryFormation</td>
<td>{HighVolume, FlexHighVolume, LowVolume, FlexLowVolume}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelemetryFormationReliability</td>
<td>{SignificantChecks, QuickCheck, F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroundDrivenPayloadDataCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventDrivenPayloadDataCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventDrivenPayloadDataWithDynamicCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroundDrivenHousekeepingDataCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeTriggeredHousekeepingDataCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventDrivenHousekeepingDataCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventDrivenHousekeepingDataWithDynamicCollection</td>
<td>{T,F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelemetryStorageandRetrieval</td>
<td>{LowVolume, HighVolume}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MemoryStorageDevice</td>
<td>{Tape, RAM, EEPROM}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntennaType</td>
<td>{HGA, LGA, MGA}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AntennaGimbal</td>
<td>{T, F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDevice</td>
<td>{Photovoltaic, Radiosotope Thermoelectric Generators}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerAppendage</td>
<td>{T, F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater</td>
<td>{T, F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louver</td>
<td>{T, F}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempSensor</td>
<td>{Thermometer, Thermistor}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttitudeDeterminationDeviceType</td>
<td>{IRU, StarTracker, Magnetometer, HCI, SunSensor, }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Execute Commands use case involves executing commands from the ground station to ensure the spacecraft is not put into an unsafe state and the actions are appropriate for the spacecraft’s mode. The activity diagram for this use case is depicted in Figure 6-5. This scenario involves six alternative paths that are based on the Command Execution feature group. For example, if CommandExecution = “LowVolume” then steps one and two are taken through the activity diagram. The variation points that impact the activity node are listed in parenthesis in the activity node. To fully specify the use case scenario, each adaptable step should have a separate sub-activity diagram illustrating the different variants and steps. However, due to significant amount of variability in adaptable steps 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10, as seen by the multitude of variation points impacting the steps, sub-activity diagrams for all possible combinations will not be created. Instead, all the potential individual interactions will remain abstracted at this level. Sub-activity diagrams are also not created for adaptable steps 1, 3, 6, and 8. This is because they are impacted by the Payload Devices variation point. The variants of the Payload Device variation point are not known at the SPL level since payload devices are unique to each spacecraft. Therefore the sequencing logic of the variants cannot be modeled.
6.7 Software Product Line Analysis Modeling Phase

The next phase in the SPL engineering process is the analysis modeling phase. This phase involves creating the static and dynamic models of the SPL. The key outputs from this phase include the conceptual static model, context model, subsystem structuring, feature to design pattern mapping, and SPL level architectural and executable design patterns. The process to feature to design pattern mapping and SPL level architectural
and executable design patterns is illustrated using the FSW SPL. The remaining artifacts from this phase are found in Appendix B.

6.7.1 Software Product Line Feature to Design Pattern Mapping

One of the key artifacts in the SPL analysis modeling phase is the feature to design pattern mapping. The feature to design pattern mapping is where this approach is truly novel and differentiates itself from other SPL approaches. It identifies where design patterns can be used in the analysis model and then relates them back to the SPL features. Using design patterns instead of classes provides the SPL with extra architectural flexibility because the SPL’s variability is captured at a higher degree of granularity. This is because the design patterns contain customizable components and interconnections rather than specific components. Therefore several different combinations of specific components and interconnections are abstracted into one design pattern, resulting in a higher degree of granularity. Additionally, feature to design pattern mapping captures the rules for integrating design patterns. For example, if two alternative features are each mapped to a different design pattern, then these design patterns cannot be integrated because they are alternatives. The process for deriving the feature to design pattern mapping is described above in section 5.3.

The feature to design pattern mapping process demonstrated using three of the FSW SPL’s pattern specific features. Additional dynamic models can be found in Appendix B.
6.7.1.1 Flight Software Product Line Dynamic Model for Low Volume Command Execution

First, the objects that participate in the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature are modeled and examined. This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where the Command Volume variation point is low, Command Flexibility variation point is false, and Strict Temporal Predictability variation point is false. Figure 6-6 shows a communication diagram for feature. In this set of interactions, due to the small amount of commands that need processing, one controller receives a set of ground commands from the Telemetry Tracking and Control Subsystem. It then determines the sequence of the actions to ensure that it does not put the spacecraft in an unsafe state.

Figure 6-6 Low Volume Command Execution communication diagram
Then it executes the commands by invoking the appropriate actions on the output and IO components identified in the pattern specific feature. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature includes invoking actions on the kernel input, output and IO, such as the Memory Storage Device IO component and an Antenna output component.

Next, the variability from the pattern variability features is added to the interaction diagram. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature is influenced by multiple pattern variability features including the Antenna Gimbal, Power Appendage, Propulsion Thruster pattern variability features. These features result in the need for additional components and they are added to the communication diagram as seen in Figure 6-6. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature is influenced by the Temperature Sensor and Temperature Control Device pattern variability feature groups, which result in the need for additional components and variant components. In order to keep the diagram manageable, only the base classes are depicted in Figure 6-6. Finally, the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature is impacted by other pattern variability feature groups, such as the Memory Storage Device pattern variability feature group, which results in a set of variant components. Again, to keep the diagram manageable, only the base classes are modeled.
Finally, the interactions involved in the communication diagram are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. In the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature, the interactions are consistent with Centralized Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011). Therefore this pattern specific feature is mapped to the Centralized Control design pattern.

6.7.1.2 Flight Software Product Line Dynamic Model for High Volume Command Execution

The objects that participate in the High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature are modeled and examined. This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where the Command Volume variation point is high, Command Flexibility variation point is false, and Strict Temporal Predictability variation point is false. Figure 6-7 shows a communication diagram for the High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature. In this set of interactions, one coordinator receives a set of ground commands from the Telemetry, Tracking, and Control subsystem and determines the execution sequence. However, due to the large volume of commands that need to be executed, it cannot execute all the commands without becoming a system bottleneck. Therefore the coordinator sends the commands to localized controllers to execute. The localized controllers execute the commands by invoking the appropriate actions on the output and IO components identified in the pattern specific feature. The High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature includes invoking actions on
the kernel input, output and IO, such as the Memory Storage Device IO component and an Antenna output component.

Figure 6-7 High Volume Command Execution communication diagram

Next, the variability from the pattern variability features is added to the interaction diagram. The High Volume Command Execution is impacted by the same pattern variability features as the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature. Therefore the same additional components and variants are added to the communication diagram as seen in Figure 6-7.

Finally, the interactions involved in the communication diagram are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. The interactions and distribution of workload in this feature are consistent with the Hierarchical Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011).
Therefore the High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature is mapped to the Hierarchical Control design pattern.

6.7.1.3 Flight Software Product Line Dynamic Model for Time-Triggered Command Execution

Next, the object interactions in the Time-Triggered Command Execution pattern specific feature are modeled and examined. This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where the Command Volume variation point is either high or low, Command Flexibility variation point is false, or Strict Temporal Predictability variation point is true. The Time-Triggered Command Execution’s communication diagram is shown in Figure 6-8. In this instance, ground commands need to be executed with strict temporal predictability. This is best achieved using multiple controllers on a time trigger architecture that execute commands and send control data to the other controllers at predictable time intervals.

Next, the variability from the pattern variability features is added to the interaction diagram. The Time-Triggered Command Execution is impacted by the same pattern variability features as the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature. Therefore the same additional components and variants are added to the communication diagram as seen in Figure 6-8.
Finally, the interactions involved in the communication diagram are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. The interactions in this feature are consistent with Distributed Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011). Thus the Time-Triggered Command Execution pattern specific feature is mapped to the Distributed Control design pattern.

6.7.1.4 Flight Software Product Line Command and Data Handling Subsystem

Feature to Design Pattern Mapping Summary

A final summary of the feature to design pattern mapping for the FSW SPL’s command and data handling subsystems features are listed in Table 6-3. Each of the command and data handling features is mapped to a single design pattern or pre-integrated design pattern that supports the feature’s functionality.
## Table 6-3 Command and Data Handling Feature to Design Pattern Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Group</th>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>DRE Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Hierarchical Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Command Execution</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Time-Triggered Command Execution</td>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility</td>
<td>Hierarchical Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution with Command Flexibility</td>
<td>Centralized Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Time-Triggered Command Execution with Command Flexibility</td>
<td>Distributed Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>Compound Commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>Master Slave with Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telemetry Formation</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Flexible High Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>Master Slave with Pipes and Filters &amp; Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Flexible Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>Pipes and Filters with Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Extensive Checks</td>
<td>Protected Single Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format Telemetry Reliability</strong></td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Quick Check</td>
<td>Sanity Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;at-least-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Ground Driven Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payload Data Collection</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Payload Data with Dynamic Collection</td>
<td>Publish Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt;&lt;at-least-one-of feature group&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housekeeping Data Collection</strong></td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Time Triggered Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data with Dynamic Collection</td>
<td>Publish Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Housekeeping Data Checks</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.7.2 Software Product Line Architectural Design Pattern Modeling

After design patterns are mapped to features, the architectural design patterns can then be customized to the SPL. This is done to make the design patterns more directly applicable to FSW architectures and to save time when instantiating the design patterns for a specific SPL member. This process is feature driven, where the DRE architectural and executable design patterns are systematically updated to reflect the needs of the SPL features as described in section 5.4.1.

The process for updating the architectural design patterns is demonstrated using the FSW SPL. The required updates to the architectural views and executable version for the FSW Centralized Control of the design patterns is described in more detail below. Additional information on the FSW SPL design patterns is found in Appendix B.

The Centralized Control design pattern is mapped to the Low Volume Command Execution feature. This process for updating the DRE Centralized Control architectural design patterns is feature driven, where it is systematically updated to reflect the needs of the SPL pattern specific and pattern variability features. The required updates to the architectural views and executable version are described in more detail below.
First, the general purpose components in the DRE architectural design pattern are updated to be SPL specific based on the features, following the process described in Chapter 5. Figure 6-9 depicts the customized collaboration for the FSW Centralized Control design pattern. First, the Centralized_Controller is the only kernel component with a multiplicity of one must be used. Therefore its name is updated to be the CDH_Centralized_Controller to reflect the needs of the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature.

![Figure 6-9 FSW level Centralized Control collaboration diagram](image-url)
Second, the DRE level Centralized Control architectural design pattern contains an optional IO_Component with zero or many multiplicities. Based on the pattern specific and pattern variability features it is determined that this component is required because the FSW SPL has four features relating to IO devices. According to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature, the all members of the FSW SPL are required to interface with one or more memory storage devices, power distribution units, power devices, and payload devices. Therefore four versions of the IO_Component are created and given SPL names reflective of the SPL’s devices. Additionally, the multiplicity is updated to one or many and the variability is updated to kernel to reflect the needs of the feature.

Additionally, the Memory Storage Device Type, Power Device Type, and Payload Device Type pattern variability features also point to variability in this design pattern. Each of these features contains a set of alternative device types that can be selected for an SPL member. To reflect this information, the different device types are modeled as variants components to the device superclass and use the variant stereotype. However, they are not graphically depicted in Figure 6-9 to keep the diagram readable.

This same process is followed for the other optional components with zero or many multiplicities in the DRE Centralized Control collaboration diagram, which include the input and IO components. The result is the collaboration diagram depicted in Figure 6-9.
Next, the object interactions for the DRE Centralized Control architectural design pattern are customized for the FSW SPL following the process defined in Chapter 5. This design pattern is mapped to the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature and several other pattern variability features relate to variability in the design pattern. The Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature captures one scenario where the FSW processes and executes a set of ground commands, which involves invoking actions on the input, output, and IO components. The type and amount of input, output, and IO components is influenced by several other features, such as the Memory Storage Device pattern variability feature group that captures the alternative memory storage devices that can be used. Due to the amount of variability in this scenario, only a representative set of object interactions is created for this use case.

The set of representative object interactions for this architectural design pattern is depicted in Figure 6-10. Notice, the SPL components are used rather than the general purpose DRE level components. The variant components are not shown to keep the diagram readable. A set of alternative branches is used to represent the different actions that can be performed on different devices in response to a command.
Finally, the last architectural view that needs to be updated is the communication between the components in the design pattern, which is captured in the component diagram. The component diagram for the FSW Centralized Control is depicted in Figure 6-11. Figure 6-11 shows that the general purpose Input Component is customized to the FSW SPL specific input components, which are the Receiver_IC, Temperature_Sensor_IC, and Attitude_Determination_IC. Additionally, the names of the required and provided ports are also updated to reflect the FSW SPL specific components. The same changes have also been applied to the output and IO components.
Finally, the required and provided interfaces between the ports must be customized to reflect the SPL customizations. These changes are illustrated on the port design component diagram. Figure 6-12 shows a subset of the port design for the FSW Centralized Control architectural design pattern. This shows that the connected ports have compatible required and provided interfaces that are reflective of the FSW SPL. For example, instead of listing a general output component from the Centralized Control architectural design pattern, the Heater_OC is shown, along with an updated port name. Its interface is an updated version of the IOutput interface from the Centralized Control
architectural design pattern. The general purpose action() method is replaced with the FSW SPL specific methods the Heater_OC must provide based on the pattern specific and pattern variability features. For instance, the Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature requires ground commands that turn the heater on and off. Therefore the FSW SPL methods which provide this functionality are added to the IHeater interface.

![Diagram of Port design for FSW SPL Centralized Control design pattern](image)

Figure 6-12 Port design for FSW SPL Centralized Control design pattern
6.7.3 Software Product Line Executable Design Pattern Modeling

After architectural design pattern is updated, the next step is to customize the executable
design patterns. This is done to make the design patterns more directly applicable to
FSW architectures and to save time when instantiating the design patterns for a specific
SPL member. This process is feature driven, where the DRE architectural and
executable design patterns are systematically updated to reflect the needs of the SPL
features as described in section 5.4.2.

This process is demonstrated for the FSW SPL. According to the Low Volume
Command Execution pattern specific feature, the CDH Centralized Controller must
manage and take into account the spacecraft mode during command execution. The
mode management function extends the behavior of the Centralized Controller.
Therefore common modes, including launch mode, safe mode, and normal mode are
added modeled as new states at the highest level in the state machine hierarchy, as seen in
Figure 6-13. Within each of these states are the original Idle and Controlling states from
the DRE level Centralized Controller. Also according to the Low Volume Command
Execution pattern specific feature, the CDH Centralized Controller must validate all
ground commands or responses to onboard events to ensure that it does not put the
spacecraft in an unsafe state. This functionality refines the behavior of the Controlling
state. Therefore this logic is modeled as substates within each of the Controlling state.
These substates are modeled within each of the Controlling States, but to make the
diagram readable they are only depicted in the Normal Mode’s Controlling state in Figure 6-13. The specific algorithms and logic used within the Validating Command, Executing Commands, Logging Commands and Rejecting commands substates is application specific. Therefore this information is not modeled as activities or actions in the FSW SPL state machine.

The next component that needs to be updated in the command and data handling subsystem is the Heater_OC component, which are responsible for directly interfacing with the heater. The FSW Heater_OC is a specialized version of the DRE Output_Component. The state machine for the Output_Component is depicted in Figure 6-13 FSW CDH_Centralized_Controller state machine.
The customized version of the DRE Output_Component’s state machine for the Heater_OC is shown in Figure 6-14. The Heater_OC extend the behavior of the Output_Component, thus additional states are added to the state machine. The Executing Command state is updated with the Turning Heater On and Turning Heater Off states.

Figure 6-14 FSW Heater_OC state machine

FSW SPL customized state machines and interfaces for the Antenna_OC and Memory_Storage_Device_IOC were developed as part of this research following the process described in Chapter 5. However, FSW SPL specific interfaces and state machines were not created there remaining input, output, and IO components in this design pattern. This is because a significant amount of domain analysis and discussions
with hardware experts to properly develop the interfaces and state machines. Since the customization process was already applied and proven successful on multiple other components in the FSW SPL the other input, output, and IO components were not pursued. Instead they level the interfaces and state machines for their corresponding DRE base classes and were tested using those interfaces.

### 6.7.4 Software Product Line Design Pattern Interconnection

After the architectural and executable design patterns are customized for the FSW SPL, the next step is to address how the design patterns are integrated together to form software architectures. This is accomplished by created interaction overview diagrams. These diagrams are created using a use case scenario driven approach is used to interconnect design patterns to achieve the FSW SPL functionality. The process for deriving this artifact is described above in section 5.5.1.

The process for creating interaction overview diagram sis illusted using the FSW SPL. The use case scenarios that involve the FSW SPL Command and Data Handling subsystem include the execute commands scenario, collect and store housekeeping data scenario, and a portion of the perform fault management. The design pattern interconnection process is demonstrated using the execute commands use case. However, additional interaction overview diagrams for the FSW SPL are found in Appendix B.
The execute commands use case scenario captures how the spacecraft will manage the execution of commands. As seen in its activity diagram in Figure 6-5 for this use case there are several alternative ways this can be performed. To create an interaction overview diagram for this use case, the design pattern that supports each activity is determined and modeled in an interaction overview diagram. The interaction overview diagram for the Execute Commands use case is depicted in Figure 6-15. Each of the activity steps in the use case activity diagram is replaced with references to their supporting design pattern interaction diagrams. The Update Spacecraft Time steps are supported by the Spacecraft Clock feature. As seen in Table 6-3, the Spacecraft Clock feature is mapped to the FSW Spacecraft Time Multicast design pattern. All Update Spacecraft Time steps are replaced with a reference to the FSW Spacecraft Time Multicast’s interaction diagram.

Next, each of the alternative execute command steps in the activity diagram in Figure 6-5 are updated to their design patterns according using the feature based condition on the execution path. For example, on the far left the path’s feature condition is CommandExecution = “LowVolume.” Using the feature to design pattern mapping in Table 6-3 the Low Volume Command Execution feature is mapped to the FSW Centralized Control design pattern. Therefore this step is replaces with a reference to the FSW Centralized Control’s interaction diagram.
Figure 6-15 Interaction overview for Execute Commands use case
After the interaction overview diagram is created, it is then analyzed to identify where design patterns are interconnected. If there are two sequence design patterns along an execution path, then these design patterns must be interconnected. In the Command Execution use case, the FSW Spacecraft Time Multicast design pattern interconnects with the FSW Centralized Control, FSW Hierarchical Control, FSW Centralized Control with Command Dispatcher, and FSW Hierarchical Control with Command Dispatcher design patterns.

Once the design patterns that interconnect are identified, the specific components within these patterns that communicate are identified and interconnected with connectors. For example, in the case where the FSW Spacecraft Time Multicast design pattern interconnects with the FSW Centralized Control, the spacecraft clock multicast component sends time updates to the CDH_Centralized_Controller so that it has the current time when determining the command execution order. The Spacecraft IO devices also need a time update for time tagging their data. Therefore a connector must be created between all of these components. This interconnection is demonstrated using the CDH_Centralized_Controller and Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component depicted in Figure 6-16. Since the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component is sending input to the CDH_Centralized_Controller, a required port called RController is added to the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component. It is connected to the CDH_Centralized_Controller’s provided port called PController.
6.8 Software Product Line Design Modeling

The purpose of the SPL design modeling phase is to map the analysis model to the operational environment. This involves structuring the SPL into components that could potentially execute on different nodes and identifying the communication between components (Gomaa 2005). One of the most important decisions in the design modeling phase is the architecture that will be used and the type of message communication design patterns that occurs between components. This information is captured in the SPL because it is not anticipated that applications will need to change this information.

6.8.1 Software Product Line Architecture

After the design patterns are interconnected, this information is used to help identify where the design patterns and their components fit into the overall software architecture. This is accomplished by analyzing the communication with in a design pattern and the design pattern interconnections. For instance if a component from one design pattern utilizes a service from a component in another design pattern, then in a layered
architecture the component using the service is in a higher layer than the component providing the service.

This process is demonstrated using the FSW SPL. The software architecture for the FSW SPL is designed as a layered architecture based on the Five Layers (Douglass 2003) and Layers of Abstraction (Gomaa 2005; Douglass 2003) architectural design patterns. The components are structured into layers where it may use the services provided by components in lower layers, but not the layers above. The layered architecture for the FSW SPL is depicted in Figure 6-17. First, the Five Layer Architecture organizes the software into the user interface layer, application layer, communication layer, abstract OS layer, and finally the abstract hardware layer. In FSW there is no user interface therefore the user interface layer is not used. The command and data handling subsystem falls in the Application Layer.

The Layers design pattern is used to provide structure to the Application Layer software. The components from the design pattern are placed into the appropriate layers as follows:

- **Layer 1: Device Interface Layer.** This layer consists of the components that interface directly with the FSW SPL hardware.

- **Layer 2: Server Layer.** This layer contains the server components in the FSW SPL.

- **Layer 3: Fault Detection Layer.** This layer is composed of the components that assist in the fault detection of the FSW SPL’s hardware.
• **Layer 4: Data Processing Layer.** This layer consists of components that are involved in manipulating and processing spacecraft data.

• **Layer 5: Data Handling Layer.** This layer is composed of the components that are involved in the collection and distribution of spacecraft data.

• **Layer 6: Control Layer.** This layer consists of the components that provide control in the FSW SPL.
• **Layer 7: Coordination Layer.** This layer contains the components that provide coordination of the FSW SPL.

The components from the design pattern are placed into the appropriate layers based on their interactions with other components. For instance from the FSW Centralized Control design pattern, the CDH_Centralized_Controller is placed in the Control Layer because it provides overall control for the system and relies on services provided by other components in the architecture. The various input, output, and IO components from the FSW Centralized Control design pattern interface with the hardware and provide services related to the hardware to the other components in the architecture. Therefore these components are placed in the Device Interface Layer, which is the lowest layer in the architecture. Another example is the Hierarchical Control design pattern. In this design pattern, there is a CDH_Coordinator, which is placed at the highest layer because it provides overall coordination. The FSW subsystem controllers from this design pattern are placed in the Control Layer because they provide control for the subsystems and rely on services provided by other components in the architecture. Again, the various input, output, and IO components from this design pattern interface with the hardware and provide services related to the hardware to the other components in the architecture.

**6.8.2 Software Product Line Message Communication**

Another important decision made in the design modeling phase is the specific type of message communication will be used in the SPL. This information is captured in the SPL because it is not anticipated that applications will need to change this information.
This process is demonstrated using the FSW SPL. The specific type of message communication used in the FSW SPL is as follows:

- **Asynchronous Message Communication and Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication.** The FSW SPL was primarily designed to level asynchronous communication for all one-way communication and bi-directional asynchronous communication for all two-way communication. This decision was made because is provided the most flexibility in the system and efficient use of concurrent components.

- **Synchronous Message Communication with Reply.** The FSW SPL did use limited synchronous messages communication in the data processing functionality of the command and data handling system. The raw data is transformed into telemetry packets using a serial process where the producers must wait on the consumers to finish. Therefore synchronous messages communication was used in this instance.

- **Publish/Subscribe Message Communication.** The Publish/Subscribe message communication pattern was used in the FSW SPL to ensure the consistency with the Layered architecture. For example, some components in the Control layer need to be notified when a fault is detected by a component in the Fault Detection layer. Therefore to ensure the Control Layer is dependent on the Fault Detection layer the publish/subscribe communication is used. Where the components in the
Control Layer subscribe to fault detection alerts from components in the Fault Detection Layer. Then when a fault is detected the component in the Control layer is notified.

6.9 Comparison of Approaches

The pattern based SPLE approach has several benefits that make it more scalable when compared to component/connector based SPLE. The pattern based SPLE is more scalable because it defers some variability modeling until the application engineering phase. Thus it trades SPLE development with application development. A comparison of the two approaches is detailed in Table 6-4. This table also summarizes what parts of the SPLE development are deferred until application development.

Table 6-4 Comparison pattern based SPLE with versus component/connector based SPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pattern based SPLE</th>
<th>Component/connector based SPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variability Level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Subsystem/design pattern</strong></td>
<td><strong>Subsystem/component/connector</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Component Internal Behavior Variability** | Design patterns with customizable components  
• Capture representative behaviors and interactions | Parameterized and variant classes  
• Fully specify all possible behaviors and interactions |
| **Component Interaction Variability** | Representative object interactions                                                 | All possible object interactions                                                             |
| **Component Variability Mechanisms** | Representative object behavior  
• Plug compatible interfaces can be used to further reduce variability when variants use the same interface | All possible internal behaviors  
• Plug compatible interfaces can be used to reduce variability when variants use the same interface  
• Additional modeling when variants do not share the same interfaces |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Derivation Engineering Effort</th>
<th>Simple to Moderate</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Design pattern customizations</td>
<td>• Corrections to deltas from SPL (i.e. changes required to the SPL to meet application requirements) if they are detected</td>
<td>• Corrections to deltas from SPL (i.e. changes required to the SPL to meet application requirements) if they are detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood of Deltas from SPL (i.e. changes required to the SPL to meet application requirements)</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• SPL is more flexible</td>
<td>• SPL more detailed &amp; fixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SPL deltas mostly likely to be omissions and non-functional issues (e.g. performance requirements can’t be met with current SPL artifacts).</td>
<td>• SPL deltas most likely to be omissions, modifications &amp; non-functional issues (e.g. performance requirements can’t be met with current SPL artifacts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automation Potential for Product Derivation</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Automate the selection &amp; instantiation of SPL artifacts and design patterns based on feature selection</td>
<td>• Automate the selection of SPL artifacts and classes based on feature selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cannot automate customization process because additional work needs to be done at application derivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To help quantify the scalability benefits of the pattern based SPLE consider the Command Execution use case from the FSW SPL. Using a component/connector based SPLE approach the FSW SPL would require significantly more modeling during the SPL engineering phase when compared to the pattern based SPLE approach. This is because pattern based SPLE trades SPL development with application development. For example using the component/connector based SPLE approach, the interactions the FSW SPL has with all possible IO devices must be individually modeled within the control components’ state machine and on interaction diagrams. A small spacecraft typically requires just the minimal amount of kernel and optional IO devices and can utilize a
centralized control approach. The FSW SPL has five optional IO components and 25 types of IO device variants. When a single parameterized centralized control component is used it would require 21 parameters, where one parameter is required each group of alternative variant devices, one parameter for each optional component, and one parameter for each variant component. The centralized control state machine must capture how it interacts with all possible IO devices and their variants for all possible ground station commands. Plug compatible interfaces can be used to help reduce the modeling effort for variant devices that use the same interface, such as the low gain antenna and medium gain antenna. However, additionally modeling is required to capture how the controller component interfaces with variants that do not have the same interface, such as torque rods and reaction control systems that are variant attitude control devices. This results in additional modeling when all possible ground commands must be captured. This causes extra modeling because ground command contain both simple commands, which require interactions on one device, and complex commands, which require interactions on multiple devices. The responses to these commands must take into account the appropriate variant device, which requires additional modeling when variant devices do not have plug compatible interfaces. Additionally, these interactions should also be modeled in interaction diagrams to show the component interactions. Furthermore, a large spacecraft typically requires all of the kernel and optional IO devices and utilizes a hierarchical or distributed control approach. When parameterized control components are used, the state machine must capture how each controller
interacts with the IO devices and variants it controls, along with all possible ground station commands it is responsible for processing. Additionally, these interactions should also be modeled on interaction diagrams to capture the component interactions.

However, when the pattern based SPLE approach is used on the FSW SPL, only a representative set of interactions and ground commands with the IO devices. Therefore the control components’ state machines only need to model a subset of the interactions with the IO devices. Additionally, a smaller amount of interaction diagrams is needed to capture a representative set of object interactions. This results in significantly less modeling during the SPL phase.

During the application engineering phase, SPLE with component/connector approach the FSW SPL would require less modeling than the SPLE with design patterns approach. This is because the SPLE with component/connector approach already captures how the FSW SPL interactions will all possible IO devices and ground commands. Therefore the during the application engineering phase, the control components would just need to configured to interact with the selected IO devices. Only the interactions with the application unique payload devices would need to be modeled.

Conversely, using the SPLE with design patterns approach the control components must be customized to interact with just the selected IO devices, payload unique devices, and
selected ground commands. While the SPLE with design patterns approach does create additional work for the application engineer, it does save a significant amount of time and effort during the SPL engineering phase since all possible IO device configurations and ground commands do not need to be individual modeled.

A summary comparison of the FSW SPL variable components you need to model at software product line engineering and application engineering for the two approaches is depicted in Table 6-5. This table illustrated that, during the SPL Engineering phase, the pattern based SPLE approach requires significantly less component modeling than the component/connector based SPLE approach. In the FSW SPL, during the SPL Engineering phase, the pattern based SPLE approach required modeling only 29 components containing representative SPL behavior, while the component/connector based SPLE approach required 53 components containing parameterized behavior for all the different SPL variants. As previously discussed, the tradeoff in a pattern based SPLE approach is additional modeling during the application engineering phases. Table 6-5 shows that during the application engineering phase of SNOE, 10 FSW SPL components are customized to the application and in STEREO 22 FSW SPL components are customized. This is compared to the component/connector based SPLE approach which does not require any customizations to the FSW SPL components.
### Table 6-5 FSW SPL Variable Component Comparison for the Command Execution use case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE)</th>
<th>Pattern based FSW SPL</th>
<th>Component/connector based FSW SPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDH Centralized Controller</td>
<td>CDH Centralized Controller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Control Device OC</td>
<td>Attitude Control Device OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Determination Device IC</td>
<td>Reaction Wheel Assembly OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propulsion Thruster OC</td>
<td>Torque Rod OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Sensor IC</td>
<td>Reaction Control System OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louver OC</td>
<td>Small Thruster OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heater OC</td>
<td>Attitude Determination Device IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Storage Device IOC</td>
<td>Inertial Reference Unit IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Device IOC</td>
<td>Star Tracker IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Distribution Unit IOC</td>
<td>Magnetometer IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Device IOC</td>
<td>Horizon Crossing Indicator IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Appendage OC</td>
<td>Solar Tracker IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter OC</td>
<td>Sun Sensor IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver IC</td>
<td>Star Scanner IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna OC</td>
<td>Planetary Limb Sensor IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gimbal OC</td>
<td>Propulsion Thruster OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDH Coordinator</td>
<td>Temperature Sensor IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDH Controller</td>
<td>Thermometer IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Controller</td>
<td>Thermistor IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry Tracking Controller</td>
<td>Louver OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Control Controller</td>
<td>Heater OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Controller</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Controller</td>
<td>RAM Device IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDH Distributed Controller</td>
<td>EEPROM IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Distributed Controller</td>
<td>Taper Recorder IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry Tracking Distributed Controller</td>
<td>Payload Device IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Distributed Control Controller</td>
<td>Power Distribution Unit IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Distributed Controller</td>
<td>Power Device IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Distributed Controller</td>
<td>Photovoltaic IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Appendage OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transmitter OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiver IC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLE Component Count</td>
<td>29 components</td>
<td>53 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Engineering: SNOE</td>
<td>CDH Centralized Controller*</td>
<td>CDH Distributed Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torque Rod OC</td>
<td>Power Distributed Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetometer IC</td>
<td>Telemetry Tracking Distributed Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizon Crossing Indicator IC</td>
<td>Attitude Distributed Control Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EEPROM IOC</td>
<td>Thermal Distributed Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Distribution Unit IOC*</td>
<td>Payload Distributed Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photovoltaic IOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transmitter OC*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiver IC*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Gain Antenna OC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Engineering: SNOE Component</td>
<td>10 components**</td>
<td>0 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Count</td>
<td>Components</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Engineering: STEREO</strong></td>
<td>• Reaction Wheel Assembly OC&lt;br&gt;• Inertial Reference Unit IC&lt;br&gt;• Star Tracker IC&lt;br&gt;• Sun Sensor IC&lt;br&gt;• Propulsion Thruster OC&lt;br&gt;• Thermistor IC&lt;br&gt;• Heater OC&lt;br&gt;• EEPROM IOC&lt;br&gt;• Power Distribution Unit IOC*&lt;br&gt;• Photovoltaic IOC&lt;br&gt;• Power Appendage OC*&lt;br&gt;• Transmitter OC*&lt;br&gt;• Receiver IC*&lt;br&gt;• Low Gain Antenna OC&lt;br&gt;• Medium Gain Antenna OC&lt;br&gt;• Movable High Gain Antenna OC&lt;br&gt;• CDH Coordinator*&lt;br&gt;• CDH Controller*&lt;br&gt;• Power Controller*&lt;br&gt;• Telemetry Tracking Controller*&lt;br&gt;• Attitude Control Controller*&lt;br&gt;• Thermal Controller*</td>
<td><strong>22 components</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Component count includes SPLE components that are customized to the application</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Application Engineering: STEREO Component Count** | **0 components**

* SPLE component that is customized to the application

** Component count includes SPLE components that are customized to the application
7 APPLICATION ENGINEERING

7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the application engineering process for deriving applications from SPL with design pattern level variability. Application engineering was performed on two case studies. The case studies included the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) and Solar TERrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO). However, this chapter only describes process is illustrated using the SNOE. The details on the STERO case study are found in Appendix D.

7.2 Problem Description
SNOE, which was a real-world, small satellite program funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and managed by the Universities Space Research Association (USRA). The information used in this case study is found in (Scott Bailey et al. 1996; Mark A. Salada & Randal Davis 1995; Mark A. Salada et al. 1998; Laboratory For Atmospheric and Space Physics at the University of Colorado at Boulder n.d.; Stanley Solomon et al. 1998; Stanley Solomon et al. 1996). Whenever possible,
requirements and information from the real-world case study were used. However, when information was not available, assumptions were made based on personal experience in the flight software domain.

SNOE’s mission involves using a spin stabilized spacecraft in a low earth orbit to measure thermospheric nitric oxide (NO) and its variability. The SNOE spacecraft is spin stabilized, meaning it maintains its orientation similar to that of a top. SNOE is required to maintain a spin rate of 5 rotations per minute (RPM). The spin rate can be adjusted having the FSW send a command to commutate the electromagnet transverse torque rod. The spin axis direction is controlled in a similar fashion by having the FSW send a command to commutate the electromagnet spin axis torque rod. SNOE’s FSW does not perform the attitude determination and control calculations. Rather, the FSW collects the attitude measurements and downlinks them to the ground for processing. Then the ground uplinks attitude control commands back to the spacecraft for the SNOE FSW to execute. The attitude measurements are taken from two horizon crossing indicators (HCI) and three magnetometers.

SNOE’s spacecraft body is surrounded on all sides by stationary solar panels which are used to generate power, as seen in Figure 7-1. Since the solar panels are stationary, the FSW does not interact with them. The power generated from the solar panels is stored in
batteries and the charge is controlled by the FSW. The thermal control onboard the spacecraft is completely passive and therefore it does not interact with the FSW.

The spacecraft contains three payload instruments to accomplish its scientific mission. These three instruments are an ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) that measures NO density, an auroral photometer (AP) that measures the flux of energetic electrons entering the Earth's upper atmosphere, and a solar soft X-ray photometer (SXP) that measures the solar irradiance. The payload instruments are mounted on a shelf inside the spacecraft and therefore spin in correlation with spacecraft. The spacecraft and instruments spin
continuously and collect data constantly thus requiring minimal commanding from the FSW. The payload instruments collect critical and necessary data during the segment of their spin when the spacecraft and instruments are facing Earth. The data collected when the payload instruments are pointed away from Earth is discarded. During the spacecraft's rotation, the FSW must command the payload instruments to store the desired data in their instrument data buffers. The FSW also must empty each of the instrument data buffers at least once per spin and format and store the payload data in telemetry packets. However, the collection frequency is controlled by the ground station and is subject to change.

Additionally, SNOE also contains a microGPS Bit-Grabber Space Receiver (microGPS BGSR) instrument as a technology experiment. The microGPS BGSR gathers position information based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation for experimental orbital determination. The microGPS BGSR utilizes a large amount of power, however its data is only required three times per orbit. Therefore to conserve spacecraft power, the microGPS BGSR is turned on by a hardware timer for a few seconds to take a measurement and then placed in idle mode. The FSW must empty the microGPS BGSR data buffer once per orbit as well as format and store the data in telemetry packets.
In addition to collecting science data and attitude control data, the SNOE FSW must also periodically collect health and status housekeeping data from the hardware. The FSW stores this data and sends it to the ground for processing and analysis.

The SNOE spacecraft orbits the Earth in a circular 550km orbit. SNOE communicates with the NASA Transportable Orbital Tracking Station (TOTS) ground station in Poker Flats, Alaska. SNOE’s FSW must format and downlink all spacecraft data to the ground for processing. During normal operations only two contacts are made per day. The ground station is responsible for payload data processing, attitude determination, and monitoring of the spacecraft and instrument’s long term health and safety. When necessary, flight controllers and engineers can uplink commands back to the SNOE to make orbital adjustments or changes to the instruments and hardware.

All data and commands exchanged between SNOE and the ground station are formatted using Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards. The FSW must format all spacecraft data in this format. SNOE contains two telemetry channels; one low-rate channel (512 bps) for real-time data and one high-rate channel (128k bps) for playback and real-time data. To accommodate using the high-rate channel for playback and real-time data, SNOE uses the virtual channels feature of CCSDS packets. To avoid wasting bandwidth by allowing unused portions of the CCSDS frames to go empty, SNOE is also required to use source packets, which are programmable packets.
that can overlap frames. The SNOE FSW is responsible for determining when and what data should be used in the source packets.

SNOE contains a single flight computer, which is the SC4A Single Board Spaceflight Computer developed by Southwest Research Institute (SwRI). It has a 16-bit 80C186 central processor with a clock frequency of 10 MHz. The throughput capacity of SNOE’s flight computer is estimated at 0.77 million instructions per second (MIPS). The flight computer also comes equipped with 512K Bytes RAM, 256K Bytes EEPROM, and 64K Bytes UVROM. Additionally, 8M Bytes of EEPROM is also provided for storing approximately 24hrs of telemetry. SNOE’s flight computer also has 32 12-bit analog input channels, 4 12-bit analog output channels, a two channel RS-422 Serial I/O port, and 16 input/output Parallel I/O. The computer uses memory mapped I/O, providing 16 bit word reads or writes per instruction cycle. An ACTEL ACT1 FPGA is also used to handle in interfacing to all spacecraft’s hardware. Additionally, each of the payload devices contains their own memory storage devices.

The SNOE spacecraft has limited hardware redundancy because it is a small, low cost satellite with a short lifespan. The only redundant hardware onboard is the transmitter, receiver, and battery. SNOE’s FSW relies heavily on the ground to maintain spacecraft health. Therefore it has limited autonomous fault management functionality. The autonomous fault management functionality includes detecting if there is a problem with
the transmitter, receiver, or battery. If a problem is detected, the FSW should switch to the redundant hardware and notify the ground during its next contact.

7.3 Application Engineering

The application engineering process involves building a specific SPL member from the SPL assets. This process involves selecting the kernel and variable functionality that meet the requirements of the SPL member. The application engineer process involves three phases which are the requirements, analysis, and design modeling. Detailed descriptions of the SPL engineering phases are described in the subsequent subsections.

7.4 Application Requirements Modeling

The first step in application engineering process is to perform requirements modeling to scope the application. During the requirements phase the appropriate features, use cases, and use case activity paths are selected from the feature mode, use case model and use case activity model, respectively. This selection process is driven by the SPL member’s requirements. The application requirements engineering phase is illustrated using SNOE, which is a small spacecraft SPL member.

7.4.1 Application Feature Modeling

First, the appropriate features from the feature model are selected for the application. This process is demonstrated using SNOE and the FSW Command and Data Handling (C&DH) Feature Model described in Chapter 6. The final C&DH pattern specific feature model for SNOE is depicted in Figure 7-2, where the features selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, SNOE must provide all of the
FSW SPL C&DH kernel pattern specific features. There is only one kernel feature which is the Memory Storage Device Fault detection feature.
Additionally, SNOE must also provide one feature from the exactly-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW SPL C&DH feature model contains three of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

• **Command Execution.** SNOE is a small spacecraft that only requires a small amount of commands to process. Additionally, it does not need the ability to support new commands or strict temporal predictability. Therefore Low Volume Command Execution alternative feature is the best choice for SNOE.

• **Telemetry Formation.** SNOE’s payload instruments only produce a small amount of payload data and the amount of housekeeping data produced by SNOE’s hardware is minimal. Thus SNOE is only required to format a low volume amount of data. As described in section 7.2, SNOE follows the CCSDS standard. Due to SNOE’s short lifespan, changes to the CCSDS standard are not anticipated and flexible telemetry formatting is not required. Therefore the Low Volume Telemetry Formation feature is selected.

• **Telemetry Storage and Retrieval.** SNOE’s payload instruments only produce a small amount of payload data and the amount of housekeeping data produced by SNOE’s hardware is minimal. Thus SNOE is only required to store a low volume of data. Therefore the Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval alternative feature is selected.
Next, SNOE must also provide one or more features from the at-least-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW C&DH feature model contains two of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

- **Payload Data Collection.** According to SNOE’s description in section 7.2, the collection of data from all the payload devices is ground driven. Thus only the Ground Driven Payload Data Collection feature is selected from this group.

- **Housekeeping Data Collection.** According to SNOE’s description in section 7.2, the collection of all housekeeping data is ground driven. Thus only the Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection feature is selected from this group.

Next, the optional pattern specific features that SNOE should provide are determined. In the FSW SPL C&DH feature model there are two optional features. The optional features are Spacecraft Clock and Housekeeping Data Checks. According to the SNOE description, all data monitoring is performed at the ground station thus the Housekeeping Data Checks feature is not selected. However, SNOE’s Low Volume Command Execution feature mutually includes the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature. Therefore, SNOE must provide the optional Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature.

Finally, the last step in SNOE’s feature model is to determine the optional C&DH pattern specific feature groups that SNOE should provide. Optional pattern specific feature groups include the zero-or-one or zero-or-more feature groups. In the FSW C&DH feature model there is one optional feature groups, which is Format Telemetry Reliability.
According to the SNOE description in section 7.2, the SNOE does not have the responsibility to detect faults in the telemetry processing. Thus no features are selected from this group.

Next, the pattern variability features that SNOE realizes are selected from the FSW SPL. The final C&DH pattern variability feature model for SNOE is depicted in Figure 7-3, where the features selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, SNOE must provide one feature from the FSW SPL C&DH exactly-one-of pattern variability feature groups. The FSW SPL C&DH feature model contains three of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

- **Memory Storage Device Type.** According to SNOE’s description, all telemetry data is stored in 8M of EEPROM. Therefore the EEPROM Device feature is selected.

- **Power Device Type.** SNOE’s spacecraft body is surrounded on all sides by stationary solar panels which are used to generate power. Therefore the photovoltaic feature is selected.

- **Attitude Control Device Type.** SNOE is a spin stabilized spacecraft. According to its description the spin rate is adjusted by commutating an electromagnet transverse torque rod. Thus the Torque Rod feature is selected.
Next, SNOE must also provide one or more features from the at-least-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW C&DH feature model contains two of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.
• **Antenna Type.** SNOE contains a single low gain antenna to communicate with the ground station. Therefore only the Low Gain Antenna feature is selected from this group.

• **Attitude Determination Device Type.** According to SNOE’s description, attitude measurements are taken from two horizon crossing indicators (HCI) and three magnetometers. Therefore the both the Magnetometer and Horizon Crossing Indicator features are selected.

Next, the optional pattern variability features that SNOE should provide are determined. In the FSW SPL C&DH pattern variability feature model there are five optional features.

• **Propulsion Thruster.** According to the SNOE description, the spacecraft is placed in orbit and does not require maneuvering. Therefore this feature is not selected.

• **Antenna Gimbal.** SNOE utilizes an immobile low gain antenna (LGA). Therefore the antenna gimbal is not required or selected.

• **Power Appendage.** According to SNOE’s description, its solar panels are stationary, thus this feature is not selected.

• **Heater and Louver.** As described in SNOE’s description in section 7.2, active thermal control of the spacecraft is not required, thus these features are not selected.

Finally, the optional pattern variability feature groups that SNOE should provide are identified. Optional pattern specific feature groups include the zero-or-one or zero-or-more feature groups. In the FSW C&DH feature model there is one optional feature groups. This feature group relates to optional components that are needed if the FSW is
required to control its temperature. As described in SNOE’s description in section 7.2, active thermal control of the spacecraft is not required, thus no features are selected.

### 7.4.2 Application Use Case Modeling

Next, the appropriate use cases from the use case model are selected for the application. This subsection describes the use case model for the SNOE SPL member. The use case model for SNOE is derived from the FSW SPL use case model defined in Chapter 6. The final use case model for SNOE is depicted in Figure 7-4, where the use cases and actors selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, SNOE must provide all of the kernel use cases. These include the Collect & Store Data, Execute Commands, Perform Fault Management, and Uplink and Downlink Telemetry. SNOE must also interface with all the kernel actors. The optional use cases are not selected for SNOE based on SNOE’s feature selection and description.
7.4.3 Application Use Case Activity Modeling

Next, the appropriate use case activity paths from the use case model are selected for the application. This is accomplished by only utilizing the feature based condition paths that corresponds to SNOE’s feature selection. This process is demonstrated using the SNOE’s Execute Commands use case, however, additional use cases are also demonstrated in Appendix C. This use case involves executing commands from the ground station to ensure the spacecraft is not put into an unsafe state and the actions are appropriate for the spacecraft’s mode. SNOE’s activity diagram for this use case is
depicted in Figure 7-5. SNOE selected the Low Volume Command Execution feature, thus the path that corresponds to this feature selection is taken as seen in Figure 7-5.
7.5 Application Analysis Modeling

After the requirements modeling phase is complete, the next step is to perform the analysis modeling. The goal of the analysis modeling phase is to develop the basic structure for the application’s architecture. In this phase the conceptual static model, context model, subsystem dependency model, design pattern selection, and application specific architectural and executable design patterns are derived from the SPL assets. The process for deriving these assets is described below in more detail using the SNOE spacecraft as an example.

7.5.1 Application Conceptual Static Modeling

The application conceptual static modeling involves selecting just the appropriate devices from the SPL conceptual static model based on the applications features. This process is illustrated using SNOE. The conceptual static model for SNOE is depicted below in Figure 7-6, where the optional and variant devices selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, SNOE must provide the kernel devices. Therefore the transmitter, receiver, payload device, and power distribution unit (PDU) is selected from the SPL conceptual static model, as seen in Figure 7-6.
Figure 7.6 - SNOE FSW conceptual static model
Next, the optional devices and variant devices are selected based on SNOE’s feature selection. First, SNOE did not select any of the Temperature Control, Heater, Louver, Power Appendage, Antenna Gimbal, or Propulsion Thruster pattern variability features, thus the temperature control devices, heater, louver, power appendage, antenna gimbal and propulsion thruster physical devices associated with these features are not selected. Next, the variant kernel devices are selected based on SNOE’s pattern variability feature selection. SNOE selected the Low Gain Antenna (LGA), EEPROM, Photovoltaic, Magnetometer, Horizon Crossing Indicator, and Torque Rod pattern variability features. Thus the physical devices associated with this feature selection are selected, as seen in Figure 7-6.

Finally, since the specific variants for the payload device were not defined in the FSW SPL, the SNOE specific variants must be defined. According to SNOE’s description, SNOE utilizes four science instruments to achieve its mission. Therefore a payload variant for each of these devices must be created.

7.5.2 Application Context Modeling

Another major artifact produced from the application analysis modeling phase is the context diagram. The context diagram is used to define the system’s boundary with the external environment. It is derived from the SPL context diagram, where only the optional and alternative devices applicable to the application are selected. This process is illustrated using SNOE’s context diagram which is derived from the FSW SPL context.
The diagram described in Chapter 6. Figure 7-7 depicts the SPL context diagram with the variable devices selected for SNOE, based on its feature selection. The variable devices selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. Figure 7-7 shows that SNOE does not interface with power appendage, antenna gimbal, or propulsion thrusters. This is because SNOE did not select the Antenna Gimbal, Propulsion Thruster or Power Appendage pattern variability features. Additionally, SNOE did not select any of the pattern specific or pattern variability features involving thermal control therefore it does not interface with the temperature control devices or temperature sensors.

Figure 7-7 SNOE FSW system context diagram
Next, the SNOE context diagram can be refined to depict the actual variant devices that SNOE uses based on its pattern variability feature selection. Figure 7-8 illustrates the final system context diagram for SNOE. Finally, SNOE contains four payload devices, which are the auroral photometer, microGPS, solar x-ray photometer, and ultraviolet spectrometer. Therefore these SNOE specific variant payload devices added and depicted in Figure 7-8.

![Figure 7-8 SNOE FSW context diagram](image)
7.5.3 Application Subsystem Structuring

Another key artifact from the analysis modeling phase is the subsystem structuring model. It is derived from the SPL subsystem structuring, where only the optional and alternative subsystems applicable to the application are selected. This process is illustrated using SNOE’s subsystem structuring model, which is identified from the FSW SPL subsystem structuring described in Chapter 6. The major relationships between SNOE’s subsystems are shown in Figure 7-9, where the realized subsystems are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background.

![Figure 7-9 SNOE FSW subsystem structuring](image)
SNOE must provide the five kernel subsystems; therefore it has Command and Data Handling, Telemetry Tracking and Control, Attitude Control, Payload, Power, and Fault Management subsystem. It is clear from SNOE’s feature selection that it does not provide active thermal control, active propulsion, or guidance and control. Thus the Thermal, Propulsion and Guidance and Control subsystems are not selected for SNOE.

Another view of the subsystem structuring is a refinement of the context diagram, which is depicted in Figure 7-10. This diagram shows the subsystems along with the allocation to SNOE’s actual physical devices.
Figure 7-10 Subsystem allocation to physical devices
7.5.4 Application Design Pattern Selection

Next, the SPL design patterns that support the application’s pattern specific features are determined from the SPL feature to design pattern mapping captured in Chapter 6. This process is illustrated using SNOE. Table 7-1 depicts SNOE’s feature to design pattern mapping, which only lists the pattern specific features that SNOE selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Group</th>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command Execution</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>FSW Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>FSW Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Ground Driven Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft Clock</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Spacecraft Clock</td>
<td>FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Storage Device Fault Detection</td>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device Fault Detection</td>
<td>FSW Memory Storage Device Watchdog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.1 Application Architectural and Executable Design Patterns

The next step in the analysis modeling phase is to customize the SPL level architectural and executable design patterns to become application level architectural and executable
design patterns. The process for creating the application specific level architectural and executable design patterns is described in section 5.4.3. This process is demonstrated using SNOE’s Centralized Control design pattern. Additional patterns are also demonstrated in Appendix C.

7.5.4.1 SNOE Centralized Control Architectural Design Pattern

SNOE utilizes the FSW SPL Centralized Control design pattern to execute commands and control the overall operation of the spacecraft. First, the collaboration diagram is customized to reflect the application specific components. As discussed in Chapter 5, this involves removing optional components that are not realized, updating the component multiplicities and selecting the appropriate variants based on the application’s features. In some cases, variants are unique to the application and therefore must be defined at the application level. The Centralized Control executable design pattern collaboration diagram for SNOE is shown in Figure 7-11. Based on SNOE’s feature selection, it is determined that none of the optional components are utilized and therefore are removed. Additionally, the SNOE specific variants are selected based on SNOE’s pattern variability feature selection. For example, instead of using Attitude_Control_Device_OC, the specific type of attitude control device variant is reflected with the Torque_Rod_OC. SNOE uses two torque rods, thus its multiplicity is one or many. Finally, SNOE’s unique payloads variants are created and included.
Next, since the object interactions from the FSW SPL Centralized Control executable design pattern only contained a representative set of interactions, it must also be customized for SNOE. As discussed in Chapter 5, this involves using the SNOE specific variants and object interactions. A sequence diagram for SNOE to reinitialize its low gain antenna based on a ground command is shown in Figure 7-12. It can be seen from Figure 7-12 that the interaction diagram is SNOE specific because it contains the SNOE specific input, output, and IO interface components.
Finally, the last architectural view customized is the component diagram. As discussed in Chapter 5, this is accomplished by updating the diagram with the selected variants and option devices passed on SNOE’s feature selection. Additionally, the ports and interfaces for the payload variants that are unique to SNOE are modeled since they were not captured in the FSW SPL. The component diagram for SNOE’s Centralized Control component diagram is shown in Figure 7-13, which contains the SNOE specific variants based on SNOE’s feature selection. The ports, interfaces, and connectors for the common variants were captured in the FSW SPL. Customizations to this diagram include removing any FSW components that are not used by SNOE such as the
Temperature_Sensor_OC. Additionally, the payload variants are unique to SNOE and thus are created by the application engineer. SNOE contains four payload devices therefore four payload device variants are created from the Payload_IOC base class. For each payload variant, the port name is updated to reflect the specific payload, such as the microGPS_IOC. The port’s interface is updated to reflect the specific actions that can be invoked on that payload. However, since these devices are part of the Payload subsystem and not the Command and Data Handling (C&DH) subsystem, their interfaces were not updated as part of this research.

Figure 7-13 Component diagram for SNOE Centralized Control executable design pattern
7.5.4.2 SNOE Centralized Control Executable Design Pattern

Next, the executable version of the design pattern must also be updated for the SNOE. As described in Chapter 5, this involves potentially adding application specific states, actions, and activities to the SPL level state machines based on the application’s features. For example, if the application features refine some behavior, then this can be modeled as substates. Also, if the component must send a message to an application specific variant or if application specific logic is required then this is modeled as an action or activity within a state or transition. First, the state machine for the SNOE’s CDH_Centralized_Controller, which is a customized version of the FSW SPL’s CDH_Centralized_Controller, is updated. SNOE’s features do not refine the overall behavior of the component, thus the states do not require any customizations. Therefore the state machine is structurally the same as the FSW SPL state machine in Chapter 6. However, SNOE’s features do require application specific logic to validate commands and to determine the appropriate response to commands. Additionally, the CDH_Centralized_Controller must interface with SNOE unique variants. Therefore these actions are updated in the appropriate states in the state machine. For example, the On Entry actions of the Executing_Command state should be modified to include SNOE specific responses to commands. Therefore when SNOE receives command to open the solar x-ray photometer door, it knows the precise operations to invoke on the Solar_Xray_Photometer_IOC. SNOE specific logic is added as actions in the states of
the CDH_Centralized_Controller. Due to the large amount logic that is added to the CDH_Centralized_Controller state machine, this information is not depicted graphically.

Next the state machine for the SNOE’s Low_Gain_Antenna_OC variant is examined. Based on SNOE’s feature selection does not require application specific changes to this variant. Thus, the state machine defined for this component in the SPL is used without any modifications.

Finally, the state machines for the other variant input, output, and IO components, including the newly added payload variants, should be examined. However, since they fall into other subsystems, they are updated as part of this research.

7.5.5 Application Design Pattern Interconnection Modeling

The step in the analysis modeling phase is to customize the design pattern interconnections to the application using interaction overview diagrams. This involves customizing the interaction overview diagrams based on the application’s selected features. The process for deriving this artifact is described in section 5.5.2. This process is demonstrated using SNOE’s Execute Commands interaction overview. However, additional interaction diagrams are included in Appendix C. The Execute Commands interaction overview begins with a feature based condition on the Command Execution pattern specific feature group. SNOE selected to use the Low Volume Command Execution feature, thus only the path involving this feature is selected. Therefore the
other two paths are removed for SNOE. The final interaction overview diagram SNOE’s Execute Commands is depicted in Figure 7-14. Additionally, the ports and connectors between the components in the FSW Spacecraft Clock executable design pattern and the FSW Hierarchical Control executable design pattern are removed.
Figure 7-14 SNOE's command execution interaction overview diagram
7.5.6 SNOE Design Pattern within Layered Architecture

The last step in the analysis modeling phase is to update the Layered Architecture to include just the application specific components and variants. This view is illustrated using SNOE Centralized Control executable design pattern is depicted in Figure 7-15.

The Device Interface Layer now only contains the SNOE specific variant components.

Figure 7-15 SNOE Architecture Layered View with Centralized Control Design Pattern Components
This chapter describes the validation of the approach presented in this research. The approach is validated by ensuring the functional correctness of the individual DRE, SPL, and application executable design patterns. Additionally the FSW applications built following the approach are also validated. The validation of each piece is described in the following subsections.

8.1 DRE Executable Design Pattern Validation

The individual DRE executable design patterns are validated using executable object modeling with statecharts (Harel 1997). Test cases are created to test all states, transitions, and actions for the state machines of all the components in the DRE executable design pattern. The test cases capture the expected states, transitions, and actions that a component is expected to perform in response to an event or input data. Then the state machines are made executable using Harel’s executable object modeling with statecharts and the test cases are then executed. If the components performed as expected for all steps then the test case is passed. If the test case fails, then the problem
is resolved and the test cases are re-run. Table 8-1 lists all the DRE design patterns that were validated as part of this research.

Table 8-1 Summary of DRE executable design patterns validated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRE Design Pattern Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast</td>
<td>Monitor Actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokered Communication</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Control</td>
<td>Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Server</td>
<td>Publish Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Dispatcher</td>
<td>Watch Dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound Transaction</td>
<td>Sanity Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>Single Protected Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous Redundancy Channel</td>
<td>Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Control</td>
<td>Triple Modular Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous Redundancy Channel</td>
<td>Two Phase Commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Slave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This validation process is illustrated using the Client Server executable design pattern, described in Appendix A. In this design pattern, the Client collects data from the Server. This design pattern only requires one test case to validate the communication sequence between client and server. This test case will cover all states, transitions and activities in the client and server components. The test case for this design pattern is depicted below in Table 8-2.

Table 8-2 Test case for the Client Server design pattern
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Expected Response</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.   | Client needs data from Server | • Client receives a requestNeededEvent  
• Client transitions into Preparing Request state  
• Client takes action to create request message  
• When client finishes message, it generates request event and transitions to Idle state  
• During transition, Client sends request message to Server | |
| 2.   | Server receives & processes request message | • Server transitions into Processing_Client_Request state  
• Server performs action to process the request and then generates processingComplete event  
• Server transitions into Preparing_Response state  
• Server performs actions to generate a response message  
• Server generates response event and transitions back to Idle  
• Along transition Server sends response message to Client | |
| 3.   | Client receives and processes the response message | • Client transitions into the Processing_Response state  
• Client performs actions in response to message  
• After actions are performed, client generates processingCompleteEvent  
• Client transitions into Idle state | |

After the test case is created, the design pattern is executed. The flow of states, transitions and actions is traced through the executing state machines. As seen in Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2, the state machines perform as expected for each step in the test case. Since all test cases were passed, the design pattern is validated.
Figure 8-1 State machine for Client

Figure 8-2 State machine for Server
8.2 FSW SPL Executable Design Pattern Validation

Second, the FSW SPL executable design patterns are also individually validated. The validation process is similar to the validation process at the DRE level. However the design patterns must function as required by the SPL features. Table 8-3 summarizes all the FSW SPL design patterns that were validated as part of this research along with the DRE executable design pattern(s) they are derived from.

Table 8-3 Summary of FSW SPL executable design patterns validated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRE Executable Design Pattern (s)</th>
<th>FSW SPL Executable Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Control</td>
<td>FSW Hierarchical Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Control</td>
<td>FSW Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control</td>
<td>FSW Distributed Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Control Command Dispatcher</td>
<td>FSW Hierarchical Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Control Command Dispatcher</td>
<td>FSW Centralized Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Control Command Dispatcher</td>
<td>FSW Distributed Control with Command Dispatcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compound Commit</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Compound Commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Server</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Slave Pipes and Filters</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Master Slave with Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Slave Pipes and Filters Strategy</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Master Slave with Pipes and Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and Filters</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and Filters Strategy</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters with Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protected Single Channel</td>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Reliability Protected Single Channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This validation process is illustrated using the FSW Housekeeping Client Server executable design pattern, described in Appendix B. This design pattern is based on the Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection feature which requires the Housekeeping_DClient collects the housekeeping data from the Housekeeping_DServer in response to a command from the ground station. This design pattern only requires one test case for each type of data that is requested to validate the communication sequence between the Housekeeping_DClient and the Housekeeping_DServer. These test cases will cover all types of data exchanged, states, transitions and activities in the Housekeeping_DClient and the Housekeeping_DServer. In addition to the behavior, the test cases also make sure the correct data is returned. One test case for this design pattern is depicted below in Table 8-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanity Check</th>
<th>FSW Telemetry Formation Reliability Sanity Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client Server</td>
<td>FSW Payload Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast</td>
<td>FSW Payload Data Collection Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish Subscribe</td>
<td>FSW Payload Data Collection Publish Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Server</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish Subscribe</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Publish Subscribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Checks Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicast</td>
<td>FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchdog</td>
<td>FSW Memory Storage Device Fault Detection Watchdog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table 8-4 Test Case for the Housekeeping_DClient Housekeeping_DServer design pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Expected Response</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4.   | Housekeeping_DClient needs data from Housekeeping_DServer | • Housekeeping_DClient receives a requestNeededEvent from the CDH_Centralized Controller to collect general housekeeping data  
• Housekeeping_DClient transitions into Preparing Housekeeping Data Request state  
• Housekeeping_DClient takes action to create request message  
• When Housekeeping_DClient finishes message, it generates request event and transitions to Idle state  
• During transition, Housekeeping_DClient sends request message to Housekeeping_DServer |   |
| 5.   | Housekeeping_DServer receives & processes request message | • Housekeeping_DServer transitions into Processing_Housekeeping_Data_Client_Request state  
• Housekeeping_DServer performs action to process the request and then generates processingComplete event  
• Housekeeping_DServer transitions into Preparing_Response state  
• Housekeeping_DServer performs actions to generate a response message  
• Housekeeping_DServer generates response event and transitions back to Idle  
• Along transition Housekeeping_DServer sends response message to Housekeeping_DClient |   |
| 6.   | Housekeeping_DClient receives and processes the response message | • Housekeeping_DClient transitions into the Processing_Response state  
• Housekeeping_DClient performs actions in response to the general housekeeping data message  
• After actions are performed, Housekeeping_DClient generates processingCompleteEvent  
• Housekeeping_DClient transitions into Idle state |   |

After the test case is created, the design pattern is executed. The flow of states, transitions, and actions are traced through the executing state machines. As seen in
Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4 the state machines perform as expected for each step in the test case. Since all test cases were passed, the SPL design pattern is individually validated.

Figure 8-3 State machine for FSW SPL Housekeeping_DClient

Figure 8-4 State machine for FSW SPL Housekeeping_DServer
8.3 Application Executable Design Pattern Validation

Next, the application executable design patterns are also individually validated. The validation process is the similar to the validation process at the DRE and FSE SPL levels. However the design patterns must function as required by the application features. Table 8-5 and Table 8-6 summarize all the FSW application design patterns that were validated as part of this research along with the FSW SPL executable design pattern(s) they are derived from.

Table 8-5 Summary of SNOE executable design patterns validated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSW SPL Executable Design Pattern</th>
<th>SNOE Executable Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSW Centralized Control</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Client Server</td>
<td>SNOE Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters</td>
<td>SNOE Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Payload Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
<td>SNOE Payload Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
<td>SNOE Housekeeping Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
<td>SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Memory Storage Device Fault Detection Watchdog</td>
<td>SNOE EEPROM Fault Detection Watchdog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8-6 Summary of STEREO executable design patterns validated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSW SPL Executable Design Pattern</th>
<th>STEREO Executable Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSW Hierarchical Control</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Compound Commit</td>
<td>STEREO Telemetry Storage and Retrieval Compound Commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters with Strategy</td>
<td>STERO Telemetry Formation Pipes and Filters with Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Telemetry Formation Reliability Sanity Check</td>
<td>STERO Telemetry Formation Reliability Sanity Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Payload Data Collection Multicast</td>
<td>STERO Payload Data Collection Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
<td>STERO Housekeeping Data Collection Multiple Client Multiple Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Collection Multicast</td>
<td>STERO Housekeeping Data Collection Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Checks Multicast</td>
<td>STERO Housekeeping Data Checks Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
<td>STERO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Memory Storage Device Fault Detection Watchdog</td>
<td>STERO EEPROM Fault Detection Watchdog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.4 FSW SPL Members’ Software Architectures Validation

To validate the SPL members’ software architectures a reusable model-based testing approach for SPL is applied. This approach helps to reduce the overall validation effort by created reusable model based test assets that can be customized and used for SPL applications. The approach applied is based on the Customizable Activity Diagrams, Decision Tables, and Test Specifications (CADeT) method (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009). CADeT is extended so the test assets are related to the SPL with design pattern level variability rather than component level variability.

CADeT was selected because it is use case and feature based. It needs to identify the use case scenarios for each use case, which were identified as part of the FSW SPL. It also develops reusable FSW SPL test specifications based on use case scenarios and the features that impact the use case scenarios. Thus CADeT ensures that all FSW SPL
features are covered in the reusable FSW SPL test specifications. This is particularly important for this research because by ensuring that all features are covered, it consequently ensures that all design patterns are covered. This is because each pattern specific feature is mapped to a design pattern or pre-integrated design pattern combination. Thus if all pattern specific features are cover, all design patterns are also covered.

CADeT involves performing activities in both the SPL and application engineering processes. The validation process for the FSW SPL is described below in more detail.

8.4.1 FSW SPL Validation Activities

8.4.1.1 FSW SPL Decision Tables and Test Specifications

The first step in the functional validation is to create a decision table for each FSW SPL activity diagram, which are described in section 0. The purpose of the decision table is to organize the associations between the test specifications and features to cover all use case scenarios in the SPL. The table contains a row for activity node, feature, and execution condition in the activity diagram. A column is created for each simple path that can be created through the activity diagram. The features, execution conditions, and activity nodes that it exercises are marked in the appropriate rows. The simple paths then become reusable test specifications for the SPL (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009).
The FSW SPL command and data handling is associated with three use cases. Therefore, decision tables for each of these use cases must be created. This step is demonstrated using the Execute Commands’ activity diagram. The decision table for this use case is populated and illustrated in Table 8-7. This use case has six unique paths, which are captured in the decision table’s test specification columns.

Table 8-7 Execute Commands Decision Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt;adaptable use case&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Test Specifications</th>
<th>Feature Conditions</th>
<th>Preconditions :Ground Commands Received</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td>«adaptable»</td>
<td>CommandExecution = LowVolume</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LV Cmd Exe.</td>
<td>CommandExecution = HighVolume</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«adaptable»</td>
<td>CommandExecution = TimeTriggered</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HV Cmd Exe.</td>
<td>CommandExecution = LowVolumeFlexCmd</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>«adaptable»</td>
<td>CommandExecution = HighVolumeFlexCmd</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TT Cmd Exe.</td>
<td>CommandExecution = TimeTriggeredFlexCmd</td>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flex. Cmd Exe.</td>
<td>SpacecraftClock</td>
<td>T T F T T F</td>
<td>X X X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actions

1  <<adaptable internal step>> Send spacecraft time update (Command Volume)  X X X X
2  <<adaptable internal step>> Execute a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)  X
3  <<adaptable internal step>> Execute a high volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)  X
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt;&lt;adaptable internal step&gt;&gt; Execute a low volume of commands that supports new commands and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)</th>
<th></th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;adaptable internal step&gt;&gt; Execute a high volume of commands that supports new commands and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;adaptable internal step&gt;&gt; Execute commands with strict temporal predictability &amp; in manner that is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;adaptable internal step&gt;&gt; Execute commands with strict temporal predictability &amp; in manner that supports new commands and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post Conditions: Commands Executed

8.4.1.2  **FSW SPL Feature and Design Pattern Test Coverage**

The next step in the validation process is to create a test specification / feature / design pattern table, which captures the relationship between features and design patterns to test specifications. This table is used to quickly summarize and analyze the test specifications to ensure that all features and design patterns in the FSW SPL are covered in the FSW SPL test specifications. For each test specification in the use case activity diagram, the features that affect the test specification, the adaptable test steps in a test specification, and the nature of the feature interactions, are depicted in a feature combination function (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009). The test specification / feature / design pattern table for Execute Commands use case is depicted in Table 8-8.
This table summarized the features and design patterns covered in the test specifications for this use case. In the FSW SPL test specifications created for the command and data handling subsystem, all features and design patterns were successfully covered. However, the test specifications are not complete at the SPL level. This is because all the variability the SPL architecture is not fully specified because architectural variability is captured in the design patterns. Therefore the steps in the test specifications that are not fully specified must be customized to the actual application behavior during application engineering. This will typically result in the need additional test specifications at the application level.

Table 8-8 Execute Commands test specification / feature / design pattern table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Spec.</th>
<th>Feature to Test Spec.</th>
<th>Adaptable Steps</th>
<th>Feature to adaptable test step</th>
<th>Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LV Cmd Exe. | Command Execution = LowVolume Spacecraft Clock = T | • Send spacecraft time update (Command Volume and Spacecraft IO Devices)  
  • Execute a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices) | Modes + Antennas + Antenna Gimbals + Memory Storage + Devices+ Power Appendages + Power Devices + Attitude Control Devices + Attitude Determination Devices + Payload Devices + Thrusters + Heaters + Louvers + Temp. Sensors | FSW Centralized Control  
  FSW Spacecraft Clock |
| HV Cmd Exe. | Command Execution = HighVolume Spacecraft Clock = T | • Send spacecraft time update (Command Volume and Spacecraft IO Devices) • Execute a high volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices) | Modes + Antennas + Antenna Gimbals + Memory Storage + Devices + Power Appendages + Power Devices + Attitude Control Devices + Attitude Determination Devices + Payload Devices + Thrusters + Heaters + Louvers + Temp. Sensors | FSW Hierarchical Control FSW Spacecraft Clock |
| TT Cmd Exe. | Command Execution = TimeTriggered | • Execute commands with strict temporal predictability and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices) | Modes + Antennas + Antenna Gimbals + Memory Storage + Devices + Power Appendages + Power Devices + Attitude Control Devices + Attitude Determination Devices + Payload Devices + Thrusters + Heaters + Louvers + Temp. Sensors | FSW Time Triggered Control |
| LV Flex. Cmd Exe. | Command Execution = LowVolumeFlexCmd Spacecraft Clock = T | • Send spacecraft time update (Command Volume and Spacecraft IO Devices) • Execute a low volume of commands that supports new commands and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices) | Modes + Antennas + Antenna Gimbals + Memory Storage + Devices + Power Appendages + Power Devices + Attitude Control Devices + Attitude Determination Devices + Payload Devices + Thrusters + Heaters + Louvers + Temp. Sensors | FSW Centralized Control with Command Dispatcher FSW Spacecraft Clock |
| HV Flex. Cmd Exe. | Command Execution = HighVolumeFlexCmd Spacecraft Clock = T | • Send spacecraft time update (Command Volume and Spacecraft IO Devices) • Execute a high volume of commands that supports new commands and is appropriate for spacecraft mode (Modes and Spacecraft IO Devices) | Modes + Antennas + Antenna Gimbals + Memory Storage + Devices + Power Appendages + Power Devices + Attitude Control Devices + Attitude Determination Devices + Payload Devices + Thrusters + Heaters + Louvers + Temp. Sensors | FSW Hierarchical Control with Command Dispatcher FSW Spacecraft Clock |
8.4.2 SNOE Functional Validation

8.4.2.1 SNOE Test Specifications

The first step in the functional validation process for SNOE is to customize the test specifications to the application. This is accomplished by first setting feature selection values in the feature list to the feature selections of the application. Then the feature list, decision tables and test specifications are updated to reflect the features selected for the application (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009).

For example, in FSW SPL the Execute Command decision table in Table 8-7 contains six test specifications. SNOE only uses the Low Volume Command Execution feature, thus adaptable test specification LV Exe. Cmd. is the only applicable test specification.

The next step in the validation process is to refine the adaptable steps in the selected test specifications. This step must be performed because the FSW SPL test specifications were captured at a higher degree of abstraction. Therefore it is not until the application
engineering phase that these adaptable steps should be refined to non-adaptable. This involves refining each adaptable test specification into non-adaption steps based on the application’s feature selection. In many cases refining the test specification will also result in additional test specifications. This is because additional paths and steps are often needed when an adaptable step is refined. For example, the Command Execution use case test specification should be refined to cover all application commands. This results in a new test case for each application command.

This process is illustrated using SNOE’s adaptable test specification LV Exe. Cmd. seen in Table 8-7, which contains two adaptable steps. The first adaptable step involves updating the spacecraft time and notifying the proper components. Based on SNOE’s feature selection, only the CDH_Centralized_Controller and SNOE’s IO devices need a time update. SNOE’s IO devices include the Low Gain Antenna (LGA), EEPROM, torque rod, magnetometer, horizon crossing indicators, microGPS, auroral photometer, solar x-ray photometer, and ultraviolet spectrometer. Therefore the step is updated to reflect this specific change, as seen in
Table 8-9.
Table 8-9 Subset of SNOE’s Execute Commands Decision Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt; use case&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Execute Commands</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Specifications</strong></td>
<td>EEPROM Restart Cmd</td>
<td>LGA Reinitialization Cmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feature Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommandExecution = LowVolume</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Execution Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommandType</td>
<td>EEPROM restart</td>
<td>LGA Reinitialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preconditions</strong> :Ground Commands Received</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 &lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt; Send spacecraft time update to CDH Centralized Controller and SNOE’s IO devices</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 &lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt; Validate and determine the command sequence for a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt; Restart EEPROM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 &lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt; Re-initialize Low Gain Antenna (LGA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post Conditions: Commands Executed

The second step involves executing a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode, which is impacted by several variation points. The variation points can be set based on the SNOE’s modes and IO devices. For example, SNOE does not utilize the optional Heater pattern specific feature, thus non-adaptable steps for the Heater variation point do not need to be created for SNOE. Next, SNOE utilizes the EEPROM
for its Memory Storage Device variation point and a LGA for its Antenna variation point. Therefore non-adaptable steps related to the Memory Storage Device and Antenna variation points are modeled using the EEPROM and LGA, respectively. The same process is followed for the other variation points. A subset of the updated decision table for SNOE is shown in
The refining of the adaptable steps also resulted in the additional execution condition called CommandType, which controls the path taken based on the type of command that must be executed. This results in several additional test specifications based on the execution condition. A subset is depicted in Table 8-9.
8.4.2.2 SNOE Test Data

The next step in the SNOE’s validation process is to select the input data for the test specifications. The test data selection approach described in CADeT is focused on transaction-based software (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009). In the case of real-time and embedded software, the actions performed by the software are not always transaction-based and written to a database. Thus a different strategy is needed.

To address the challenge of non-transactional test specifications, the test specifications will be populated with design pattern based test data based on the state machines of the design pattern’s components. A component’s actions are state dependent and different input data and events will result in different actions being performed by the components. The test specifications will be populated with the state, transitions, and actions the design pattern components are expected to perform in response to a particular input data or event. For example, if a step involves a client component making a request, then the value listed in this step is ‘the client component transitions from Idle to Preparing Request state’.

Table 8-9.
To determine which design pattern is applicable in the step, the interaction overview diagrams are used as a guide, where the design pattern that corresponds to the step is used. Then the state machines within that design pattern can then be referenced to determine the expected behavior. Then the design pattern component’s state machines are analyzed to determine states, transitions, and actions that components should perform for the test specification. These are then recorded in the steps for the test specification.

This process is illustrated using SNOE’s LGA Reinitialize test specifications depicted in
Table 8-9. The first step in this test specification is to send spacecraft time updates to CDH_Centralized_Controller and SNOE’s IO devices. According to SNOE’s Execute Commands interaction overview diagram in section 7.5.5, this step is supported by the FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast executable design pattern. Within this design pattern, the Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component performs this step by transitioning into the Notifying_Consumer state and performing a series of actions to send updates to SNOE’s IO devices and CDH_Centralized_Controller. Therefore this behavior is listed as the test data for this step, as seen in Table 8-10.

### Table 8-10 SNOE’s LGA Reinitialize Test Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Conditions</th>
<th>Execution Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CommandExecution</td>
<td>COMMANDCEPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOWVOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommandType</td>
<td>LGA Reinitialize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions</td>
<td>Ground Commands Received</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| <<internal step>> Send spacecraft time update to CDH_Centralized_Controller and SNOE’s IO devices | • Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component transitions into Notifying_Consumer state  
• Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast sends updates to SNOE’s IO devices and CDH_Centralized_Controller |
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| <<internal step>> Validate and determine the command sequence for a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode | • CDH_Centralized_Controller transitions into Validating_Command state & validates the LGA Reinitialize command |
| <internal step>> Reinitialize Low Gain Antenna (LGA) | • CDH_Centralized_Controller transitions into Executing_Command state |
|  | • CDH_Centralized_Controller calls the off() method on the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC |
|  | • Low_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Final State |
|  | • CDH_Centralized_Controller calls the initialize() method on the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC |
|  | • Low_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Initializing state |
|  | • CDH_Centralized_Controller calls the on() method on the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC |
|  | • Low_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Working State |
|  | • CDH_Centralized_Controller transitions into Logging_Command state and logs command |

Post Conditions: Command Executed

The second step in Table 8-10 states “Validate and determine the command sequence for a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode”. Using SNOE’s Execute Commands interaction overview diagram in Figure 7-14 as a guide this step is a refinement of the Execute Low Volume of Commands step, which is supported by the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern. Using this design pattern, it is determined that step two is performed by the CDH_Centralized_Controller component. Based on the SNOE’s CDH_Centralized_Controller’s state machine in described section 7.5.4.2, it is expected that upon receiving ground commands as an inputEventNotification, it will transition into the Validating_Command state and perform...
the actions in this state. Therefore this behavior is listed as the test data for this step, as seen in Table 8-10.

Finally, the last step in this test specification is to reinitialize Low Gain Antenna (LGA). This step is also a refinement of the Execute Low Volume of Commands step, therefore it is supported by the FSW Centralized Control executable design pattern. Using this design pattern, it is determined that this step is performed by the CDH_Centralized_Controller and Low_Gain_Antenna_OC component. To reinitialize the low gain antenna, the CDH_Centralized_Controller performs a series of actions involving the Low_Gain_Antenna_OC. The Low_Gain_Antenna_OC is expected to respond properly to these commands. Thus, this behavior is listed as the test data for this step, as seen in Table 8-10.

8.4.2.3 Test application

The final step in the functional validation is to execute the tests on the SPL member’s model. The software architecture is made executable using executable state chart semantics (Harel 1997). When the tests are executing the test engineer will follow the flow of events and messages through the system and design patterns to ensure they execute as expected. A “Pass” result is given to a test if the observed state machine behavior matched the expected behavior for all the steps in the test specification. A “Fail” result is given to a test where the observed state machine behavior did not matched
the expected behavior for all the steps in the test specification. If any of the tests fail, then the software architecture is modified and regression tested to ensure the software performs as expected. After all tests are successfully passed the architecture is considered to be functionally validated.

On SNOE, all the test specifications related to the command and data handling subsystem were executed and passed. A summary of the test specifications executed along with the features and design patterns they tested are summarized in Table 8-11. In total 22 test specifications were executed and passed. These test specifications covered all of SNOE seven pattern specific features and ten pattern variability features. Since all the pattern specific features were covered, consequently all of SNOE’s seven design patterns were covered.

Table 8-11 Summary of SNOE's Test Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Specification</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
<th>Features Covered</th>
<th>Design Patterns Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LGA Reinitialize</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Gain Antenna</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Volume Command</td>
<td>SNOE Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM Restart</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Volume Command</td>
<td>SNOE Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaic Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Volume Command</td>
<td>SNOE Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDU Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Horizon Crossing Indicator Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetometer Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Magnetometer Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Rod Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Torque Rod Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar X-Ray Photometer Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Solar X-Ray Photometer Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microGPS Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>microGPS Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auroral Photometer Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Auroral Photometer Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet Spectrometer Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Ultraviolet Spectrometer Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Critical Housekeeping Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution Low Volume Telemetry Formation Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection IO Devices</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast SNOE Housekeeping Client Server SNOE Pipes and Filters SNOE Telemetry Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store General Housekeeping Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution Low Volume Telemetry Formation Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection IO Devices</td>
<td>SNOE Centralized Control SNOE Spacecraft Clock Multicast SNOE Housekeeping Client Server SNOE Pipes and Filters SNOE Telemetry Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Subsystem Status Housekeeping Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Comm. Status Housekeeping Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Solar X-Ray Photometer Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store microGPS Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Auroral Photometer Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect &amp; Store Ultraviolet Spectrometer Data</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>Low Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM Watchdog Detect Failure</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>EEPROM Memory Storage Device Fault Detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.4.3 STEREO Functional Validation

The STEREO application was validated following the same process that was applied on SNOE. For example, the FSW SPL Execute Command decision table in Table 8-7 contains six test specifications. STEREO only uses the High Volume Command Execution feature, thus adaptable test specification HV Exe. Cmd. is the only applicable test specification selected for STEREO from the Execute Commands use case test specifications.

Next, the adaptable steps in the selected test specifications are refined for STEREO. This process is illustrated using STEREO’s adaptable test specification HV Exe. Cmd. seen in Table 8-7, which contains two adaptable steps. Each step is refined based on STEREO’s feature selection described in Appendix D. Table 8-12 shows a subset of STEREO’s Execute Commands Decision Table.

Table 8-12 Subset of STEREO’s Execute Commands Decision Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt; use case&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute Commands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Specifications</td>
<td>EEPROM Restart Cmd</td>
<td>HGA Reinitialize Cmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommandExecution = HighVolume</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Next, STEREO’s test specifications were populated with design pattern based test data. This process is illustrated using STEREO’s reinitialize HGA antenna test specification. The test data for this test specification determined from STEREO’s Execute Commands interaction overview diagram and executable design patterns described in Appendix D.

### Table 8-13 STEREO’s HGA Reinitialize Test Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt; use case &gt;&gt; Execute Commands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Specification: HGA Reinitialize Cmd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CommandExecution = HighVolume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Execution Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CommandType</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preconditions :Ground Commands Received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions: Commands Executed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Send spacecraft time update to CDH_Centralized_Controller and SNOE’s IO devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast component transitions into Notifying_Consumer state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Spacecraft_Clock_Multicast sends updates to SNOE’s IO devices and CDH_Coordinator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Validate and determine the command sequence for a low volume of commands that is appropriate for spacecraft mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Coordinator transitions into Validating_Command state &amp; validates the HGA Reinitialize command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Coordinator determines the command must be executed and transitions into Dispatching_Commands state and sends the command to the CDH_Centralized_Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Coordinator transitions back to the Idle state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;&lt;internal step&gt;&gt;</th>
<th>Reinitialize Low Gain Antenna (HGA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller transitions into Executing_Command state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller calls the off() method on the High_Gain_Antenna_OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Final State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller calls the initialize() method on the High_Gain_Antenna_OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Initializing state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller calls the on() method on the High_Gain_Antenna_OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Idle State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller calls the position() method on the High_Gain_Antenna_OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High_Gain_Antenna_OC transitions into Positioning State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High_Gain_Antenna_OC finishes positioning and transitions into Idle State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CDH_Controller transitions into Logging_Command state and logs command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Post Conditions: Command Executed**

A summary of the test specifications that were executed along with the features and design patterns they tested are summarized in Table 8-14. In total 32 test specifications were executed and passed. These test specifications covered all of STEREO’s 10 pattern specific features and 19 pattern variability features. Since all the pattern specific features were covered, consequently all design patterns were covered.
Table 8-14 Summary of STEREO's Test Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Specification</th>
<th>Pass/Fail</th>
<th>Features Covered</th>
<th>Design Patterns Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HGA Reinitialize</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>High Gain Antenna High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGA Reinitialize</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Medium Gain Antenna High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGA Reinitialize</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Low Gain Antenna High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM Restart</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>EEPROM High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaic Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Photovoltaic High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photovoltaic Position</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Photovoltaic Power Appendage High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDU Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Tracker Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Star Tracker High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Sensor Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Sun Sensor High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRU Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>IRU High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWA Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>RWA High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propulsion Command</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Propulsion Thruster High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Thermistor Command | Pass | Thermistor Command
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| IMPACT Command     | Pass | IMPACT Command
|                    |      | High Volume Command Execution |
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock |
| PLASTIC Command    | Pass | PLASTIC Command
|                    |      | High Volume Command Execution |
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock |
| SWAVES Command     | Pass | SWAVES Photometer
|                    |      | High Volume Command Execution |
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock |
| SECCHI Command     | Pass | SECCHI Command
|                    |      | High Volume Command Execution |
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock |
| Collect & Store Critical Housekeeping Data | Pass | High Volume Command Execution
|                    |      | Flexible High Volume Telemetry Formation
|                    |      | Quick Check
|                    |      | Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection
|                    |      | High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval
|                    |      | IO Devices
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock STEREO Housekeeping Client Server STEREO Pipes and Filters with Strategy STEREO Sanity Check STEREO Telemetry Compound Commit |
| Collect & Store General Housekeeping Data | Pass | High Volume Command Execution
|                    |      | Low Volume Telemetry Formation
|                    |      | Quick Check
|                    |      | Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection
|                    |      | High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval
|                    |      | IO Devices
|                    |      | STEREO Hierarchical Control STEREO Spacecraft Clock STEREO Housekeeping Client Server STEREO Pipes and Filters with Strategy STEREO Sanity Check STEREO Telemetry Compound Commit |
| Collect & Store General IMPACT Housekeeping Data | Pass | Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection
|                    |      | High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval
|                    |      | IMPACT
|                    |      | STEREO IMPACT Multicast STEREO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General PLASTIC Housekeeping Data | Pass | Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection
|                    |      | High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval
|                    |      | PLASTIC
|                    |      | STEREO PLASTIC Multicast STEREO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General SWAVES Housekeeping Data | Pass | Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval SWAVES | STERO SWAVES Multicast STERO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General SECCHI Housekeeping Data | Pass | Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval SECCHI | STERO SECCHI Multicast STERO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General IMPACT Data | Pass | Event Driven Payload Data Collection High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval IMPACT | STERO IMPACT Multicast STERO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General PLASTIC Data | Pass | Event Driven Payload Data Collection High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval PLASTIC | STERO PLASTIC Multicast STERO Telemetry Client Server |
| Collect & Store General SWAVES Data | Pass | Event Driven Payload Data Collection High Volume Telemetry Storage & Retrieval SWAVES | STERO SWAVES Multicast STERO Telemetry Client Server |
| EEPROM Watchdog Detect Failure | Pass | EEPROM Memory Storage Device Fault Detection | STERO Memory Storage Device Watchdog |
| Housekeeping Data Fault | Pass | Housekeeping Data Checks | STERO Housekeeping Data Check Multicast |
| EEPROM Watchdog Stroke | Pass | EEPROM Memory Storage Device Fault Detection | STERO Memory Storage Device Watchdog |
| Housekeeping Data without fault | Pass | Housekeeping Data Checks | STERO Housekeeping Data Check Multicast |

### 8.5 Validation Summary

In summary, validation was performed on the individual DRE, SPL, and application executable design patterns. Additionally the two FSW applications, SNOE and STERO, which were built from the FSW SPL following the approach, were also
validated for functional correctness. SNOE and STEREO were validated in such a way that all feature and design patterns were tested. These validation activities were performed to achieve validation of the proposed approach. The approach is validated because the validation effort determined that the approach successfully produced an FSW SPL and two FSW SPL applications.
This research has presented an approach for building domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns. Along with the approach, a set of DRE architectural and executable software architectural design patterns is provided. An unmanned space flight software product line (FSW SPL) and two FSW applications were developed to illustrate and validate the approach. The SPL approach used in this research has several benefits. First, it provided a systematically and repeatable method for constructing software architectures from software architectural design patterns. The resulting executable software architectures can be leveraged for design time validation. The use of three levels of executable design patterns facilitates the systematic customization of design patterns and helps it reduce the amount of work required by the application engineer. This chapter summarizes the contributions of this research and highlights some potential areas for future work.

9.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this research is an approach to build domain specific software architectures from software architectural design patterns. The other contributions are described next:

a) **Executable design patterns**

Previous research (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 2007, Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003; Gamma et al. 1995; Kircher & Jain 2004; D. Schmidt et al. 2000; Selic 1996a, Selic 1996b, Selic 2004) has only provided design pattern specifications to help in the application of design patterns. This research takes an additional step and provides a set of DRE executable design patterns using state machines. The purpose of providing executable design patterns is so that they can be systematically incorporated into executable software architectures. This enables not only the design patterns to be individually validated for functional correctness during design time, but it also facilitates the validation of the executable software architectures produced.

b) **Software product lines with design pattern level variability**

Existing SPL approaches such as (Gomaa 2005; Clements & Northrop 2002; Pohl et al. 2005) capture variability at the subsystem, component, and connector level. While this approach works well in many domains, it has the potential not to scale when SPLs require a significant amount of architectural variability. This is because to capture all the variability using existing approaches large amount of components and connectors must be individually modeled, which can be time consuming to create and cumbersome to
maintain. Thus this research addressed the problem of scalability by reducing the amount of variability that must be modeled by mapping features to design patterns. Design patterns contain customizable components, connectors, and interactions rather than specific components, connectors, and interactions. Therefore several different combinations of specific components, connectors, and interactions are abstracted into one design pattern and do not need to be individually modeled. Thus less modeling is required at the SPL level since features have dependencies on design patterns rather than multiple individual components and connectors. Design patterns also give the application developer the capability of customizing the patterns to the needs of the application. The tradeoff is that the application engineering process does require additional modeling since the application specific components, connectors, and interactions must be derived from the design patterns. However, guidance is provided to help assist the application engineer and ensure the SPL architecture is maintained.

c) Three levels of executable design pattern customization

Previous research (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 2007; Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003; Gamma et al. 1995; Kircher & Jain 2004; D. Schmidt et al. 2000; Selic 1996a; Selic 1996b; Selic 2004) has only provided platform independent design pattern specifications to help in the application of design patterns. This research goes beyond these works by modeling three levels of architectural design patterns to progressively address variability within the patterns themselves and variability in the patterns selected
for a member application. The purpose of providing three levels of executable design patterns is to facilitate reuse and customization during SPL and SPL application development. Additionally, this also saves the software engineer time when building SPL and SPL applications because they provide a good starting point, as opposed to starting completely from scratch. First, the DRE architectural and executable design patterns are modeled once and capture variability within the individual design patterns. They serve as the foundation for the other two levels of executable design patterns. Next are the SPL level architectural and executable design patterns. This level of design pattern captures the customizations of DRE design patterns to reflect the needs and variability of the SPL features. Finally, there are the application’s architectural and executable design patterns, which are derived from the SPL executable design patterns based on the application’s features.

**d) Design pattern integration modeling**

Existing SPL approaches such as (Gomaa 2005; Clements & Northrop 2002; Pohl et al. 2005) capture variability at the subsystem, component, and connector level. They do not provide modeling views to support interconnecting design patterns together to form software architectures. This research created a new architectural view for modeling how design patterns are integrated together to form software architectures using UML interaction overview diagrams. This view also models variability in the design pattern
interconnections and captures the different ways the design patterns can and cannot be integrated together for a SPL member.

e) Feature and design pattern based validation

This research also presented a feature and design pattern, model based testing approach to ensure all features and design patterns are tested. As discussed in Chapter 9, this approach leverages reusable SPL test specifications following the CADeT process (Olimpiew 2008; Olimpiew & Gomaa 2009) to ensure that all features and subsequently all design patterns are covered in the test specifications. However, CADeT was extended to specifically address design pattern level variability and design time validation of executable software architectures. This is achieved by capturing SPL test specifications at higher level of abstraction and then refining them during the application engineering phase. Furthermore, the test data associated with specifications is mapped to expected state machine behaviors in the executable design patterns. Thus the flow of events and messages can be followed through the executable software architectures to ensure the actual behavior matches the expected behavior for test step in the test specifications. Any issues can then be identified and remedied before the architecture is implemented.

9.2 Future Work

This research has revealed several areas of further study, which are described in the following subsections.
9.2.1 Application to other subsystems in FSW SPL

First, this research can be extended to further demonstrate applicability in the FSW domain by modeling the other subsystems, such as the attitude control and telemetry, tracking and control subsystems. Building a complete FSW SPL would further demonstrate the scalability of the approach in industrial domains.

9.2.2 Application to other industrial domains

This research was applied to create two applications from an FSW SPL. The case studies were based on industrial real world spacecraft. However, to further demonstrate a wide applicability across the DRE domain, this research should be applied to other industrial domains, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and automobiles.

9.2.3 Automation

Another logical step for future work is to automate some of the manual processes in the proposed approach in order to more effectively scale the approach for large industrial SPLs. For example, during the application engineering phase after the features are selected, the SPL assets that are applicable to the application could be automatically instantiated based on the application’s feature selection, as described in (Tawhid & D. Petriu 2008; Tawhid & D. Petriu 2011).
9.2.4 Extending approach to implementation phase

Another area of future work is to extend this research into the implementation phase. Currently the approach relies on existing techniques and process to translate the software architecture into an implementation. However, this approach can be extended with state-based code generators to create an implementation. For example, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory has developed a tool for auto-coding UML Statecharts for specifically for flight software (Ed Benowitz et al. 2006; Wagstaff et al. 2008).

9.2.5 Design pattern based performance analysis

This research can be extended to address software performance analysis, since the ability to meet performance requirements is important for DRE systems. This can be achieved by leveraging existing SPL model driven performance analysis approach, such as (Street & Gomaa 2006).
A.1 Hierarchical Control

The Hierarchical Control Pattern (Gomaa 2005) involves several control components. Each of these controllers manages a part of the system by conceptually executing a state machine. Additionally, there is also a coordinator component that orchestrates high level control by determining the next job for each of the controllers. This design pattern is included because it provides a control structure for DRE systems where overall control is centralized, but the work is executed by multiple controllers. This enables the workload to be distributed among multiple controllers, while still maintaining centralized control. This pattern is suitable for larger control applications because it provides high level coordination, as well as, a distributed workload.

The executable design pattern contains five main components as depicted in the collaboration diagram in Figure A-1. The Coordinator is responsible for determining the next job for each of the Controllers. The Controller is responsible for executing jobs it receives from the Coordinator. The jobs involve actuating an action by commanding the
Output_Components and IO_Components. Additionally, the Controller receives event notifications from multiple Input_Components and IO_Components and passes this information to the Coordinator. There is variability in the amount of Input_Components, Output_Components, and IO_Components that can be used when this pattern is applied. Therefore this variability is modeled using the <<optional>> stereotype and as a zero-or-more multiplicity in the collaboration diagram. There is also variability in the amount of Controllers, but at least one controller must be used. Thus, this variability is modeled using the <<kernel>> stereotype and one-or-many multiplicity.

Figure A-1 Collaboration diagram for Hierarchical Control
A.2 Distributed Control

The Distributed Control Pattern (Gomaa 2005) involves several control components. Each of these controllers manages a part of the system by conceptually executing a state machine. However, in this design pattern there is no overall control. Instead the distributed controls have the option to send notification messages to peer controllers if there is information it needs to share with other controllers. This design pattern is included it provides a control structure for DRE systems where overall control is distributed among multiple independent controllers. This pattern is suitable for control applications where high-level coordination is not needed.

The collaboration diagram for the Distributed Control design pattern is shown in Figure A-2. This design pattern is composed of four main components. There are multiple Distributed.Controllers, each of which is responsible for controlling part of the system. These controllers manage their respective parts of the system interfacing with Input_Components, IO_Components, and Output_Components. The Distributed.Controllers are responsible for receiving event notifications from multiple Input_Components and IO_Components. The Distributed.Controllers are also responsible for executing the appropriate response, which involves commanding the Output_Components and IO_Components. Additionally, Distributed.Controllers can send messages to other controllers using peer-to-peer communication. There is variability in the amount of Input_Components, Output_Components, and
IO_Components that can be used when this pattern is applied. Therefore this variability is modeled using the "<<optional>>" stereotype and as a zero-or-more multiplicity in the collaboration diagram. There is also variability in the amount of Controllers, but at least one controller must be used. Thus, this variability is modeled using the "<<kernel>>" stereotype and one-or-many multiplicity.

![Collaboration diagram for Distributed Control design pattern](image)

**Figure A-2** Collaboration diagram for Distributed Control design pattern

### A.3 Command Dispatcher

The Command Dispatcher design pattern (Dupire & Fernandez 2001) encapsulates requests as parameterized objects thereby decoupling the producer from the consumer. The parameterized command structure enables this design pattern to make efficient use out of memory. Additionally, this structure enables the easy addition of new commands.
as well as undoable commands. This pattern is included because it provides a structure for commands and command handling. This pattern is suitable for DRE applications where decoupling the producer and consumer is desirable, or there is a need to support new commands, or there is a need to support undoable commands.

The collaboration diagram for the Command Dispatcher design pattern is depicted in Figure A-3. The Command Dispatcher design pattern consists of six components. In this design pattern there are multiple producers and consumers. When a Producer needs a command performed, it simply creates a Concrete_Command object with the action and action value specified. For example, an action could be “set_speed” and the value could be “5”. Then the Producer sends the Concrete_Command to the Invoker. The Invoker is responsible for determining when the Concrete_Command should be executed. When the Invoker is ready to execute a Concrete_Command it sends it to the Command_Dispatcher. The Command_Dispatcher then retrieves the action and value from the Concrete_Command. Using this information the Command_Dispatcher determines the appropriate Command_Handler to perform this action. The Command_Dispatcher then invokes the Command_Handler to perform the action. The Command_Handler in turn calls the required operations on the Consumer to perform the required action. All the components in this design pattern are required, thus they are all modeled with the <<kernel>> stereotype. However, there is some variability in the
amount of Producers, Consumers, and Command Handlers. This information is modeled with the one-or-many multiplicity.

![Collaboration diagram for the Command Dispatcher design pattern](image)

**Figure A-3 Collaboration diagram for the Command Dispatcher design pattern**

### A.4 Pipes and Filters

The Pipes and Filters architectural design pattern, also referred to as Channel, (Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003) provides a structure for processing a stream of data in a serial fashion. This pattern is included because it provides a structure for DRE systems where the data processing algorithms and functions are encapsulated within a single structure called a pipe. The pipe is composed of data processing algorithm classes called filters. This enables all the data processing to be contained in a single component,
which makes it easy to understand and maintain. Additionally, since the algorithms are encapsulated in their own class, they can be independently modified which improves maintainability. This pattern is suitable for any type of DRE application that performs data processing.

The executable design pattern contains four main components as depicted in the collaboration diagram in Figure A-4. The Pipe component provided the overall structure for the data processing and interface to the external environment. It is composed of three main types of filters, an Input_Filter that reads the data from the data source, a Transformation_Filter that performs some processing on the data, and finally an Output_Filter that is responsible for sending out the final data. The Pipe contains only one Input_Filter and Output_Filter, but can have as many Transformation_Filters as necessary. All the components in this design pattern are required, thus they are all modeled with the <<kernel>> stereotype. However, there is some variability in the amount of Transformation Filters, thus it has a one-or-many multiplicity.
A.5 Master Slave

The Master Slave design pattern provides a structure to perform distributed and parallel processing on data (Buschmann et al. 1996). The Master Slave design pattern is included because it provides a structure for DRE systems where the data processing can be performed in a parallel fashion. Processing is divided between master and slave components. This structure enables all the data processing to be performed in parallel, which helps to reduce the overall processing time. This pattern is suitable for any type of DRE application that performs data processing.
The executable design pattern contains two main components as depicted in the collaboration diagram in Figure A-5. The overall coordination of the data processing is handled by the Master component. The Master component distributes the work to identical Slave components for processing. Any final processing that is required after all the Slave components are finished is also handled by the Master. All the components in this design are required and thus are marked with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the number of slaves, thus a one or many multiplicity is applied.

Figure A-5 Collaboration diagram for the Master Slave design pattern

A.6 Strategy

The Strategy design pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) is to create a set of interchangeable algorithms. This is accomplished by encapsulating each algorithm in a separate class and defining a common interface to all the algorithms. This pattern can help improve system
maintainability because algorithms can be easily interchanged and can be modified or added independently. This design pattern is included because it provides a structure for handling data processing algorithms. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system that performs data processing.

The collaboration diagram for the Strategy design pattern is depicted in Figure A-6. The Strategy design pattern consists of two components. The IStrategy interface object defines the interface that Concrete_Strategy objects must follow. The Concrete_Strategy components are the classes that encapsulate the algorithms. A dependency is drawn between the Concrete_Strategy and IStratgey because the Concrete_Strategy realizes the IStrategy interface. All the components in this design are required and thus are marked with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the number of Concrete_Strategy objects, thus a one or many multiplicity is applied.
A.7 Two Phase Commit

The Two Phase Commit design pattern (Gomaa 2005) is used to synchronize data updates on distributed nodes when all the data must be updated at the same time. This design pattern is included because it provides the ability to update shared data on distributed nodes in an atomic fashion. This design pattern is suitable for DRE systems where atomic transactions are needed for distributed nodes.

The collaboration diagram for the Two Phase Commit design pattern is depicted in Figure A-7. It can be seen that the Two Phase Commit design pattern is composed of two components, which are the Commit_Server and the Participant. There are multiple Participants, each of which is responsible for committing a piece of data. The
Commit_Server is responsible for ensuring that either all the Participants commit the data or they all do not commit the data. All the components in this design are required and thus are marked with the \(<\text{kernel}>\) stereotype. There is variability in the number of Participants, thus a one or many multiplicity is applied.

![Two Phase Commit Diagram](image)

**Figure A-7 Collaboration diagram for the Two Phase Commit design pattern**

### A.8 Compound Commit

The Compound Commit design pattern (Gomaa 2005) is used to synchronize data updates on distributed nodes when the data can be broken down into smaller pieces and updated independently. This design pattern is included because it provides the ability to update shared data on distributed nodes using several atomic transactions. This design
The collaboration diagram for the Compound Commit pattern is shown in Figure A-8. The design pattern is composed of Commit_Servers and Participants. There are multiple Participants each of which is responsible for committing a piece of data. The Commit_Server is responsible for ensuring that each of smaller transactions is completed. All the components in this design are required and thus are marked with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the number of Participants, thus a one or many multiplicity is applied.

Figure A-8 Collaboration diagram for the Compound Commit design pattern
A.9 Client Server

The Client Server design pattern, also seen as the Multiple Client Multiple Server and Multitier Client Server, (Gomaa 2005) is used to help organize and distribute processing of data. This design pattern is composed of clients that request services from servers. The Client Server design pattern is included because it can be used provide client driven data collection activities. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE systems that require distributed processing.

The Client Server collaboration diagram is depicted in Figure A-9. This design pattern is composed of three components, which are the Client, Server, and Multitier Client Server component, which acts as both client and server. Any number of clients, servers, or multitier client server components can be used. Therefore its variability is modeled using the <<optional>> stereotype and zero-or-more multiplicity.
A.10 Publish Subscribe

The Publish Subscribe design pattern (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 1996; Gamma et al. 1995), also called Observer and Subscription/Notification, is an event driven, selective form of group communication. In this design pattern clients subscribe to receive a specific type of message and the subscription server notifies these clients with these messages as they occur. When a client is no longer interested in the data, it can simply unsubscribe to the data. This design pattern is included because it can be used to provide a dynamic way to push data to the appropriate clients. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications where data is pushed from the source to the clients using
selective group communication in which the client’s interest in data may change over time.

The collaboration diagram for the Publish Subscribe design pattern is depicted below in Figure A-10. This design pattern is composed of multiple Clients and one Subscription_Server. The Clients subscribe to messages they are interested in through the Subscription_Server. When the message occurs, the Subscription_Server forwards the information only to the interested Clients. All the components in this design are required and thus are marked with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the number of Clients, thus a one or many multiplicity is applied.

![Collaboration diagram for the Publish Subscribe design pattern](image)

Figure A-10 Collaboration diagram for the Publish Subscribe design pattern
A.11 Broadcast

The Broadcast design pattern (Gomaa 2005) is the simplest form of group communication where a server sends its information to all clients. It is up to the client to use this information or to discard the information if it is not interested in the message. This design pattern is included because it can be used provide a simple way to push data to all clients. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications where data is pushed from the source to the clients and there is extra bandwidth to support the unnecessary messages.

The collaboration diagram for the Broadcast design pattern is depicted in Figure A-11. This design pattern is composed a single Broadcast_Component. When the Broadcast_Component has new information it simply sends the information to all other components. When another component receives the data, it must either discard the information if it is not useful or act on the information if it is useful.
A.12 Multicast

The Multicast design pattern (Gomaa 2005) is a type of group communication where a server sends information to a predetermined set of clients. This design pattern is included because it can be used to provide a simple way to push data to the just the appropriate clients. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications where data is pushed from the source to the clients and the interested set of clients will not change.

The collaboration diagram for the Multicast design pattern is depicted in Figure A-12. This design pattern is composed of a single Multicast_Component, thus it is modeled with the <<kernel>> stereotype. When the Multicast_Component has new information it simply sends the information to a predetermined set of receivers.
A.13  Protected Single Channel

The Protected Single Channel (Douglass 2003) is a simple and inexpensive pattern to achieve reliability through key point checks. The key point checks enable the detection of single event faults. This design pattern is included because it provides a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter design pattern. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications which do not have the need to function in the presences of a persistent fault.

The collaboration diagram for the Protect Single Channel design pattern is depicted in Figure A-13. It can be seen that this design pattern requires the Pipes and Filters design pattern therefore it is composed of the four components from the Pipes and Filters design pattern plus an additional Data_Validation component. The Data_Validation component
encapsulates the key point checks and is used by the Pipe during data processing. There is variability in the amount of Data_Validation and Transformation_Filters that can be used, but at least one of each type must be used. Therefore this variability is modeled using the <<kernel>> stereotype and one-or-many multiplicity.

![Protected Single Channel Diagram]

**Figure A-13** Collaboration diagram for Protected Single Channel design pattern

### A.14 Homogeneous Redundancy

The Homogeneous Redundancy design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a pattern to improve reliability using multiple identical processing pipes. If a problem is detected in the first pipe, then the back-up pipe can be switched on. This design pattern is included because it provides a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter design pattern. This design pattern
is suitable to use on DRE applications that need to be able to function in the presence of a fault and can tolerate data loss in between deactivating the primary pipe and activating the backup pipe.

Figure A-14 depicts the collaboration diagram for the Homogeneous Redundancy design pattern. Since this pattern requires the Pipes and Filters design pattern, it contains the four components from the Pipes and Filters design pattern. In this collaboration diagram the multiplicity on the Pipe component changed to reflect the use of two identical Pipe components in this pattern. Additionally Figure A-14 contains Data_Validation and Actuation_Validation components. The Data_Validation components encapsulate key point checks to detect faults during data processing. The Actuation_Validation component provides an additional check to ensure the commanded output is the same as the actual output. This provides another layer of fault checking in this design pattern. If either the Data_Validation or the Actuation_Validation components detect a problem, then the primary pipe is deactivated and the secondary pipe is activated. There is variability in the amount of Data_Validation and Transformation.Filters that can be used, but at least one of each type must be used. Therefore this variability is modeled using the <<kernel>> stereotype and one-or-many multiplicity.
A.15 Triple Modular Redundancy

The Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a pattern to improve reliability using multiple identical processing pipes. However, when using this pattern there is no data loss if a fault is detected. This design pattern is included because it provides a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter design pattern. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications that need to be able to function in the presences of a fault and cannot tolerate data loss if a fault is detected.
The collaboration diagram for the Protect Single Channel design pattern is depicted in Figure A-15. It can be seen that this design pattern is required the Pipes and Filters design pattern therefore it is composed of the four components from the Pipes and Filters design pattern. However, on this collaboration diagram the multiplicity on the Pipe component changed to reflect the use of three identical Pipe components in this pattern. Additionally, this design pattern contains the Comparator component. The Comparator component compares the output from the three Pipes. If a fault has occurred in one of the channels, then the output from one of the pipes will not agree with the others. In this case, the Comparator uses a majority take all policy and the discards the output from the faulty pipe. This structure ensures that no data is lost when a fault is detected. All the components are required therefore they are modeled with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the amount of Transformation_Filters that can be used, but at least one of each type must be used. Therefore this variability is modeled using the one-or-many multiplicity.
A.16  Heterogeneous Redundancy

The Heterogeneous Redundancy design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a pattern to improve reliability using multiple different processing pipes. If a problem is detected in the first pipe, then the back-up pipe can be switched on. Using two different pipes enables this design pattern to not only detect random faults but is also prevents against systematic faults because the pipes are different. This design pattern is included because it provides a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter design pattern. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications that need to be able to function in the presences of random and systematic faults and can tolerate data loss in between deactivating the primary pipe and activating the backup pipe.
Figure A-16 depicts the collaboration diagram for the Heterogeneous Redundancy design pattern. Since this pattern requires the Pipes and Filters design pattern, it contains the four components from the Pipes and Filters design pattern. Since this design pattern requires two different patterns the components from the Pipes and Filters design pattern appear twice. One is the primary pipe and the other is the secondary pipe. Additionally Figure A-16 contains Data_Validation and Actuation_Validation components. The Data_Validation components encapsulate key point checks to detect faults during data processing. The Actuation_Validation component provides an additional check to ensure the commanded output is the same as the actual output. This provides another layer of fault checking in this design pattern. If either the Data_Validation or the Actuation_Validation components detect a problem, then the primary pipe is deactivated and the secondary pipe is activated. All the components are required therefore they are modeled with the <<kernel>> stereotype. There is variability in the amount of Transformation_Filters, Data_Validation, Secondary_Transformation_Filters, and Secondary_Data_Validation that can be used, but at least one of each type must be used. Therefore this variability is modeled using the one-or-many multiplicity.
A.17 Monitor-Actuator

The Monitor-Actuator design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a pattern to improve reliability using an independent sensor that watches the actuation. If a problem is detected, then the system is put into a failsafe state, which is a state that is always known to be safe. This design pattern is included because it provides a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter
design pattern. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications that have reliability requirements but do not have high availability requirements.

The collaboration diagram for the Monitor-Actuator design pattern is depicted in Figure A-17. The Monitor-Actuator design pattern contains eight components. The Actuation_Channel is composed of a Sensor_Input_Processing component that is the interface component for the actuation device source, the Data_Transformation component that performs processing on the data, the Data_Integrity_Check component that checks for faults, and the Output_Processing component that is the interface component to the actuator. In addition to the Actuation_Channel, there is also a Monitor_Channel. The Monitor_Channel is composed of a Monitor that compares the commanded output with output received from an actuator monitor sensor. If a problem is detected, then the Monitor_Channel sends a message to the Actuation_Channel to go into a failsafe state. All components are required, thus the <<kernel>> stereotype added to all components. There is variability in the amount of Data_Integrity_Checks and Data_Transformation components that can be modeled, which is captured with the one-or-many multiplicity.
A.18 Sanity Check

The Sanity Check design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a pattern to improve reliability that ensures the system is performing more or less as expected. If a problem is detected, then the system is put into a failsafe state, which is a state that is always known to be safe.

This design pattern is very similar to the Monitor-Actuator design pattern described in Section A.17. The only difference between this pattern and the Monitor-Actuator is that the Sanity Checks ensures the actuation is in an acceptable range, while the Monitor-Actuator ensures the values are exact. This design pattern is included because it provides
a level of reliability to the Pipes and Filter design pattern. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications that have reliability requirements but do not have high availability requirements.

The collaboration diagram for the Sanity Check design pattern is depicted in Figure A-18. The Sanity Check design pattern contains eight components. The Actuation Channel is composed of a Sensor Input Processing component that is the interface component for the actuation device source, the Data Transformation component that performs processing on the data, the Data Integrity Check component that checks for faults, and the Output Processing component that is the interface component to the actuator. In addition to the Actuation Channel, there is also a Monitor Channel. The Monitor Channel is composed of a Monitor that compares the commanded output with output received from an actuator monitor sensor. If the values are outside the acceptable range, then the Monitor Channel sends a message to the Actuation Channel to go into a failsafe state. All components are required, thus the <<kernel>> stereotype is added to all components. There is variability in the amount of Data Integrity Checks and Data Transformation components that can be modeled, which is captured with the one-or-many multiplicity.
A.19 Watchdog

The Watchdog design pattern (Douglass 2003) is a lightweight design pattern to improve system reliability by making sure the processing is going as expected. This design pattern is included because it provides a lightweight approach to providing reliability. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE applications that have reliability requirements.
The collaboration diagram for the Watchdog design pattern is depicted in Figure A-19. It is composed of a single component called the Watchdog. When the process is going as expected, the Watchdog receives stroking messages from the component it is monitoring. If it does not receive a stroking message within a given amount of time, the watchdog assumes a fault has occurred and sends out an alarm.

![Collaboration diagram for the Watchdog design pattern](image)

Figure A-19 Collaboration diagram for the Watchdog design pattern

A.20 Layers

The Layers (Gomaa 2005; Douglass 2003; Buschmann et al. 1996) design pattern is used to structure software architectures into groupings. In a layered architecture, the upper level layers rely on services provided by the lower layers. This enables upper layer components to be modified independently of the lower layers. This design pattern is included in because it provides a structure for organizing software architectures. This pattern is suitable to use on any DRE application. There is no collaboration diagram for
this design pattern because it does not contain any components. Rather it is composed of
layers that are used to organize and structure other components.

A.21 Five-Layer Architecture

The Five-Layer Architecture (Douglass 2003) is a specialized version of the Layers
design pattern that is suitable for DRE applications. The Five-Layer Architecture is
organized into five specific layers, which are the Application, User Interface,
Communication, Abstract Operating System, and Abstract Hardware. This design pattern
is included because it provides a structure for organizing software architectures. This
pattern is suitable to use on any DRE application. There is no collaboration diagram for
this design pattern because it does not contain any components. Rather it is composed of
layers that are used to organize and structure other components.

A.22 Asynchronous Message Communication

The Asynchronous Message Communication (Gomaa 2005) design pattern is a form of
communication where the producer does not wait on the consumer and the producer does
not need a reply. This design pattern is included because it specifies how component
communication will occur. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system.

Figure A-20 depicts the collaboration diagram for the Asynchronous Message
Communication design pattern. There is one component, which is the Message Queue
connector. It is designed as a monitor that encapsulates a message queue and
synchronizes the operations to send and receive messages. The producer is suspended if
the queue is full and reactivated when the slot becomes available. After the producer successfully adds a message to the queue, it continues its execution. The consumer is suspended if the message queue is empty and reactivated when a message is added to the queue (Gomaa 2000).

Figure A-20 Collaboration diagram for Asynchronous Message Communication design pattern

A.23 Bidirectional Asynchronous

The Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication (Gomaa 2005) design pattern is a form of communication where the producer does not wait on the consumer, but the producer does eventually need to receive a reply from the consumer. This design pattern is included because it specifies how component communication will occur. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system.
The Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication design pattern is composed of two components depicted in Figure A-21. The connectors are designed as monitors that encapsulate a message queue and synchronize the operations to send and receive messages. The Message Queue is used for sending messages from the Producer to the Consumer. Using this connector, the producer is suspended if the queue is full and reactivated when the slot becomes available. The consumer is suspended if the message queue is empty and reactivated when a message is added to the queue (Gomaa 2000). The Non_Blocking_Message_Queue is used for sending replies from the Consumer to the Producer. Using this connector, the consumer is suspended if the queue is full and reactivated when the slot becomes available. After the consumer successfully adds a reply to the queue, it continues its execution. The producer must periodically check the queue for incoming replies because it is not suspended if the message queue is empty.

Figure A-21 Collaboration diagram for Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication design pattern
A.24 Asynchronous Communication with Callback

The Asynchronous Communication with Callback (Gomaa 2005) design pattern is a form of communication where the producer does not wait on the consumer and the producer does not need a reply. In this design pattern, the producer sends a callback handle to the consumer along with the message. After the consumer finishes, the producer then uses the handle to call the producer’s operation remotely. This design pattern is included because it specifies how component communication will occur. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system.

Figure A-22 depicts the collaboration diagram for the Asynchronous Message Communication with Callback design pattern. The Message.Queue connector is designed as a monitor that encapsulates a message queue and synchronizes the operations to send and receive messages. The producer is suspended if the queue is full and reactivated when the slot becomes available. After the producer successfully adds a message and a callbackHandle to the queue, it continues its execution. The consumer is suspended if the message queue is empty and reactivated when a message is added to the queue. After the consumer finishes and is ready to send its response, it uses the callback handle to call the operation remotely.
The Synchronous with Reply (Gomaa 2005) design pattern is a form of communication where the producer must wait on the consumer to finish and reply. This design pattern is included because it specifies how component communication will occur. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system.

The collaboration diagram for the Synchronous Communication with Reply is depicted in Figure A-23. The Message_Buffer_And_Response connector is a monitor that encapsulates a message and response buffer. The connector synchronizes the operations to send, receive, and reply. After a producer sends a message, it is suspended until a reply is posted from the consumer. The consumer is suspended if the message buffer is empty (Gomaa 2000).
A.26 Synchronous without Reply

The Synchronous without Reply (Gomaa 2005) design pattern is a form of communication where the producer must wait on the consumer to receive the message and the producer does not need to receive a reply. This design pattern is included because it specifies how component communication will occur. This design pattern is suitable for any DRE system.

Figure A-24 depicts the collaboration diagram for the Synchronous Communication without Reply design pattern. The Message_Buffer component is a connector, which is a monitor that encapsulates a message buffer and synchronizes the operations to send and receive. After a producer sends a message, it is suspended until the consumer receives
the message. The consumer is suspended if the message buffer is empty (Gomaa 2000).

Figure A-24 Collaboration diagram for Synchronous Communication without Reply design pattern

A.27 Brokered Communication

The Brokered Communication (Gomaa 2005; Buschmann et al. 1996; Douglass 2003) design pattern is a form of communication where a broker acts as an intermediary between client and servers. This design pattern is included because it provides a flexible way to structure communication between clients and servers. This design pattern is suitable to use on DRE systems that require location transparency.

The collaboration diagram for the Brokered Communication design pattern is depicted in Figure A-25. This design pattern is composed of three components, which include the Client, Broker, and Server. The Client sends a request to the Broker. The brokered
communication can occur in two ways. In the first approach, the Broker looks up the location of the Server and forwards the request to the Server. The Server processes the request and sends the response back to the Broker. The Broker in turn sends the response back to the Client. In the second approach, the Broker looks up the location of the Server and sends a service handle back to the Client. The Client then uses the handle to make a request to the Server and the Server responds back to the Client. All components in this design pattern are required; however there is variability in the number of clients and servers which is modeled with the one-or-more multiplicity.

Figure A-25 Collaboration diagram for the Broker Forwarding design pattern
B.1 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Product Line Use Case Model

This subsection describes the use case model for the FSW SPL. With the reverse engineering approach, first the uses cases are developed for the selected FSW systems. Then they are analyzed to identify the kernel and variable uses cases for the FSW SPL.

B.1.1 Small Spacecraft System Problem Description

The small spacecraft system is a low Earth orbiting spacecraft that relies on ground station commanding to perform its operations. To control the spacecraft’s attitude, the FSW takes attitude measurements and downlinks them to the ground station for processing. Engineers on the ground then determine the appropriate actions that need to be taken to adjust the spacecraft’s attitude. Then these commands are uplinked back to the FSW to execute. Similarly, the FSW collects housekeeping data from all the onboard hardware and downlinks it to the ground for analysis. If adjustments are needed to the hardware, then the ground station will uplink the appropriate commands back to the FSW to execute.
The spacecraft’s hardware design is undemanding and only requires minimal commanding from the FSW. The spacecraft’s payload devices are single sensors that constantly collect data. Therefore they require minimal commanding from the FSW.

The thermal control is completely passive thus does not communicate with the FSW.

Additionally, the spacecraft does not need to perform any maneuvers and it is placed into its orbit. Consequently, it does not have any onboard propulsion.

**B.1.2 Large Spacecraft System Problem Description**

The large spacecraft system has an interplanetary mission. By necessity, the FSW needs to operate the spacecraft autonomously. This is because in deep space it will have limited contacts with the ground station, which makes ground station based real-time commanding near impossible. Thus, the FSW is not only responsible to take attitude and orbit measurements, but it also must determine and execute the appropriate adjustments. Additionally, the FSW is responsible for logging and reporting its actions to the ground station. This information will be included during its scheduled contacts with the ground station. Similarly, the FSW collects housekeeping data from all the onboard hardware and analyzes it for faults or problems with the hardware. If a problem is detected, the FSW takes and logs the corrective actions it performs. This log will be downlinked to the ground station during the next contact.
The spacecraft hardware design is more complex due to its deep space mission. As the spacecraft travels through deep space, it needs to maintain a specific temperature range to ensure the hardware performs as expected. To handle the harsh environment as it travels through space, the spacecraft needs active thermal control. The FSW will manage the thermal control using thermistors, heaters, and louvers. Additionally, to achieve its final orbit, the FSW must follow and execute a flight plan. This will require use of onboard propulsion and guidance and control algorithms.

Finally, the large spacecraft will contain several payload packages that are composed of multiple sensors. The payload packages are quite complex and some even require maneuvers from the spacecraft to take optimal measurements. Therefore the spacecraft’s payload will require significant commanding from the FSW.

B.1.3 Time-Triggered Spacecraft System Problem Description

The Time-Triggered Spacecraft System will be designed to be time-driven rather than event driven. NASA is moving toward time-triggered architectures and other new technologies because “NASA says commercially available products, technologies and standards such as TTethernet will help protect system design investments and can generate significant savings in capital-intensive programs over very long life-cycles” (Walko 2009). The Time-Triggered Spacecraft System will have the similar functional requirements and hardware devices as the Large Spacecraft System, however it is required to have strict temporal predictability.
B.1.4 Small Spacecraft System Use Case Model

The use case model for Small Spacecraft System is depicted in Figure B-1. It is composed of four use cases which are briefly described here:

1. **Collect Spacecraft Data.** When commanded by the ground station, the FSW must collect, format, and store a low volume of payload and housekeeping data.

2. **Execute Commands.** After the FSW receives a command load from the ground station, the FSW must store, validate, and determine the order of execution for ground commands that is appropriate for the spacecraft’s current mode. Additionally, the FSW must also execute ground commands. In order to know when to execute the commands the FSW must maintain a spacecraft clock. The required volume of commands that must be processed by the software is low.

3. **Respond to Spacecraft Faults.** Periodically check spacecraft IO devices for faults. If a fault is detected, the FSW should log the problem and report it to the ground station during the next contact. If the fault involves the critical spacecraft hardware, the FSW should switch to the redundant hardware and log that this action was performed. If the problem prevents that spacecraft from operating properly, then the FSW must put the spacecraft in safe mode, log that this action was performed, and report this information to the ground station during the next contact.
4. **Uplink/Downlink Telemetry.** During prescheduled contacts with the ground, the FSW must be able to send a small volume of real-time and playback telemetry to the ground station. The FSW must also be able to receive telemetry from the ground station through the spacecraft’s receiver and then process the telemetry data.

![Diagram of Small Spacecraft System use cases](image)

**Figure B-1 Small Spacecraft System use cases**

**B.1.5 Large Spacecraft System Use Case Model**

The use case model for the Large Spacecraft System is depicted in Figure B-2. It is composed of ten use cases, which are briefly described here:
1. **Collect Spacecraft Data.** When commanded by the ground station, the FSW must collect, format, and store a high volume of housekeeping data. The payload data and its housekeeping data will be collected by the FSW at a predetermined update rate. The FSW must have flexibility built into its formatting algorithms. This is because the spacecraft has a long life span and changes to the telemetry format standard are anticipated during its lifetime.

2. **Execute Commands.** After the FSW receives a command load from the ground station, the FSW must store, validate, and determine the order of execution that is appropriate for the spacecraft’s current mode. Additionally, the FSW must also execute the ground commands. In order to know when to execute the commands the FSW must maintain a spacecraft clock. The required volume of commands that must be processed by the software is high. Additionally, FSW requires the ability to support new commands using the spacecraft hardware’s existing interfaces to achieve its mission.

3. **Perform Fault Response.** Periodically check spacecraft IO devices for faults. If a fault in the spacecraft’s hardware is detected, the FSW should log the problem and attempt to correct the problem. If the problem cannot be corrected and it prevents that spacecraft from operating properly, then the FSW must put the spacecraft in safe mode. All faults and actions taken in response to a fault are logged and reported to the ground station during the next contact.
4. **Uplink/Downlink Telemetry.** During prescheduled contacts with the ground, the FSW must be able to send a high volume real-time and playback telemetry to the ground station. The FSW must also be able to receive and process telemetry from the ground station.

5. **Operate Payload.** The FSW must operate spacecraft’s payload devices to achieve its mission. Additionally, during events of interest, the FSW must also enable the appropriate payload instruments to collect data at higher sampling rates.

6. **Manage Power.** Periodically, the FSW checks the spacecraft’s power levels using input from the power distribution unit and makes the appropriate adjustments.

7. **Control Attitude.** Periodically, the FSW must check the spacecraft’s attitude using inputs from the sun sensors, inertial measurement unit, and star tracker and make the appropriate adjustments to maintain the required attitude range.

8. **Maintain Temperature.** Periodically, the FSW must check the spacecraft’s temperature and make the appropriate changes to keep the temperature within the required temperature range.

9. **Maintain Flight Plan.** Periodically, the FSW must check the spacecraft’s flight path and make the appropriate adjustments to ensure the desired flight path is maintained.

10. **Maintain Orbit.** Periodically, the FSW must check the spacecraft’s orbit and make the appropriate orbital adjustments to ensure the desired orbit is maintained.
B.1.6 Time-Triggered Spacecraft System Use Case Model

The use case model for the Time-Triggered Spacecraft System is the same as the Large Spacecraft System since it has the same mission as the Large Spacecraft. However there are slight differences in the Execute Command use case description. On the Time-Triggered Spacecraft the spacecraft clock is provided by the hardware therefore the FSW is not required to maintain the spacecraft clock. Additionally, the FSW must have strict temporal predictability.
B.1.7  FSW SPL Use Case Model

This subsection describes the development of use case model. The development of the use case model follows the process described in the PLUS method. This process is demonstrated using the FSW SPL, which was developing following SPL reverse engineering approach. With the reverse engineering approach, first the uses cases are developed for the selected FSW systems. Then they are analyzed to identify the kernel and variable uses cases for the FSW SPL.

The FSW SPL use case model is depicted below in Figure B-3. First, analysis of the FSW SPL reveals that there are six kernel actors that are used by all SPL members, as seen in Figure B-3. However, in some cases there are different variants of the actors. For example, the Large Spacecraft uses star tracker, sun sensors, and an inertial measurement unit to provide attitude measurements, while the Small Spacecraft uses horizon crossing indicators and a magnetometer. To capture these differences the actor is modeled as Attitude Measurement Device, which can have several variants. There is also one optional actor called Temperature Sensor, which is only provided by some SPL members.
Next, analysis of the FSW SPL reveals that there are four kernel use cases that are used by all SPL members, as seen in Figure B-3. However, there are slight differences in the use cases. Therefore variation points are used to capture these differences. The value of the variation point is set during the application engineering process and remains unchanged for a given SPL member. The variation points for the kernel use cases are described below.

1. **Collect & Store Spacecraft Data.**
a. **Collection Trigger.** This variation point captures the variability in the triggers that causes software to collects data. For example, on the Small Spacecraft all data collection is driven by ground commands. Alternatively, on the Large Spacecraft the collection of payload data and housekeeping data is event driven by predetermined time intervals.

b. **Algorithm Flexibility.** This variation point captures the required flexibility of the data formatting algorithms. For instance due to the Large Spacecraft’s long lifetime, it needs the ability to update the formatting algorithms if the telemetry standard changes. Conversely, the Small Spacecraft has a short lifespan and changes to the telemetry format are not anticipated. Therefore it does not require algorithm flexibility.

c. **Data Volume.** The Data Volume variation point captures variability in the amount of data collected, formatted, and stored also varies among the SPL members.

d. **Attitude Control Devices.** This variation point captures variability in the type of attitude control devices used on the spacecraft. For example, the Small Spacecraft uses a torque rod to control is attitude, while the Large Spacecraft utilizes a reaction control system (RCS). This variation point influences the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

e. **Attitude Determination Devices.** This variation point captures variability in the type of attitude determination devices used on the spacecraft. For
example, the Small Spacecraft uses a horizon crossing indicator and magnetometer to measure attitude, while the Large Spacecraft utilizes a inertial reference unit and different celestial reference devices. This variation point influences the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

f. **Memory Storage Devices.** This variation point captures variability in the type of memory storage devices used on the spacecraft. For example, some spacecraft use tape recorders, while others utilize random access memory (RAM) devices. These variation points influence the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

g. **Antenna Type and Antenna Number.** The type and number of antenna a spacecraft needs varies between spacecraft. For instance the Small Spacecraft System only requires one low gain antenna, while the Large Spacecraft System needs a low gain antenna, a medium gain antenna, and a movable high gain antenna. This variation point influences the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

h. **Power Devices and Power Appendage.** Captures the variability in the type of power devices a spacecraft uses to generate power. These variation points influence the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

i. **Temperature Control Devices and Temperature Sensors.** This variation point captures whether or not the spacecraft has temperature measurement devices and temperature sensor devices. For example the Small Spacecraft
does not, while the Large Spacecraft uses thermistors and heaters. This variation point influences whether or not data from this device needs to be collected.

j. **Propulsion Thrusters.** This variation point captures whether or not the spacecraft has propulsion thrusters. For example the Small Spacecraft does not require thruster, while the Large Spacecraft requires thrusters to execute its flight path. This variation point influences whether or not data from this device needs to be collected.

k. **Payload Devices.** This variation point captures the variability in the payload devices used on spacecraft. The payload devices are unique to each spacecraft and thus the variants cannot be defined at the SPL level. This variation point influences the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

2. **Execute Commands.**

   a. **Command Volume.** Captures the variability in the amount of commands the software needs to process. For instance, the Small Spacecraft System only needs to process a small number of commands while the Large Spacecraft System must execute a significant number of commands.

   b. Command Flexibility. This variation point is added because only some SPL members need the ability to support new commands. For example, the Large Spacecraft has a complex mission and the way in which payload devices are used to perform the mission may change, thus new commands need to be
supported. Conversely, the in Small Spacecraft the mission is very simple and
the lifespan is very short so changes to the command structure are not
anticipated.

c. **Strict Temporal Predictability.** Captures whether not a spacecraft is
required to have strict temporal predictability. For example, the Small
Spacecraft does not, while the Time-Triggered Spacecraft does.

d. **Modes.** This variation points captures the variability in the spacecraft’s
modes. For example, the Small Spacecraft has launch, normal, and safe
modes, while the Large Spacecraft has Launch, Normal, Maneuver, Safe
Mode and Standby.

e. **Spacecraft Clock.** This variation point captures whether or not the FSW is
required to maintain the spacecraft clock or if it is provided by hardware. For
example, the Time-Trigger Spacecraft has global time provided by the time
triggered architecture, while the Small Spacecraft’s FSW must maintain the
spacecraft clock.

f. **Spacecraft IO Devices.** This use case is influenced by all the Spacecraft IO
device variation points because it influences how the FSW performs its
commanding. Therefore all of the spacecraft IO device variation points,
which were previously described in the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use
case, are added to this use case.

3. **Perform Fault Response.**
a. **Fault Response Capability.** This use case has significant variability because the amount of fault response capability included in the spacecraft varies significantly. For example, the Small Spacecraft System is only required to respond to critical faults such as a failure with the antenna. All non-critical faults detected are downlinked to the ground station for resolution. However, the Large Spacecraft must be able to handle the critical faults as well as non-critical faults due to its limited real-time commanding from the ground station.

b. **Spacecraft IO Devices.** This use case is influenced by all the Spacecraft IO device variation points because it influences how the FSW performs its fault response. Therefore all of the spacecraft IO device variation points, which were previously described in the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case, are added to this use case.

4. **Uplink/Downlink Telemetry.**

   a. **Antenna Type and Antenna Number.** Captures the type and number of antenna a spacecraft needs. For instance the Small Spacecraft System only requires one low gain antenna, while the Large Spacecraft System needs a low gain antenna, a medium gain antenna, and a movable high gain antenna. This variation point influences the type and frequency of data collected from these devices.

   b. **Data Volume.** This variation point captures the amount of data that is transmitted and received. For example, the Small Spacecraft only needs to
transmit a small amount, while the Large Spacecraft needs to transmit a high volume of data.

After the kernel use cases are identified, the remaining use cases that are only realized by some SPL members become optional and alternative use cases. In the FSW SPL there are six optional use cases all with variation points.

1. **Operate Payload.**
   a. **Payload Devices.** This variation point is used to capture the unique payload devices used on the spacecraft and how the FSW operates them.

2. **Control Attitude.**
   a. **Stabilization Technique.** This variation point captures the attitude stabilization technique. For instance the Small Spacecraft is spin stabilized, while the Large Spacecraft is three-axis stabilized. Each stabilization technique can use different hardware to accomplish its purpose.
   b. **Attitude Control Devices.** This variation point captures variability in the type of attitude control devices used on the spacecraft. It influences how the FSW interacts with the attitude control hardware.
   c. **Attitude Determination Devices.** This variation point captures the different hardware devices used to measure the attitude. It influences how the FSW interacts with the attitude determination hardware.
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d. **Attitude Algorithms.** This variation point captures the different algorithms used to compute attitude and make adjustments.

3. **Control Power.**

   a. **Power Devices and Power Appendage.** This variation point captures the difference in the power devices used on the spacecraft. It influences how the FSW performs is power management.

4. **Maintain Temperature.**

   a. **Temperature Measurement Devices and Temperature Sensors.** This variation point captures the variability in the type of temperature measurement devices and temperature sensor devices. This variation point influences how the FSW performs its thermal control.

5. **Maintain Flight Path.**

   a. **Flight Path Algorithms.** This variation point captures the different algorithms that different spacecraft use to monitor, track, and control their flight path.

6. **Maintain Orbit**

   a. **Orbital Adjustment Algorithms.** This captures the variability in the algorithms that are used to compute and adjust a spacecraft’s orbit.

   b. **Attitude Determination Devices.** This variation point captures the different hardware devices used to measure the attitude and orbit. It influences the orbital adjustment algorithm.
B.2 Collect and Store Spacecraft Data Use Case Activity Diagram Model

The next use case scenario is the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case, which involves collecting, formatting and storing spacecraft payload and housekeeping data. The activity for this use case is depicted in Figure B-4. It has three main steps which are Collect Data, Format Telemetry, and Store Data. First the data is collected during the Collect Data adaptable input step, which is influenced by the Collection Trigger variation point. Then there is an execution condition decision point, where if the data collected is already formatted into telemetry packets the flow continues onto the Store Data adaptable output step. If the data collected is not formatted, then flow moves to the Format Telemetry adaptable internal step before going to the Store Data adaptable output step.
Since each of the adaption steps can be further refined without combinatorial explosion, they are refined in sub-activity diagrams. First the Collect Data adaptable input step is further elaborated in Figure B-5. This step begins with an execution condition decision point, which captures the type of data that is collected. If payload data needs to be collected, the flow then follows one path. If the type of data that needs to be collected is housekeeping data (i.e. not payload data), then the flow of activities continues along another path. Next, another decision point is encountered along both paths. However,
this decision point is a feature condition, where the SPL feature impacts the flow of execution. After the data is collected based on the feature condition, all paths merge back together then exit the step.

Figure B-5 Sub-activity diagram for Collect Data step

Each step in the Collect Data sub-activity diagram is adaptable, therefore to fully specify the use case scenario sub-activity diagrams should also be created for these steps.
However, steps 2-4 depend on the Payload Devices variation point whose specific variants are unknown and therefore cannot be elaborated. Steps 6-9 depend on a multitude of variation points, thus they are also not elaborated in sub-activity diagrams because it would create combinatorial explosion. Instead the all the potential individual interactions will remain abstracted at this level.

After the data is collected, the next step in the use case scenario is an execution decision point, as seen in Figure B-4. If the data collected is not already formatted into telemetry packets, then it must be formatted in the Format Telemetry internal adaptable step. The sub-activity diagram for this step is shown in Figure B-6. This step has several alternative feature-based conditions. First, if TelemetryFormationReliability feature is set to SignificantCheck then one path is taken. Along this path there is another decision point that corresponds to the TelemetryFormation feature. During any one of these paths, if a problem is detected, then the flow continues into the Perform Fault Response use case activity diagram. Otherwise if everything goes as expected, then the scenario ends.
The other main path in the Format Telemetry step is taken when the TelemetryFormationReliability feature is either QuickCheck or False. Along this path there is another decision point that corresponds to the TelemetryFormation feature. After the telemetry is formatted the paths merge and a feature-based decision point is reached. If the TelemetryFormationReliability feature is false then the scenario ends. If
the TelemetryFormationReliability feature is QuickCheck then a simple check is performed on the results. If a problem is detected, then the flow continues into the Perform Fault Response use case activity diagram. Otherwise if everything goes as expected, then the scenario ends. Finally, the last step in the Collect and Store use case scenario is to store the data. The sub-activity diagram for this adaptable step is depicted in Figure B-7. This step has several alternative paths based on the TelemetryStorageandRetrieval and MemoryStorageDevice features. At the end of this step the telemetry data is stored in the spacecraft’s onboard memory.

Figure B-7 Sub-activity for Store Data step
B.3 Unmanned Space Flight Software Product Line Conceptual Static Model

The first analysis modeling artifact produced is the conceptual static model. This artifact places emphasis on identifying the physical devices that interface with the SPL and is developed following the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005). Variability among the physical devices is captured using SPL stereotypes. The conceptual static model is derived based FSW SPL features. The physical devices that all FSW SPL members must also interface with are marked with the <<kernel>> stereotype. The physical devices that only some of the FSW SPL members must interface with are marked with the <<optional>> stereotype. In some cases, there are variant physical devices are used that perform similar functions. These physical devices are denoted using the <<variant>> stereotype and modeled as subclasses to the base class that captures the commonalities of the variants (Gomaa 2005).

The process for developing a conceptual static model is illustrated using the FSW SPL. Based on the FSW SPL’s Command Execution pattern specific feature group and Housekeeping Data Collection pattern specific feature group there are several kernel devices, which include antennas, transmitters, receivers, payload devices, memory storage devices, attitude control devices, attitude determination devices, power distribution units (PDUs), and power devices. The FSW SPL conceptual static model capturing these physical devices is depicted below in Figure B-8.
Within some of these kernel devices there are variant physical devices that can be used. First, there are several variants for the antenna and attitude control devices. These variants are derived from the optional features in the Antenna and Attitude Control Device pattern variability feature groups, respectively. Second, there are also several options for memory storage devices, power devices, and attitude control devices. These variants are derived from the alternative features in the Memory Storage Device and Power Device, Attitude Control Device pattern variability feature groups, respectively. Since these sets of variants are derived from alternative features, they are marked as mutually exclusive to indicate that only one variant can be selected from each group.
In addition to kernel physical devices, the FSW SPL also has optional physical devices that are only used by some SPL members. As identified in the Antenna Gimbal, Temperature Control Device, Temperature Sensor, Power appendage, and Propulsion Thruster pattern variability features/feature groups, these optional devices include antenna gimbals, temperature control devices, temperature sensors, power appendages, and propulsion thrusters. Within some of these kernel devices there are variant physical devices that can be used. First, there are variant types of temperature control devices, which are derived from the optional features in the Temperature Control pattern variability feature group. Second, there are also variant types of temperature sensors. These are derived from the alternative features in the Temperature Sensor pattern variability feature group. Since these variants are derived from alternative features, they are marked as mutually exclusive to indicate that only one variant can be selected.

**B.4 Unmanned Space Flight Software Product Line Context Model**

Another major artifact produced from the FSW SPL analysis modeling phase is the SPL context diagram. The purpose of the context diagram is to identify the SPL boundary to the external environment. Additionally, it also captures at a very high level, how the SPL interfaces with the physical devices including the device variability. It is developed following the process described in the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005).

The SPL context modeling process is illustrated using the FSW SPL. Figure B-9 shows the context diagram for the FSW SPL. The external devices and their variability are
derived from the FSW SPL feature model and FSW SPL conceptual static model in Figure B-8.

Figure B-9 FSW SPL context diagram

B.5 Unmanned Space Flight Software Product Line Subsystem Structuring

The next key artifact from the analysis modeling phase is the subsystem structuring diagram. The purpose of the subsystem structuring diagram is to identify the SPL subsystems and their variability. It is developed following the process described in the PLUS method (Gomaa 2005).
The SPL context modeling process is illustrated using the FSW SPL. Figure B-10 depicts the subsystem structuring for the FSW SPL. Based on the FSW SPL feature model, the FSW SPL can be divided into five kernel subsystems with parameterized variation points that are required by all SPL members. These subsystems include the command and data handling (C&DH), payload, telemetry tracking and control, power, fault management and attitude control subsystem. Additionally, there are three optional subsystems with parameterized variation points that are provided by some SPL members. These subsystems include propulsion, guidance and control, and thermal subsystems.

Figure B-10 also depicts the subsystem dependencies. The command and data handling subsystem relies on all the other subsystems because ground commands it is responsible for must be executed with the appropriate subsystem’s devices and it also relies on the other subsystems for data. The fault management subsystem relies on all the other subsystems to perform fault detection and report faults to the fault management subsystem.

Figure B-10 also shows that the Guidance and Control subsystem relies on the Propulsion subsystem. This is because the Guidance and Control subsystem utilizes the Propulsion subsystem to execute specific maneuvers to execute the flight path.
Finally, there is also a dependency between the Payload subsystem and the Attitude Control subsystem. This dependency is drawn because certain payload devices require the spacecraft to be accurately positioned before they can collect data.

Figure B-10 FSW SPL subsystem structuring and dependencies

Another view of the subsystem structuring is a refinement of the SPL context diagram. This diagram is depicted in Figure B-10. This diagram shows the subsystems along with the allocation to the physical devices. It can be seen from Figure B-10 that the devices
are grouped functionally with the subsystems. For example, all the devices associated with attitude control and attitude determination are associated to the attitude control subsystem.

![Subsystem allocation to physical devices](image)

Figure B-11 Subsystem allocation to physical devices

### B.6 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Product Line Feature to Design Pattern Mapping

#### B.6.1 Dynamic Model for Low Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands
First, the objects that participate in the Low Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature are modeled and examined. This pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where the Command Volume variation point is low, Command Flexibility variation point is true, and Strict Temporal Predictability variation point is false. This feature is slightly different from Low Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature because it must process commands in a manner that enables the ability to support new commands using the existing input, output, and IO component interfaces.

Figure B-12 shows a communication diagram for Low Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature. This set of interactions is similar to the Low Volume Command Execution because due to the small amount of commands that need processing, one controller receives and processes a set of ground commands from the Telemetry Tracking and Control Subsystem. Additionally, it also has the same additional components derived from the pattern variability features. This set of interactions differs because instead of directly calling a particular input, output or IO component, the controller creates a command objects and sets the parameterized values. The command objects are then sent to the Invoker to be stored before they are ready to execute. Once they are ready to execute, the Invoker sends them to the appropriate Command_Dispatcher.
The Command_Dispatcher reads the receiver and the parameterized action from the command and sends the information to the appropriate Command_Handler to execute. The Command_Handler then invokes the appropriate actions on the input, output, and IO components. The additional set of interactions moves the control logic into the Command_Handler and the Command_Dispatcher dynamically manages the Command_Handler through a registration process. Therefore, if a new command is
required, a new command object and updated Command_Handler are created and can be registered during run-time. This provides the ability to quickly add new commands during run-time.

Finally, the interactions involved in the communication diagram are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. The interactions in this feature are consistent with Centralized Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011) and the Command Dispatcher design pattern (Dupire & Fernandez 2001). Thus the Low Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature is mapped to the pre-integrated combination of the Centralized Control and Command Dispatcher design patterns.

B.6.2 Dynamic Model for High Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands

Next the dynamic model for the High Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature is built and examined. This feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where Command Volume is high, Command Flexibility is true, and the Strict Temporal Predictability is false. This feature is similar to the High Volume Command Execution pattern specific feature because it contains all the same components derived from the feature and pattern variability feature. However, it differs because it must process commands in a manner that enables the ability to support new commands using the existing input, output, and IO component interfaces. To address this additional requirement, the same strategy that was used in the Low Volume Command
Execution with Flexible Commands in section B.6.1 can be applied. However, multiple localized Command Handlers will be used rather than just one.

Finally, the interactions involved in this feature are analyzed and applicable design patterns are identified. The interactions in this feature are consistent with Hierarchical Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011) and the Command Dispatcher design pattern (Dupire & Fernandez 2001). Thus the High Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature is mapped to the pre-integrated combination of the Hierarchical Control and Command Dispatcher design patterns.

**B.6.3 Dynamic Model for Time-Triggered Volume Command Execution with Flexible Commands**

Next the dynamic model for the Time Triggered Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature is built and examined. This feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case where Command Volume is either high or low, Command Flexibility is true, and the Strict Temporal Predictability is true. This feature is similar to Time Triggered Command Execution pattern specific feature because contains all the same components derived from the feature and pattern variability feature. However, it differs because it must process commands in a manner the enables the ability to support new commands using the existing input, output, and IO component interfaces. Therefore the same strategy that was used in the Low Volume Command Execution with
Flexible Commands in section B.6.1 can be applied. However, multiple localized Command Handlers will be used rather than just one.

Finally, the interactions involved in this Time Triggered Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature are analyzed and the design patterns are identified. The interactions in this feature are consistent with Distributed Control design pattern (Gomaa 2011) and the Command Dispatcher design pattern (Dupire & Fernandez 2001). Thus the Time Triggered Command Execution with Flexible Commands pattern specific feature is mapped to the pre-integrated combination of the Distributed Control and Command Dispatcher design patterns.

**B.6.4 Dynamic Model for Spacecraft Clock**

The Spacecraft Time pattern specific feature is derived from the Execute Commands use case. This feature involves keeping track of the spacecraft’s time and distributing time to the required components. This use case has a variation point call Algorithm because the algorithm used can vary significantly. For example, “the spacecraft clock may be very simple, incrementing every second and bumping its value up by one, or it may be more complex, with several main and subordinate fields that can track and control activity at multiple granularities” (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 2011). Therefore the specific internal algorithm cannot be set until the application engineering phase.
The interaction diagram for the Spacecraft Clock involves sending time updates to the required components. In this scenario, the Spacecraft Clock component maintains the spacecraft’s time and it must send time updates to a set of components. In the FSW SPL, the set of components requiring time updates is fixed because the onboard configuration does not change after launch. This type of interaction is consistent with the Multicast design pattern, which sends data to a predetermined set of consumers. Thus the Multicast design pattern is the mapped to the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature.

B.7 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Product Line Architectural Design Pattern Modeling

B.7.1 FSW Distributed Control Architectural Design Pattern

The Distributed Control design pattern is mapped to the Time Triggered Command Execution feature. This process for updating the DRE Distributed Control executable design patterns is feature driven, where it is systematically updated to reflect the needs of the SPL pattern specific and pattern specific features. The updated collaboration and interaction architectural views are depicted below in Figure B-13 and Figure B-14. All the peer-to-peer messages among the distributed controllers are not modeled to keep the diagrams readable.
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Figure B-13 FSW Distributed Control Collaboration Diagram
B.7.2 FSW Hierarchical Control Executable Design Pattern

The Hierarchical Control design pattern is mapped to the High Volume Command Execution feature. This process for updating the DRE Distributed Control executable design patterns is feature driven, where it is systematically updated to reflect the needs of the SPL pattern specific and pattern specific features. The updated collaboration and interaction architectural views are depicted below in Figure B-15 and Figure B-16.
Figure B-15 FSW Hierarchical Control Collaboration Diagram
B.8 Collect and Store Spacecraft Data Design Pattern Interconnection

The collect and store space data use case scenario captures how the spacecraft will manage the collection and storage of data. This use case has three main steps which are Collect Data, Format Telemetry, and Store Data, as illustrated in the use case’s activity diagram in Figure B-4. Each of these steps is further elaborated using sub-activity diagrams. The interaction overview diagram derived from the activity diagram has a similar structure. Figure B-17 is the interaction overview diagram for the Collect and Store Use case. In the interaction overview diagram each of the steps is converted into a
reference to another interaction overview diagram, which further refines the step. Each of these interaction diagrams is described below in more detail.

![Interaction overview diagram for Collect Housekeeping Data use case scenario](image)

**Figure B-17 Interaction overview diagram for Collect Housekeeping Data use case scenario**

First, the collect data interaction overview diagram is created which captures the optional ways a spacecraft may collect data. Figure B-18 illustrates the design patterns that are involved in the various options, which is based on the Collect Data activity diagram in Figure B-5. All the activity steps in the Collect Data activity diagram are converted to
references to design pattern interaction diagrams that achieve that step or another interaction overview diagram. For example, if the collection of payload data is required to be ground driven, then route marked with the feature condition “GroundDrivenCollectPayloadData” = T path is taken through the interaction diagram. On this path, the first activity is to execute the ground command. This step is supported by the Execute Commands interaction overview diagram, which models the alternative ways in which commands are executed. Then a request is make to collect the housekeeping using the Collect Payload sequence diagram from the FSW Housekeeping Multiple Client Multiple Server design pattern. The design patterns in the Execute Commands interaction overview diagram interact with the FSW Housekeeping Multiple Client Multiple Server design pattern since they appear sequentially in the interaction overview diagram. Therefore these design patterns must be interconnected.
The interaction overview diagrams for the remaining two steps in this use case are also created following the same process.

B.9 Unmanned Spacecraft Flight Software Product Line Message Communication

The specific type of message communication used in the FSW SPL is as follows:

- Asynchronous Message Communication and Bidirectional Asynchronous Message Communication. The FSW SPL was primarily designed to level asynchronous communication for all one-way communication and bi-directional
asynchronous communication for all two-way communication. This decision was made because is provided the most flexibility in the system and efficient use of concurrent components.

- **Synchronous Message Communication with Reply.** The FSW SPL did use limited synchronous messages communication in the data processing functionality of the command and data handling system. The raw data is transformed into telemetry packets using a serial process where the producers must wait on the consumers to finish. Therefore synchronous messages communication was used in this instance.

- **Publish/Subscribe Message Communication.** The Publish/Subscribe message communication pattern was used in the FSW SPL to ensure the consistency with the Layered architecture. For example, some components in the Control layer need to be notified when a fault is detected by a component in the Fault Detection layer. Therefore to ensure the Control Layer is dependent on the Fault Detection layer the publish/subscribe communication is used. Where the components in the Control Layer subscribe to fault detection alerts from components in the Fault Detection Layer. Then when a fault is detected the component in the Control layer is notified.
C.1 SNOE Collect and Store Spacecraft Use Case Activity Modeling

The second use case that involves the command and data handling subsystem is the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case. It has three main adaptable steps which are Collect Data, Format Telemetry, and Store Data. Each of these steps has its own sub-activity. First, the Collect Data adaptable step for SNOE is depicted in Figure C-1. This sub-activity diagram has two feature based conditions corresponding the Payload Data Collection feature group and Housekeeping Data Collection feature group. SNOE utilizes the Ground Driven Payload Data Collection and Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection features from this group. Therefore just the paths associated with these features are utilized in SNOE, as seen in Figure C-1.
The second adaptable step is Format Telemetry. This adaptable step for SNOE is depicted in Figure C-2. This sub-activity diagram has two feature based conditions corresponding to the Telemetry Formation and Telemetry Formation Reliability pattern specific feature groups. SNOE does not use any features from the Telemetry Formation Reliability and uses the Low Volume Telemetry Formation feature. Therefore the path
corresponding to this feature selection is taken through the activity diagram, as seen in Figure C-2.

The final adaptable step in the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case is Store Data. This adaptable step has two feature based conditions corresponding to the Telemetry
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Storage and Retrieval pattern specific feature group and the Memory Storage Device Type pattern variability feature group. From these groups, SNOE selected the Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval and EEPROM alternatives. Therefore the path associated with these features is utilized as seen in Figure C-3.

Figure C-3 SNOE's Store Data sub-activity diagram

C.2 SNOE Architectural and Executable Design Patterns

After the FSW architectural executable design patterns are selected, they must be customized to the SNOE to create SNOE level architectural and executable design
patterns following the process outlined in Chapter 5. The following subsections describe the SNOE specific changes made to some the design patterns.

**C.2.1 SNOE Telemetry Client Server Executable Design Pattern**

The SNOE Telemetry Client Server Executable Design Pattern contains the components necessary to store telemetry data in a single location. The components and their behavior are fully specified in the FSW SPL and thus there are not SNOE specific customizations to this design pattern.

**C.2.2 SNOE Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server Executable Architectural Design Pattern**

The next executable design pattern realized in SNOE is the FSW Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern. This design pattern is used to selectively collect payload data. Since the payload devices are unique to each SPL member, this design pattern needs to be customized to reflect SNOE’s payload following the process described in Chapter 5.

The first architectural view that is updated is the collaboration diagram. The Payload_DClient and Payload_DServe components from the FSW SPL Multiple Client Multiple Server design pattern are replaced by the SNOE specific variants, as seen in Figure C-4. Since SNOE is required to selectively collect the payload data, separate data clients are created for each payload instrument. Additionally, since each payload
instrument has its own data buffer, separate server components are created for each payload instrument.

![Collaboration Diagram for SNOE's Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server Executable Design Pattern](image)

**Figure C-4 Collaboration diagram for SNOE's Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern**

Next, the object interactions for the FSW Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern are customized for the SNOE application. As discussed in Chapter 5, this involves updating the representative object interactions with the precise
set of object interactions using the application’s variants. The SNOE Multiple Client Multiple Server design pattern involves selectively collecting payload data, therefore SNOE specific interaction diagrams are created for each type of payload data that needs to be collected. The collect payload data interaction diagram from the FSW Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern, described in Chapter 6, contains a general purpose Payload_DClient and Payload_DServer components. Now that the specific payload variants devices are known, the interaction diagram is updated to reflect this information. The interaction diagram for collecting microGPS data is depicted in Figure C-5.

![Image of interaction diagram]

Figure C-5 Collect microGPS data scenario for SNOE
It can be seen that the FSW SPL components are replaced with the SNOE specific components and interactions. Similar diagrams are also created for the collecting auroral photometer, ultraviolet spectrometer, and solar x-ray photometer data.

Finally, the last architectural view that needs to be customized is the component diagrams. As discussed in Chapter 5, this involves customizing the component diagram with the application specific variants. Additionally, the ports and connectors for any application unique variants must also be modeled. Figure C-6 shows the updated component diagram for the SNOE Payload Data Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern.

![Component Diagram](image.png)

**Figure C-6** SNOE Payload Data Multiple Client Multiple Server component diagram
It can be seen that the FSW Payload_DClient and Payload_DServer components are customized to the SNOE unique variants. The ports and connectors are added between the appropriate clients and servers are also shown in Figure C-6. Additionally, the interfaces are also updated to reflect the SNOE’s unique variants. Figure C-7 shows that the connected components have compatible interfaces.

![Diagram of SNOE Payload Data Multiple Client Multiple Server port design]

**Figure C-7** SNOE Payload Data Multiple Client Multiple Server port design
The interfaces for the servers are the same as the Payload_DServer. The interfaces for the clients are essentially the same as the Payload_DClients, however the response messages are customized to reflect the instruments’ data.

C.2.3 SNOE Payload Multiple Client Multiple Server Executable Design Pattern

In addition to updating the architectural views, the executable version of the design pattern also needs to be customized for SNOE. This is performed for each client and server in this design pattern. The specific steps involved in updating the state machine are follows.

First, the microGPS_DClient component is responsible collecting the microGPS data from the microGPS_DServer. It is a SNOE specific variant of the FSW Payload_DClient component from the FSW Payload Data Multiple Client Multiple Server executable design pattern. The state machine for the SNOE specific microGPS_DClient component is depicted in Figure C-8. The SNOE specific variant does not refine the behavior of this component therefore no additional states are added. Next, now that the specific sever the microGPS_DClient requests the data from is known, this information is added to the actions on the state machine. This information is captured on the transition from the Preparing_Request state to the Idle state. The action OUT_PORT(RmicroGPSDServer)->GEN(requestPayloadData(msg)) indicates that a request for payload data is being sent to the microGPS_DServer component though the RmicroGPSDServer port. Finally, the SNOE specific processing logic within the Preparing_Request and Processing_Response
states is added as On Entry actions. However, this information is not depicted in Figure C-8 in an effort to make the diagram readable.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure C-8 microGPS_DClient state machine**

Next the microGPS_DServer, Auroral_Photometer_DClient, Auroral_Photometer_DServer, Solar_Xray_Photometer_DClient, Solar_Xray_Photometer_DServer, Ultraviolet_Spectrometer_DClient and Ultraviolet_Spectrometer_DServer are also updated following a similar process.

**C.2.4 SNOE Memory Storage Device Watchdog Executable Design Pattern**

The FSW Memory Storage Device Watchdog Executable Design Pattern contains the components necessary to monitor the memory storage device for faults. The components and their behavior are common at the FSW and thus there are no SNOE specific customizations to this design pattern.

**C.3 SNOE Collect and Store Spacecraft Data Design Pattern Interconnection**
The Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case has three main adaptable steps which are Collect Data, Format Telemetry, and Store Data. Each of these steps has its own sub-activity. First, Collect Data adaptable step for SNOE is depicted in Figure C-9. This sub-interaction overview diagram has two feature based conditions corresponding the Payload Data Collection feature group and Housekeeping Data Collection feature group. SNOE utilizes the Ground Driven Payload Data Collection and Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection features from this group. Therefore just the paths associated with these features are utilized in SNOE, as seen in Figure C-9.

![Figure C-9 SNOE's Collect Data sub-interaction overview diagram](image)
The second adaptable step is Format Telemetry. This adaptable step for SNOE is depicted in Figure C-10. This step has two feature based conditions corresponding to the Telemetry Formation and Telemetry Formation Reliability pattern specific feature groups. SNOE does not use features from the Telemetry Formation Reliability and uses the Low Volume Telemetry Formation feature. Therefore the path corresponding to this feature selection is taken, as seen in Figure C-10.
The final adaptable step in the Collect and Store Spacecraft Data use case is Store Data. This adaptable step has two feature based conditions corresponding to the Telemetry Storage and Retrieval pattern specific feature group and the Memory Storage Device Type pattern variability feature group. From these groups, SNOE selected the Low Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval and EEPROM alternatives. Therefore the path associated with these features is utilized as seen in Figure C-11. Additionally, the ports and connectors between the design patterns not used and removed.

Figure C-11 SNOE’s Store Data sub-interaction overview diagram
This appendix describes the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) case study. This case study is based on NASA’s STEREO mission which is a two year mission to study the nature of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) by providing the first ever three dimensional images of the Sun. Information used in this case study is available here (John Galloway 1998; Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory n.d.; Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory n.d.; M.L. Kaiser et al. 2008; NASA Goddard Space Flight Center n.d.; Galvin et al. 2008; Howard et al. 2008; Luhmann et al. 2008; Anon n.d.; Anon 2007). Whenever possible, information from the real-world case study was used. However, when information was not available, assumptions were made based on personal experience in the flight software domain.

In order to take advantage of software architectural design patterns, STEREO will be designed as a member of the spacecraft FSW SPL described in Chapter 6. The application engineering of the STEREO FSW from the SPL is described as follows:

- Section D.1 provides a description of STEREO’s FSW
Section D.2 describes the requirements modeling phase for STEREO’s FSW
Section D.3 describes the analysis modeling phase for STEREO’s FSW

D.1 Problem Description

The STEREO mission is a two year mission from NASA with a goal to provide the first ever three dimensional images of the Sun by studying the nature of coronal mass ejections (CME). The mission involves using two nearly identical three-axis stabilized spacecraft in heliocentric orbit, which is an orbit around the sun. Since the spacecraft is far away from Earth, the STEREO FSW relies less on real-time ground commanding and more on autonomous functionality. Additionally, since STEREO operates in a heliocentric orbit it requires guidance and control algorithms along with propulsion hardware to achieve and maintain its orbit. Additionally, the FSW needs to support maneuvering of STEREO for its scientific data collection, communications, power generation, and thermal control.

The STEREO spacecraft contains four payload instrument packages to accomplish its scientific mission. The payload packages are In-situ Measurements of Particles And CME Transients (IMPACT), PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC), STEREO/WAVES (S/WAVES), and Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI). The IMPACT package measures solar wind electrons, energetic electrons, protons, heavier ions, and the in situ magnetic field strength and direction. PLASTIC measures the composition of heavy ions in the ambient plasma, protons, and
alpha particles. S/WAVES measures the generation and evolution of traveling radio disturbances. Finally, SECCHI uses remote sensing imagers and coronagraphs to track CMEs. A depiction of the STEREO spacecraft body along with the location of the various payload packages is depicted in Figure D-1.

![STEREO spacecraft diagram]

**Figure D-1** STEREO spacecraft

The four payload packages contain a total of 23 different instruments to perform its scientific mission. The instruments and their associated payload package are listed below
in Table D-1. STEREO’s payload packages are complex and therefore require more interaction and commanding from the FSW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECCHI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ultraviolet imager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Whitelight cornographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Heliospheric imager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Guide telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Solar wind sector small channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Solar wind sector main channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wide angle partition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/WAVES</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Static antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Radio receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Magenetometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Solar wind electron analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Suprathermal electron telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Solar electron and proton telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Suprathermal ion telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low energy telescope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High energy telescope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The payload instruments collect data 24 hours a day, even when the spacecraft is in communication with the ground. During events of interest, the FSW must also enable the appropriate instruments to collect data at higher sampling rates. The FSW is responsible for performing some processing on the data such as data compression and formatting the data into telemetry packets. Additionally, the FSW must collect and store data from all
the payload packages. The data is pushed from the instrument data buffers to the FSW during predetermined time intervals and using predefined data rates. The only exception to this process SECCHI’s imagers. This is because the payload packages generate around five gigabits of data per day with over 90% of the data coming from SECCHI images. To avoid overburdening the FSW, the SECCHI image data will be directly written to memory through Discrete Interface Card.

STEREO maintains its orientation in space using a three-axis stabilization technique, as opposed to a spin stabilization technique. In STEREO’s three-axis stabilization technique, reaction wheel assemblies (RWAs) are mounted on various sides of the spacecraft and the appropriate RWAs are fired to make slight changes to the spacecraft’s orientation. To adjust the spacecraft’s attitude, adjustments are managed by firing thrusters to push STEREO to the proper attitude. Attitude determination and control is managed autonomously onboard the spacecraft by the FSW. The FSW determines the attitude and orientation using measurements from one star tracker, six sun sensors, and one Inertial Reference Unit (IRU). If the FSW determines that the attitude and orientation are out of the acceptable range, then it must determine and send the appropriate commands to the RWAs and/or thrusters to adjust the spacecraft’s attitude.

STEREO uses two movable solar array appendages to generate power. The FSW is responsible for positioning the solar arrays toward the sun. Onboard power is controlled
using a power distribution unit (PDU). To maintain a consistent temperature, STEREO spacecraft uses both active and passive means of thermal control. The active measures include thermistors and electric heaters to ensure the spacecraft remains a consistent temperature throughout the spacecraft since one side of the STEREO is facing the Sun and the other does not. The FSW is responsible for monitoring the spacecraft temperatures and sending commands to the appropriate heaters to adjust the temperature. The passive thermal control measures do not interface with the FSW.

STEREO downlinks its data once per day to the ground through NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN) station in Canberra, Australia. To communicate with the ground STEREO contains a low gain antenna (LGA), medium gain antenna (MGA), and high gain antenna (HGA) that will be used depending on where the spacecraft is in orbit. The FSW is responsible to selecting and using the right antenna at the right time. The LGA and MGA are fixed, however the STEREO FSW is responsible for autonomously controlling the HGA so that is pointed at Earth.

All data and commands exchanged between STEREO and the ground station are formatted using Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standards. It is the responsibility of the FSW to format all spacecraft data using this format. During normal operations STEREO transmits telemetry at a 480 kbps rate and receives commands at a 125 kbps rate. When the spacecraft is out of contact of the ground, the
FSW writes all data to multiple EEPROM solid state recorders and downlinks the data during the next contact period.

When STEREO is out of contact with the ground it must autonomously detect, log, and respond to onboard faults. The fault management functionality on STEREO is quite extensive since STEREO is not in constant contact with the ground station. This is performed by collecting and monitoring engineering data from all the hardware devices. The engineering data for the payload packages is pushed to the FSW during predefined time interval using predefined data rates. The engineering data from the rest of the hardware is pulled by the FSW. Examples of faults to detect include single-event-upset recovery and response to monitored voltage or current telemetry conditions with pre-programmed actions. Additionally, the FSW is responsible to switching to the redundant hardware if faults are detected with the primary hardware. The redundant hardware on board includes an inertial measurement unit (IMU), three independent thruster groups, an extra reaction wheel assembly, transmitter, and receiver. All engineering data, faults detected, and corrective actions performed must also be reported to the ground.

The STEREO spacecraft contains two flight computers, one for the guidance and control processing and one for all other processing. Both flight computers are Mongoose V CPUs clocked at 12 MHz running the Nucleus+ RTOS. The throughput capacity of each of STEREO’s flight computers is estimated at 9.6 MIPS. STEREO’s flight computers
are also equipped with 2MByte SRAM, 4MByte EEPROM, 1MByte console boot ROM. The subsystem intercommunication is handled using MIL-STD-1553B. Additionally, a 7.5Gbits capacity solid state recorder is also provided with the C&DH flight computer for storing telemetry. It has an 8Mb/s simultaneous read and write rate. Additionally, a Housekeeping IO card is used to perform the Health and Safety monitoring of the spacecraft using engineering data.

In addition to the two main CPUs, STEREO’s payload packages also contain separate electronics to control for the payload. The SECCHI package utilizes a RAD750 processor that is capable of 120MIPS also with several circuit boards. The S/WAVES package contains an ADSP processor from the ADSP-2100 family for controlling the payload instruments. Additionally, the S/WAVES and IMPACT packages share a common SA33000 microprocessor along with RAM and ROM for data processing. IMPACT also utilizes an 80CRH196KD microprocessor and circuit boards to control the payload instruments. Finally, the PLASTIC package utilizes over 30 circuit boards including Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).

**D.2 STEREO Flight Software Requirements Modeling**

The first step in developing STEREO’s flight software architecture is to perform requirements modeling to scope the STEREO SPL member. This is accomplished by deriving STEREO’s requirements modeling artifacts from the FSW SPL requirements
modeling artifacts described in Chapter 6. The following subsections describe this process in more detail.

**D.2.1 STEREO Feature Model**

The first step in the requirements modeling phase is to select the features that STEREO will realize from the FSW Feature Model described in Chapter 6. First the C&DH feature model is examined. The final pattern specific C&DH feature model for STEREO is depicted in Figure D-2, where the features selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, STEREO must provide all of the FSW SPL C&DH kernel pattern specific features. There is only one kernel feature which is the Memory Storage Device Fault detection feature.

Additionally, STEREO must also provide one feature from the exactly-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW SPL C&DH feature model contains three of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

- **Command Execution.** STEREO’s payload and hardware requires a large amount of commanding to execute. Additionally, it does not need the ability to support new commands or strict temporal predictability. Therefore the High Volume Command Execution feature is selected.
Figure D-2 STEREO C&DH Feature Model
• **Telemetry Formation.** STEREO does produce a large volume of payload and housekeeping data. However, the other subsystems are required to format their data locally. Therefore the telemetry formation performed by the C&DH subsystem is low because it only formats the C&DH housekeeping data. Additionally, STEREO follows the CCSDS standard and needs to be updated if the standard changes. Thus the Flexible Serial Formatting feature is the best fit for STEREO.

• **Telemetry Storage and Retrieval.** Due to the large volume of payload and housekeeping data produced by STEREO, the High Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval feature is selected.

Next, STEREO must also provide one or more features from the at-least-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW C&DH feature model contains two of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

• **Payload Data Collection.** On STEREO, all of the payload data is sent to the C&DH subsystem at predefined intervals and rates. Therefore only the Event Driven Payload Data Collection feature is selected.

• **Housekeeping Data Collection.** According to STEREO’s description in section D.1, all of the payload data and payload housekeeping data is sent to the C&DH subsystem at predefined intervals and rates. Therefore the Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection feature is selected. The collection of housekeeping data from the other subsystems is ground driven. Therefore the Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection feature is also selected.
Next, the optional pattern specific features that STEREO should provide are determined. In the FSW C&DH feature model there are two optional features. The optional features are Spacecraft Clock and Housekeeping Data Checks. According to the STEREO description, trending is required of the thus the Housekeeping Data Checks feature is selected. STEREO’s High Volume Command Execution feature mutually includes the Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature. Therefore, STEREO must provide the optional Spacecraft Clock pattern specific feature.

Finally, the last step in STEREO’s feature model is to determine the optional C&DH pattern specific feature groups that STEREO should provide. Optional pattern specific feature groups include the zero-or-one or zero-or-more feature groups. In the FSW SPL model there is one optional feature groups, which is Format Telemetry Reliability. According to the description of STEREO, the FSW does have the responsibility to detect faults in the telemetry processing and report problems to the ground. Thus the Telemetry Formation Quick Check is selected from this group.

Next, the pattern specifics the STEREO realizes are selected from the FSW SPL’s pattern specific features. The final C&DH pattern variability feature model for STEREO is depicted in Figure D-3, where the features selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, STEREO must provide one feature from the FSW SPL C&DH exactly-one-of pattern variability feature groups.
The FSW SPL C&DH feature model contains three of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.
• **Memory Storage Device Type.** According to STEREO’s description, all telemetry data is stored in FLASH solid state recorders. Therefore the FLASH Device feature is selected.

• **Power Device Type.** STEREO’s use two solar panels which are used to generate power. Therefore the photovoltaic feature is selected.

• **Attitude Control Device Type.** According to STEREO’s description the attitude is adjusted by using a reaction wheel assembly (RWA). Thus the RWA feature is selected.

Next, STEREO must also provide one or more features from the at-least-one-of pattern specific feature groups. The FSW C&DH feature model contains two of these feature groups. The feature selection from each of these groups is described below.

• **Antenna Type.** To perform its communication, STEREO utilizes an immobile low gain antenna (LGA), an immobile medium gain antenna (MGA), and a moveable high gain antenna (HGA). Therefore the LGA, MGA, and HGA pattern variability features are selected.

• **Attitude Determination Device Type.** STEREO measures its attitude with a star tracker, multiple sun sensors, and an inertial reference unit (IRU). Therefore these pattern variability features are selected.
Next, the optional pattern variability features that STEREO should provide are determined. In the FSW SPL C&DH pattern variability feature model there are three optional features.

- **Propulsion Thruster.** STEREO orbits around the sun and must execute a fight plan to achieve its orbit. Therefore it must have propulsion and as a consequence the propulsion thruster pattern variability feature is selected.

- **Antenna Gimbal.** STEREO does require a moveable high gain antenna (HGA), therefore this feature is selected.

- **Power Appendage.** According to STEREO’s description, its solar panels are attached to movable solar panel wings, thus this feature is selected.

- **Heater.** STEREO provides active thermal control. According to STEREO’s description it uses heaters to adjust the spacecraft’s temperature. Therefore this feature is selected.

- **Louver.** STEREO provides active thermal control, however it does not utilize louvers to adjust the spacecraft’s temperature. Thus this feature is not selected.

Finally, the optional pattern variability feature groups that STEREO should provide are identified. In the FSW C&DH feature model there is only one optional feature groups, which is the Temperature Measurement Device feature group. STEREO provides active thermal control and measures the spacecraft’s temperature with multiple thermistors.
D.2.2 STEREO Use Case Model

This subsection describes the use case model for the STEREO SPL member. The use case model for STEREO is derived from the FSW SPL use case model defined in Chapter 6. The final use case model for STEREO is depicted in Figure D-4, where the use cases and actors selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, STEREO must provide all of the kernel use cases. These include the Collect & Store Data, Execute Commands, Perform Fault Management, and Uplink and Downlink Telemetry. STEREO must also interface with all the kernel actors.

![STEREO Use Case Model](image)

Figure D-4 STEREO Use Case Model
Next, the optional use cases and actors that are applicable for STEREO are determined. Based on STEREO’s feature selection, it can be determined that all the optional use cases are realized by STEREO.

**D.2.3 STEREO Use Case Activity Model**

The next step in the application engineer process is to customize the FSW SPL use case activity models for STEREO. This is accomplished by only utilizing the feature based condition paths that corresponds to STEREO’s feature selection. This is demonstrated using the Execute Commands use case. This use case involves executing commands from the ground station to ensure the spacecraft is not put into an unsafe state and the actions are appropriate for the spacecraft’s mode. STEREO’s activity diagram for this use case is depicted in Figure D-5. This use case scenario begins with a feature condition on the Command Execution pattern specific feature group. STEREO selected the High Volume Command Execution feature, thus the path that corresponds to this feature selection is taken as seen in Figure D-5.
Figure D.5 STEREO Execute Commands use case activity model.
D.2.4 STEREO Conceptual Static Model

The next requirements modeling artifact is STEREO’s conceptual static model, which is derived from the spacecraft FSW SPL conceptual static model described in Chapter 6. The conceptual static model for STEREO is depicted below in Figure D-6, where the optional and variant devices selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. By definition, STEREO must provide the kernel devices. Therefore the transmitter, receiver, payload device, and power distribution unit (PDU) is selected from the SPL conceptual static model, as seen in Figure D-6.

Next, the optional devices and variant devices are selected based on STEREO’s feature selection. According to STEREO’s feature selection, STEREO utilizes an immobile low gain antenna (LGA), an immobile medium gain antenna (MGA), a moveable high gain antenna (HGA), a transmitter, and a receiver. Therefore these variants are selected from the Antenna pattern variability feature group.

According to the STEREO feature model, STEREO provides active thermal control using thermistors and heaters. Therefore these devices are selected from the FSW SPL conceptual static model as depicted in Figure D-6. Additionally, STEREO is required to store a high volume of data using multiple EEPROM devices, hence the EEPROM memory device variant is selected.
Figure D-6 STEREO conceptual static model
Next, STEREO orbits around the sun and must execute a fight plan to achieve its orbit. Therefore it must have propulsion and as a consequence the propulsion thrusters are selected. According the problem description, STEREO controls its attitude using reaction wheel assemblies (RWAs), thus the RWA variant is selected from the attitude control devices. STEREO measures its attitude with a star tracker, multiple sun sensors, and an inertial reference unit (IRU). Therefore these variants are selected for the attitude determination devices.

Finally, STEREO FSW interfaces with the power distribution unit (PDU) and movable solar panels to generate and control the spacecraft’s power. Consequently, the kernel PDU and photovoltaic variant and power appendage are selected.

D.2.5 STEREO Context Model

Another major artifact produced from the requirements modeling phase is the context diagram. The context diagram is used to help define the system’s boundary with the external environment. STEREO’s context diagram is derived from the FSW SPL context diagram described in Chapter 6. Figure D-7 depicts the SPL context diagram with the variable devices selected for STEREO. The variable devices selected are highlighted using a bold font and a gray background. Figure D-7 shows that STEREO does not interface with louvers because it only uses temperature sensors and heaters to provide active thermal control. STEREO must interface with the rest of the external devices to meet its requirements.
Next, the STEREO context diagram can be refined to depict the actual variant devices that STEREO uses. Figure D-8 illustrates the final system context diagram for STEREO. STEREO contains four payload packages, which are the In-situ Measurements of Particles And CME Transients (IMPACT), PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC), STEREO/WAVES (S/WAVES), and Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI). There are a total of 23 different instrument across the payload packages. To keep the diagram readable, the payload packages and not the instruments are depicted in Figure D-8. STEREO uses multiple
solid state recorder for its memory storage device and photovoltaics for its power devices, thus these variants are shown in the system context diagram. Additionally, the optional power appendages, thermal devices, and propulsion thrusters that STEREO uses are also depicted in the system context diagram. All of the variant antennas and optional antenna gimbal that STEREO utilizes for its communications are also depicted Figure D-8. Finally, the specific devices that STEREO utilizes for is attitude control and attitude determination are depicted in the system context diagram.
Figure D-8 STEREO system context diagram
D.2.6 STEREO Subsystem Structuring

Another key artifact from the requirements modeling phase is the subsystem structuring diagram. The subsystem structuring for STEREO is identified from the FSW SPL subsystem structuring described in Chapter 6. The major relationships between STEREO’s subsystems are shown in Figure D-9, where the subsystems realized highlighted using a bold font and a grayed background.

![STEREO subsystem dependency model](image.png)

**Figure D-9 STEREO subsystem dependency model**
STEREO must provide the five kernel subsystems; therefore it has Command and Data Handling, Telemetry Tracking and Control, Attitude Control, Payload, and Power. It is clear from the STEREO feature model that STEREO also provides extensive fault management functionality. Therefore the optional Fault Management subsystem is realized. It is also clear from STEREO’s feature model that it does provide active thermal control, active propulsion, and guidance and control. Thus the Thermal, Propulsion and Guidance and Control subsystems are also selected for STEREO.

Another view of the subsystem structuring is a refinement of the context diagram, which is depicted in Figure D-10. This diagram shows the subsystems along with the allocation to STEREO’s actual physical devices. It can be seen from Figure D-10 that the allocation of devices follows the FSW SPL allocation where devices are grouped functionally with the subsystems. For example, all the devices associated with attitude control and attitude determination are associated to the attitude control subsystem.
Figure D-10 STEREO subsystem allocation to physical devices
D.3  STEREO Analysis Modeling

After the requirements modeling phase is finished, the next phase is to perform the analysis modeling. The purpose of this phase is to develop the basic structure for STEREO’s FSW architecture. Since STEREO is a member of the FSW SPL, its analysis model is also derived from the FSW SPL analysis model described in Chapter 6.

D.3.1  STEREO Executable Design Pattern Selection

The first step in the analysis modeling is to select the design patterns that are appropriate for STEREO’s features using the FSW SPL feature to design pattern mapping captured in Chapter 6.

Table D-2 is a subset of the FSW SPL feature to design pattern mapping that lists just the design patterns that correspond to STEREO’s C&DH features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Group</th>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Design Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Command Execution</td>
<td>FSW Hierarchical Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Telemetry Storage and Retrieval</td>
<td>FSW Compound Commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>High Volume Telemetry Formation</td>
<td>FSW Master Slave with Pipes and Filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSW Master</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Group</td>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Design Pattern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemetry Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;exactly-one-of feature group&gt;&gt; Format Telemetry Reliability</td>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>Quick Check</td>
<td>FSW Sanity Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;at-least-one-of feature group&gt;&gt; Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Payload Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Payload Data Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;at-least-one-of feature group&gt;&gt; Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Client Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Ground Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Event Driven Housekeeping Data Collection</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Data Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Housekeeping Data Checks</td>
<td>FSW Housekeeping Checks Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>Spacecraft Clock</td>
<td>FSW Spacecraft Clock Multicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>Memory Storage Device Fault Detection</td>
<td>FSW Memory Storage Device Watchdog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.3.2 STEREO Hierarchical Control Architectural Design Pattern

After the FSW architectural and executable design patterns are selected, they must be customized to STEREO to create STEREO architectural and executable design patterns following the process outlined in Chapter 5. This process is briefly illustrated using the collaboration diagram for STEREO’s Hierarchical Control Design Pattern, depicted in Figure D-11. It can be seen that this collaboration diagram contains the STEREO specific components and multiplicities based on STEREO’s feature selection.
The next step is to customize the design pattern interconnections for STEREO. This involves customizing the interaction overview diagrams based on the application’s selected features. Any design patterns that are not used based on the selected features should be removed from the interaction overview diagram. Additionally, the associated ports and connectors should also be removed.
First, the Execute Commands interaction overview begins with a feature based condition on the Command Execution pattern specific feature group. STEREO selected to use the High Volume Command Execution feature, thus only the path involving this feature is selected. Therefore the other paths are removed for STEREO. The final interaction overview diagram STEREO’s Execute Commands is depicted in Figure D-12. Additionally, the ports and connectors between the components in the FSW Spacecraft Clock executable design pattern and the FSW Hierarchical Control executable design pattern are removed.
Figure D-12 STEREO's command execution interaction overview diagram
D.3.4 STEREO Design Pattern within Layered Architecture

The last step in the analysis modeling phase is to update the Layered Architecture to include just the STEREO specific components and variants. As discussed in Chapter 5, this involves removing any optional components that are not realized based on the STEREO’s feature selection and using just the STEREO specific variants. A view of the STEREO C&DH subsystem architecture with the Hierarchical Control components is depicted in Figure D-13.
Figure D-13 STEREO Architecture Layered View with Hierarchical Control Components
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